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WELCOME…
This critical issue of Scientia celebrates scientists who tackle one of the greatest
challenges of our time: ensuring global food security and agricultural sustainability into
the future.
The urgency of agricultural research cannot be understated. In one human lifetime, the
population has tripled, from about 2.5 billion in 1950 to a whopping 7.7 billion today.
In order to feed this burgeoning population, Earth’s habitats are continually destroyed
to make way for more farmland, with disastrous consequences for Earth’s climate and
biodiversity – both of which are in a state of crisis.
With about half of Earth’s habitable land already used for human food production,
researchers are developing new ways to grow food more efficiently, rather than
continuing to destroy the planet’s wilderness areas. Scientists are also working to
identify more sustainable approaches to farming, so that nature can thrive alongside
our crops and livestock.
To open this edition, we feature an exclusive interview with Dr Sue Nokes, President
of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, who discusses
how the Society accelerates research that aims to improve global food security and
sustainability, particularly in the face of climate change and a growing population.
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Our first section then showcases the latest innovations in crop science and
horticulture. Here, we feature a diverse range of exciting projects, from enhancing the
sustainability of berry production in Upper Midwest US, to developing microbial-based
treatments to improve the drought tolerance of important crops.
Next, we focus on environmentally-friendly approaches to pest management, with a
particular focus on controlling invasive insects. This research is particularly pertinent,
as the widespread use of chemical insecticides to control insect pests has contributed
to the worrying declines of beneficial insect species, such as bees.
Our final section in the edition focuses on animal production. Here, we highlight
numerous promising projects that aim to make animal farming more ethical,
sustainable and safe – from adapting cattle-grazed grassland to increase carbon
storage, to finding viable alternatives to antibiotics for reducing the prevalence of
common livestock diseases.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
AGRICULTURAL AND
BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERS
Representing approximately 7,000 members in over 100
countries, the American Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineers (ASABE) is devoted to advancing engineering research
applicable to agriculture, food and biological systems. In this
exclusive interview, we have had the pleasure of speaking with
Dr Sue Nokes, President of ASABE, who discusses the myriad
of ways that the Society accelerates this diverse research field,
towards ensuring global food, energy and water security, in the
face of our changing climate and growing human population.

To begin, please explain what
agricultural and biological
engineering entails.

When was the American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers
(ASABE) founded, by whom, and why?

Agricultural and biological engineering
is the discipline that applies engineering
principles and the fundamental
concepts of biology to agricultural and
biological problems. The agricultural
or biological engineer creates systems
and tools, ranging in scale from the
molecular to ecosystem level, for the
safe, efficient and environmentallysensitive production, processing and
management of agricultural, biological,
food and natural resources systems.

Beginning in the 1850s, the era of
industrialisation prompted the founding
of several engineering disciplines.
Engineers who were applying
engineering science to agriculture
(at that time mechanical, civil and
electrical engineers) realised that these
disciplines did not adequately address
the diversity of agriculture’s engineering
requirements. In 1905, J. Brownlee
Davidson designed the first agricultural
engineering college curriculum. In
1907, in Madison, Wisconsin, a group of
mostly engineers from academia met to
exchange ideas about the engineering
needs of agriculture.
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These 18 pioneers formed the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, whose
constitution reads: ‘The object of this
Society shall be to promote the art and
science of engineering as applied to
agriculture.’
The profession quickly spread and
most land-grant universities in the US
began offering agricultural engineering
as an engineering major. Over the next
98 years the professional society grew
to its current size (approximately 7,000
members) and became more diverse.
In 2005, the Society was renamed the
American Society of Agricultural and
Biological Engineers (ASABE) to reflect
the important role that the biological
sciences play in the profession.

‘Providing the world with ample, safe, and nutritious food, while
regenerating the planet’s natural resources presents a complex challenge
that will require enormous cooperation and creativity to address.’

Why is research in the fields of agricultural and biological
engineering so vital to ensuring global food and water
security, particularly in this era of climate change,
biodiversity loss and population growth?
Research in the fields of agricultural and biological engineering
is vital to ensuring global food, water, and energy security for
many of the same reasons that the profession was formed
back in the early 1900s. Solutions to agricultural and biological
production, processing, packaging and distribution problems
require a systems approach. Engineers working in this area
need to understand the interactions of many systems, at least
one of which is biological, to adequately design a workable
engineering solution.
The National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine
(NASEM) issued a report in 2012 pointing out that by 2050, 70%
more food would be required to feed the world’s burgeoning
population, resulting in major threats to achieving global
sustainability goals. That report also identified promising
scientific breakthroughs needed by 2030 to increase the US
food and agriculture system’s sustainability, competitiveness
and resilience, such as improved food processing and
packaging technologies to reduce waste and maintain
nutritional value, improved decision making to maximise
food security, and enhancing consumer understanding and
acceptance of innovations. In support of the profession, ASABE
touches all the natural systems needed to address these
challenges and maintain a thriving planet.
Providing the world with ample, safe, and nutritious food,
while regenerating the planet’s natural resources presents a
complex challenge that will require enormous cooperation
and creativity to address. The challenges of nourishing the
planet are daunting, and agricultural and biological engineers

are not going to solve these problems in isolation. One of the
skills we do bring to the table though is the ability to integrate
knowledge from disparate professions, and enable dialogue
between traditional engineers and traditional agricultural/life
scientists. NASEM calls this a convergent research approach
and asserts that this convergence is needed to harness
advances in data science, materials science, biological
sciences, behavioural sciences, economics, and other fields to
address the challenges climate change, biodiversity loss, and
population growth present to our nation’s food system.
In addition to facilitating solutions by integrating expertise
from other engineering and biological science disciplines,
agricultural and biological engineers look for the system
implications of design changes ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’,
regardless of the agricultural or biological system. Agricultural
and biological engineers are trained to look at the systems
more broadly, as a ‘system of systems’, and to ensure that
the solution being designed integrates smoothly. Engineers
working in this area need to understand the interactions of
many systems to adequately design a workable engineering
solution. For example, a seed planter will not operate
correctly if the engineer does not understand the biological
requirements the seed needs for germination, and the
mechanics of the soil in which the seed will be placed.
A simple example may help illustrate this point. A nearby
production facility that uses large-scale fermentation to
produce products such as alcohol, omega-3 fatty acids, or
industrial enzymes by growing microorganisms in a waterbased nutrient broth, installed a new production facility. The
engineering firm that designed the facility did not consider the
biological system to be used in this facility. The engineers did
not realise that water piped to the fermenters needed to be
sterilised to avoid contamination by undesired microbes. The
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agricultural and biological engineers
are working to produce efficient
renewable energy sources, and to apply
these energy sources to create a more
sustainable future.
Please detail some of the many ways
that ASABE supports the agricultural
and biological engineering
community and promotes research in
this field.

fermenters could not be used until the
entire system was retrofitted to include
water sterilisation before filling the
fermenters. This is a straightforward
example of the type of system
integration knowledge that agricultural
and biological engineers bring to their
solutions.
Similarly, explain how agricultural
and biological engineers work to
produce efficient renewable energy
sources, towards a more sustainable
future.
Many sources of fuel originate from
solar energy through the process of
photosynthesis. Petroleum, natural gas
and coal are formed when dead plant
material is exposed to high pressures
and temperatures, and over time is
converted to a dense source of energy.
The dead plant material from which the
densified energy originated was created
by photosynthesis, using solar energy.
Agriculture in effect also harnesses the
sun to produce products of value for
civilisations. Agricultural and biological
engineers work to convert the stored
energy (in plants or agricultural waste)
into a denser form of energy that is
more convenient to use in our advanced
technologies, such as fuel alcohol,
natural gas and electricity.
Many of the renewable energy
production technologies are biological
processes. For example, anaerobic

digestion is used globally to produce
either natural gas or electricity. Fuel
alcohols are produced similarly through
fermentation. Converting sugars
and starches for fermentation into
fuels (such as alcohol) is technically
straightforward, but involves processing
agricultural products into glucose
for fermentation. In this process, the
remaining plant biomass is a waste
product which is partially recycled as
animal feed and soil amendments.
The use of sugar and starch-based
crops creates a food versus fuel
trade-off, however, leading to current
second-generation cellulosic ethanol
production facilities. Here, only nonfood biomass (such as agricultural
residues) is partially depolymerised
to release sugars which are fermented
to make fuel alcohol. Converting the
actual plant material into sugar is
technically much more challenging than
converting starch to sugar. Agricultural
and biological engineers are providing
much of the research to advance this
technology.
Agricultural and biological engineers are
also involved in using other renewable
energy sources, such as solar energy, to
power technology used in agriculture,
such as agricultural machinery. Solarpowered tractors may be a disruptive
technology that can mechanise parts of
the world that do not have consistent
access to liquid fuel for machinery.
These are just a few examples of how
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ASABE provides a venue for agricultural
and biological engineers to gather,
share knowledge, discuss new ideas,
and network. The Society promotes
research by bringing engineers from
industry and academia together, so
research can be grounded in real-life
problems.
ASABE also hosts a technical library,
which is the most expansive collection
of technical information available for
agricultural and biological engineers.
More than 30,000 technical documents,
including journals, standards,
proceedings, textbooks, and reference
books are available 24/7. ASABE also
publishes Resource Magazine, which
keeps members up-to-date on the latest
technical news, with content written
and driven by members working in
agricultural and biological engineering.
Published six times a year, each issue
highlights case studies, research and
features on a variety of topics.
ASABE is built on committees run by
volunteers. Within these committees our
members can develop their leadership
skills and collaborate, discuss and
network with like-minded individuals
from around the world. Technical
projects typically originate from these
committees, such as new standards and
specialty publications. ASABE provides
forums, which are places for members
to gather on-line, get feedback on their
work, receive advice, and connect with
other professionals from around the
globe on topics of interest.
ASABE hosts an annual meeting, which
is the most important agricultural
and biological engineering meeting of

‘Diversity and inclusivity are important to the field of agricultural and
biological engineering because working with a team for a common purpose
creates synergy, sparks creativity, and allows for resource pooling.’

the year. At the meeting, members learn of the latest trends,
research and techniques of the profession and connect and
build relationships with peers.
A Continuing Education Center is administered by ASABE, and
compiles courses from all types of engineering disciplines,
searchable by subject area. These courses provide Professional
Development Hours guaranteed to be accepted by all state
boards of licensure. The Society also curates jobs relevant to
our members who are looking for employees or looking for
employment. ASABE also encourages excellence by providing
professional and student awards honouring outstanding
achievements in the profession. Scholarships are also available
to students.
Give us a few examples of the standards of practice that
ASABE develops, and how their dissemination supports the
community.
While the exact number can be debated, agriculture is always
the top consumer of water in the world by percentage. Much
of this water is used for irrigation, and in many places around
the globe water use for irrigation is regulated due to scarcity.
Efficient use of irrigation water is a long-standing topic within
ASABE, and has resulted in the publication of many national
and international standards. This work continues within a
number of established ASABE technical committees and
through our involvement in ISO/TC23 Subcommittee 18,
Irrigation and Drainage Equipment and Systems. This work
is expected to continue far into the future and become even
more refined by standardising data acquisition and use to more
precisely define and provide for the moisture needs for defined
areas.

We also develop standards of practice within the area of
evolving technology. The interest in autonomous and electrified
vehicles is not limited to automotive applications. There is
a huge interest in these technologies from the agricultural
sector. One of the main drivers for automation in agriculture is
the cost of labour. In many areas, seasonal agricultural work
faces stiff competition from other employment sectors, and
automation may be a partial solution to this lack of available
labour. The benefits of machinery electrification are more
varied. One benefit is simple efficiency. An engine used to
produce electricity to power electric drive motors uses less fuel
than an engine combined with a mechanical transmission. In
addition, the electric power created by the tractor can be used
to power implements instead of using mechanical drivelines
or hydraulics. Much of the standards work for these two
areas will occur in ISO. Work has already begun in ISO/TC 23
Subcommittee 3, Safety and Comfort of the Operator, and ISO/
TC23 Subcommittee 19, Agricultural Electronics.
The use of genetically modified (GM) crops in agriculture
has revolutionised some areas of human food production.
However, the use of such plants remains controversial
worldwide. Please explain how ASABE promotes the
development of safe and efficient GM varieties towards the
sustainable production of food, fibre and energy.
This is a great question and one we are asked frequently. The
detailed science of genetically modifying crops is not an area
where ASABE has a lot of programs and activities. However,
ASABE is a strong supporter of sound science and the science
tells us that genetically modified crops offer tremendous
benefits to humanity and reduce agriculture’s environmental
impact on the planet. As engineers, we put science to work to
solve problems.
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The science supporting the use of genetically modified crops
has unlocked powerful tools which allow society to feed a
growing global population while minimising agriculture’s
environmental footprint. While GM tools are revolutionary, they
are just one of many advancements like the mechanisation
of agriculture, rural electrification, trickle irrigation, soil
conservation, controlled environment agriculture and precision
agriculture which have revolutionised agriculture and human
food production in recent history.
One collective challenge we face is producing nutritious foods,
ample feed and fibre that are acceptable and available to
people of varying cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds.
In order to meet this challenge, we need engineers, food
scientists, nutritionists, plant scientists and many others
beyond the food production areas all working together to
nourish the planet.
Finally, one of the Society’s goals is to foster an inclusive
culture that values diversity within the fields of agricultural
and biological engineering. Please explain why diversity is
so important to the advancement of research in this area,
and what the Society does to ensure inclusivity.
Diversity and inclusivity are important to the field of agricultural
and biological engineering because working with a team for
a common purpose creates synergy, sparks creativity, and
allows for resource pooling. Diversity is important in advancing
research in our field because agricultural and biological
engineers want to design technological systems that are
functional for all people.

For example, autonomous farm equipment relies on sensors
and image processing to determine the machine’s proximity to
objects, including people. Skin shade is a key design element
because the system has to be able to automatically identify
humans of all skin shades and separate the person from the
background image. If the entire team of development engineers
have similar skin colours, this factor may be overlooked.
A diverse and inclusive design team has a much higher
probability of addressing multiple groups’ concerns instead
of just designing to the physical attributes of the majority.
In addition, ASABE members work across the globe, and the
engineering solutions we develop must take into account
the social and political culture in which this solution will be
deployed, for the technology to be successful.
Our Society is working to cultivate a diverse, thriving, and
engaged membership. In 2019, ASABE joined the Societies
Consortium on Sexual Harassment convened by AAAS and the
Education Counsel. This group of professional societies banded
together to pool resources and work towards establishing
policies and procedures related to appropriate conduct at
meetings and for members receiving honours and awards. We
are working to establish an environment at our meetings and
within our membership where everyone feels safe to be their
authentic selves. Once we have this structure in place, our
Society will continue to encourage inclusivity through regular
programming at our national and regional meetings.
www.asabe.org
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AGRONOMY &
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ACHIE V I N G S USTAI N AB I LI TY I N CR O P
CU LT IVAT I O N & H O RT I CU LTU RE

In recent decades, the majority of our
crops have been produced through
industrial agriculture – in which large
farms grow the same crops year after
year. Such industrial farming uses
large volumes of chemical pesticides
and fertilisers that devastate local
biodiversity, damage soils, and pollute
nearby bodies of water.
Farming in this fashion degrades
resources that the crops themselves
actually depend on, making it a shortsighted and wholly unsustainable
approach that threatens global food
security, while also greatly contributing
to the biodiversity and climate crises.
Thankfully, an increasing number of
forward-looking farmers, agricultural
scientists and horticulturalists are
working to develop approaches
to crop production that are more
sustainable – environmentally, socially
and economically. Such sustainable
cropping systems can actually help to
preserve and restore ecosystems, while
enhancing soil health and water quality.
Many innovative researchers are also
working to improve the yields of our
common crops in sustainable ways.
Such increased efficiency would
mean a reduced demand for land,
allowing us to feed the growing human
population without needing to convert
Earth’s remaining wilderness areas
into farmland. Improved crop yields
can be achieved through tackling
plant diseases in a targeted fashion, or
by developing crop varieties that are
resistant to pests or extreme weather.

Indeed, the extreme weather brought
on by climate change is becoming
an increasing problem for farmers,
as most cropping systems are highly
vulnerable to droughts, storms,
flooding, heatwaves and the increased
prevalence of pests and pathogens that
can accompany temperature rises.
As our future food security depends
on tackling these challenges, research
into sustainable crop production is
extremely urgent. Therefore, this is
the theme of our first section of this
edition, where we meet a selection
of remarkable researchers who are
working hard to achieve sustainability in
crop cultivation and horticulture.
To open this section, we have had
the pleasure of speaking with Dr
Louise Ferguson, President-Elect of
the American Society for Horticultural
Science (ASHS) – the largest, most
influential organisation for horticultural
scientists. Dr Ferguson explains how
the Society supports and advances
research, education and application
in all branches of horticulture, with a
particular focus on sustainable crop
production.
Maintaining the multidisciplinary
approach that horticultural science is
famous for, Dr Mary Meyer, a Professor
of Horticultural Science at the University
of Minnesota features in the next
article. Her current focus is to increase
the prevalence of native grasses in
the state of Minnesota and further
afield. This work is counteracting the
drastic declines in native grassland
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habitat in North America, caused by
the widespread conversion of land
for agricultural use, and holds great
promise for increasing the biodiversity
of native insect species, such as
pollinators.
In agriculture, pollinators are vital for
the cultivation of most of the fruits we
consume and for the production of
seeds to perpetuate many common
vegetables. Pollinating insects are also
required to produce seeds of alfalfa
– an important component of cattle
and chicken feed. Thus, from fruit and
vegetables to meat and dairy products,
a shortage of pollinators would have
serious implications for human food
security.
Therefore, our next article is an invited
opinion piece by Professor Johanne
Brunet of USDA-ARS at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison. Professor
Brunet describes the worrying global
declines in pollinator species, in terms
of their abundance, species diversity
and distribution. She also discusses the
causes behind these declines, including
climate change, habitat destruction and
agricultural pesticides, and what can be
done to reverse the trend.
The next few articles in this section
explore holistic strategies for growing
crops in environmentally sustainable
ways, to reduce agriculture’s reliance
on toxic pesticides and herbicides.
First up is the TunnelBerries team,
who investigate how the cultivation
of strawberries and raspberries can
be made more sustainable in the
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upper Midwest region of the US, through the use of protective
structures and environmentally-friendly pest management
solutions.

considerable amount of the water they supply is lost through
evaporation and absorbed by weed species that grow amongst
the crops.

Next, we meet Dr Lauren Lazaro and her colleagues at
Louisiana State University AgCenter, who have developed a
sustainable solution to controlling weeds that are resistant to
chemical herbicides. Such herbicide-resistant weeds pose an
ever-growing threat to our major crops, endangering global
food security. The team demonstrated that their herbicide-free
weed-management approach could effectively control the
spread of some of the most damaging agricultural weeds.

Therefore, our next article in this section showcases an
innovative new irrigation system, which uses far less water than
current systems. Here, we meet Dr Pete Jacoby and his team in
the Department of Crop and Soil Sciences at Washington State
University, whose new technology delivers water directly to the
roots of the plants, preventing excessive loss of water through
evaporation while also creating unfavourable conditions for
competing weed species.

Continuing on the theme of herbicide resistance, we next
cover a recent study carried out by Dr Alexa Varah and her
colleagues at the Zoological Society of London. In this study,
the team developed a model to investigate the damage caused
by herbicide-resistant black-grass, a notorious weed that
decimates wheat fields in the UK and other parts of Europe. In
this exclusive interview, Dr Varah describes her team’s model,
which estimates that herbicide-resistant black-grass currently
costs the UK economy £400 million and results in 800,000
tonnes of lost wheat. These figures are set to significantly
increase as the problem escalates.

In the next article of this section, we meet Dr Devin ColemanDerr and his team at the USDA Agricultural Research Service
and University of California, Berkeley, who are taking a different
approach to tackling the challenges associated with drought.
Their research aims to develop microbial-based treatments to
improve the drought tolerance and productivity of important
crop species.

After this, we shift our attention to the devastating
consequences of drought for crop production. With droughts
increasing in frequency and severity due to climate change,
farmers are having to irrigate their crops more than they have
done in the past, further exacerbating water shortages. Many
currently-used irrigation systems are highly inefficient, as a
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Also using microbial treatments to improve the resilience of
crops is Dr Susanne Zeilinger at the University of Innsbruck in
Austria. Her work focuses on targeting fungal plant diseases,
which are becoming increasingly prevalent in many parts of
the world due to climate change. Rather than using chemical
fungicides, which can have negative environmental impacts,
Dr Zeilinger investigates fungi that feed on pathogenic fungi as
a promising alternative for treating plant disease. In particular,
she is working to identify the genes and gene products that are
active during the interactions of such ‘antagonistic’ fungi.
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Of course, numerous scientists are also
focusing on the genetics of the plants
themselves to find innovative new
ways of fighting disease. For instance,
Dr Rebecca Grumet of Michigan State
University, who we meet in the next
article of this section, explores plant
genomics with the aim of bringing
disease-resistant varieties of cucumber,
melon and squash to farmers. Her
project, which is called CucCAP, aims
to ensure greater food security and
sustainability into the future.

their striking purple fruit could help
to open dialogue with consumers and
encourage greater acceptance of the use
of genetic technology in food plants.

With climate change bringing
increasingly frequent drought and
heatwaves, and creating more
favourable conditions for many pests
and diseases, genetic modification
of crops to improve their resilience is
likely to become an important tool in
ensuring our food security. However,
public acceptance has not kept up with
the technological advancements in this
field.

Dr Sanju Sanjaya and his team at the
Energy and Environmental Science
Institute of West Virginia State University
are also hoping to create new crop
varieties using genetic and genomic
tools. These researchers focus on
developing plants that produce and
store more oils throughout their tissues,
and not solely in the seeds. Such
energy-rich crops would be ideal for
biodiesel production, and could also
serve as high-quality food crops in the
future. By increasing the energy stored
in plants, the land requirement to grow
both biodiesel and food crops could be
significantly reduced.

To remedy this situation, Dr James
Thomson and his team at the USDA’s
Western Regional Research Center have
developed ‘Lilac Limes’ using advanced
genetic technology. They hope that

Continuing on the theme of colourful
food crops, we next meet Dr Philipp
Simon at the United States Department
of Agriculture. Dr Simon’s team
investigates the genetics of healthy,
colourful compounds in carrots, to help
breeders develop even more nutritious
strains.
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Next, we showcase the research of Dr
Renée Arias, Dr Victor Sobolev and Dr
Marshall Lamb of the USDA National
Peanut Research Laboratory, who have
pioneered methods for inhibiting toxin
production in peanuts. Their work not
only promises to make peanuts safer to
eat, but will also prevent huge annual
crop losses due to toxin contamination,
boosting the yields of this versatile
superfood.
In the final article of this section, we
shift our attention to a medicinal crop
that has been cultivated for millennia
– cannabis. Here, we meet Dr Andrea
Holmes and her colleagues at Precision
Plant Molecules, who are revealing the
numerous hidden benefits of cannabis,
when the plant is processed with
precision. Using advanced chemical and
analytical techniques, the Coloradobased company isolates the naturally
produced medicinal compounds in
cannabis, and then tailors effective
medicines for its global consumer base.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE
Based in in Alexandria, Virginia, the American Society for
Horticultural Science (ASHS) is the largest, most influential
organisation for horticultural scientists. Representing thousands
of professionals worldwide, the Society is dedicated to supporting
and advancing research, education and application in all
branches of horticulture. In this exclusive interview, we speak
with Dr Louise Ferguson, President-Elect of ASHS, who discusses
the diverse field of horticultural science, and explains how the
organisation supports and promotes the myriad aspects of
horticulture.

Tell us about the history of ASHS. When was the Society
founded, and why?
ASHS was founded in 1903 under the leadership of Liberty Hyde
Bailey and Spencer A Beach as the ‘Society for Horticultural
Science’. ‘American’ was added in 1916. The objective was to
‘more fully establish horticulture on a scientific basis’. There
were 55 founding members, and Bailey was elected the first
president of ASHS.

To begin, please explain what horticultural science is.
How does it differ from botany and crop science?
Horticultural science is the only plant science that incorporates
both the science and aesthetics of plants. It is the science and
art of producing edible fruits, vegetables, flowers, herbs and
ornamental plants, improving and commercialising them.
Crop science, also called agronomy, is the science of the
producing the world’s major food groups, grain, feed, turf, and
fibre crops, and incorporates production, improvement and
marketing. Botany is the academic study of plants, and does
not incorporate the applications of plant use, improvement or
marketing.

At the time, it was felt that horticulture was not fully appreciated
in the scientific world, and more focus needed to be given to
technical and scientific aspects of horticultural investigations.
Even after nearly 120 years, horticulture is still dealing with this
issue!
Please discuss some of the ways that ASHS supports the
horticultural science community and promotes research in
this field.
Horticulture is such an amazingly broad scientific field, both
in the number of crops involved and the breadth of research –
from basic, to applied, to extension of the results. This diversity
is represented in the three journals ASHS publishes and the 50+
professional interest groups that make up ASHS. From organics
to genetic modification, plant physiology to cropping systems,
children’s gardening to graduate student education – ASHS
supports and encourages the myriad aspects of horticulture.

Horticulture is an application science – the science developed
by horticulturists is applied to plant production, improvement,
marketing and enhancement of Earth’s human and animal life.

AGRONOMY & HORTICULTURE
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‘Horticultural science is the only plant
science that incorporates both the science
and aesthetics of plants. It is
the science and art of producing edible
fruits, vegetables, flowers, herbs and
ornamental plants, improving and
commercialising them.’

Describe your work in promoting crop production in cities.
Horticulture, because it requires less space for sustainable
production, and can be done indoors, is the only plant science
with the ability to adapt to urban spaces and interfaces. Urban
agriculture, vertical farming, enhancement of urban spaces
and the use of horticulture in human therapy are increasing.
ASHS members are the leaders in these efforts. While not the
complete solution to food and environmental challenges in
urban environments, these activities can make substantial
inroads in addressing these issues.
Finally, one of the Society’s activities involves translating
the latest fundamental research into products and
practices that improve health, communities, and the
environment. Please describe one or two success stories in
this area.

Is horticultural research important in this era of climate
change?
It is the horticultural crops, both edible and ornamental that
are the early harbingers of climate change. Where climate
change has produced a later autumn, milder winter, earlier
spring with erratic frosts, it is the flowering plants, vegetables,
tree fruit and nut crops, and ornamentals that are the first
collective signal with the change in their germination time,
bloom time and quality, and fruit production.
Does ASHS promote the use of environmentally-friendly
methods of crop production? Please offer a few examples
of how.
Environmentally-friendly and economically-friendly crop
production, expressed as sustainable crop production, is at
the core of the basic and applied science promoted by ASHS.
Studying how climate has affected winter chill or summer heat
accumulation has determined where tree fruit crops can be
produced.
For example, olive oil, a Mediterranean tree crop, is now
starting to be produced in Oregon. Basic and applied studies
of pistachio rootstock salinity tolerance now enable pistachios
to be productive in the formerly unusable, increasingly saline
soils produced by drought and heat in California’s San Joaquin
Valley.
Changing climates, soil and water and salinity issues, carbon
footprints of transportation, and increasing ‘food awareness’ of
consumers on production inputs and methods are all driving
factors of this research.

This activity is the primary focus of ASHS – through its journals,
annual conferences, and member interactions. Each year,
ASHS publishes hundreds of research, teaching, and extension
articles. Annually, approximately 1000 members present at
our annual conference. It could be said that all of these papers
and presentations are ‘success stories’ – whether new cultivars
bred for drought tolerance or disease resistance, new growing
methods for a changing climate, or harvesting and storage
methods for a safer food supply chain.
One likes to think it is the single, discrete discovery that results
in great changes. However, particularly in an applied science
such as horticulture, it is the methodical examination of the
basic science, the plant physiology, in interaction with its
environment, then applied for verification, that results in the
‘great changes’.
An example is the decades of research by Cornell’s Drs Alan
Lakso and Terrance Robinson, that has produced the ability
to determine how and when to reduce the number of apples
on a tree to consistently produce annual crops of good
quality apples. Termed a ‘carbohydrate model’, it predicts the
sensitivity of an apple tree to thinning, based on the weather.
They demonstrated that the apple thinning responses were
stronger during periods of carbohydrate deficit. Apples are
easier to thin on hot, cloudy days, because the tree has less
ability to provide sufficient carbohydrates, due to lack of
sunlight to drive the photosynthesis that supports the young
rapidly growing apples. The net result of knowing when to thin
apples effectively enhances sustainable apple production and
stable farming communities.
www. ashs.org
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GOING NATIVE
WITH GRASSES
Native grasses have great environmental benefits, not least as a food
source for a wide variety of butterfly and moth species. However,
native grassland habitats are some of the most endangered in North
America, with less than 1% of original tallgrass prairie remaining.
Dr Mary Meyer and her colleagues at the University of Minnesota
have been working to evaluate the use of native grasses by butterfly
and moth species. They are also working with garden centres to
increase the volume of native grasses sold and grown in Minnesota.

Benefits for Butterflies and Beyond
The widespread conversion of land
for agricultural and urban use has led
to drastic declines in native grassland
habitat in North America. This has put
native butterflies and moths under great
pressure, causing their populations to
decline. In Minnesota, of the 19 butterfly
and moth species listed as endangered,
threatened or of special concern,
nine are dependent on native prairie
grassland and two are suspected of
being prairie dependent.
However, the benefits of choosing
native grass species over more exotic
grasses (not native to North America)
go well beyond providing a food source
for butterfly and moth species. Native
grasses need little maintenance or input
in the way of fertiliser or pesticides,
and if they are planted at suitable sites,
they rarely need to be watered once
established. They do well in tough sites
where other plants may not be able to
survive, and have deep, fibrous root
systems that stabilise the soil, reducing
erosion.
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These properties make native grasses an
ideal landscaping plant. The challenge
for Dr Mary Meyer and her colleagues
at the University of Minnesota has been
to make consumers aware of these
benefits, and to work with retailers to
ensure that the grass varieties they sell
are best suited to the local area, and for
the native moth and butterfly species
that depend on them.
Grasses as Host Plants
Butterflies and moths make up the
order of insects called Lepidoptera.
Lepidoptera go through a complete
metamorphosis from larva to adult
during their life cycle. Larvae or
caterpillars feed on plants, sometimes
specialising on a certain plant species
or group of plants, which they also use
for shelter. Native grasses provide larval
food while native forbs or wildflowers
provide nectar for the adult butterflies.
In their research into prairie
Lepidoptera, Dr Meyer and Diane
Narem found 36 species that used 17
prairie grasses as host plants, with most
species using just three native grasses:
big and little bluestem, and switch
grass. Their findings illustrate just how
specialised these butterflies and moths
WWW.SCIENTIA.GLOBAL
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are. Dr Meyer suspects that there are likely to be even more
moth species that use these grasses as host plants than she
had identified, as moths tend to be much less well documented
than butterflies.
This specificity of Lepidoptera is often true of herbivorous
insects, and it means that native plant species that co-evolved
with native butterfly and moth species are dependent on each
other. Often, this relationship does not apply to exotic plant
species. Studies in agricultural and urban landscapes have
shown that patches with greater richness of native species have
higher richness and abundance of butterflies and butterfly and
moth larvae.
As well as the many benefits that native grasses provide for
butterfly and moth species, Lepidoptera supported by native
grasses are a key part of the ecosystem in themselves. They
are an important food source for other insects, rodents, bats,
birds (particularly young birds) and spiders, and they also act
as pollinators.
Assessing Grass Performance
To help identify the best performing native grasses across
states and regions, Dr Meyer and her team led multi-state field
trials between 2012 and 2015, in which they evaluated a total of
22 native grass varieties.
They found wide variation in plant size and form among
locations for the 22 varieties in their trial, and only a few
varieties performed consistently across multiple locations. This
demonstrates the importance of regional trials to determine

which plants will perform best locally, based on the local
environment and conditions.
The results from these trials enabled Dr Meyer and her team
to progress the next stage of their project: to inform growers,
retailers and consumers in Minnesota and in other regions in
the US of the best native grass varieties to buy, stock and grow.
The Challenge: Informing Consumers
Many garden centres sell only a few grass varieties, and some
sell no native grasses at all. When faced with a wide range
of exotic and native grasses to choose from, how do garden
centres and urban developers choose which grasses to stock or
plant? Armed with their work on native grass growth responses
and the data they had gleaned on the grasses most frequented
by prairie-dependent butterfly and moth species, Dr Meyer and
her team began to work with Minnesota-based garden centres
to help them to choose native grasses for their stores.
The team then produced a range of marketing materials to
display in the garden centres participating in the project,
including posters, brochures, and plant tags or labels. A
comprehensive e-book guide to native grasses, a shorter quick
guide and website were also developed. These resources
showcase the different native grasses, and demonstrate how
best to pair native grasses and herbaceous flowering plants
together to benefit native butterflies and moths. In June 2019,
Dr Meyer and her research colleague Diane Narem received
the Silver Medal of Achievement from Garden Communicators
International for the free e-book Gardening with Native Grasses
in Cold Climates that they produced.
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These choices should provide them with
grass varieties that perform better and
are more resilient to local conditions,
as well as providing an important
habitat for declining prairie-dependent
Lepidoptera species.
Dr Meyer and her team continue to
evaluate the performance of diverse
populations of native grasses as well
as new varieties. As a result of their
ongoing work, two Indian grass varieties
have shown superior performance at
four locations across Minnesota and
are scheduled to be introduced into the
nursery trade in the near future.

CREDIT: Diane Narem
The team has also enhanced the Grass
Collection at the Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum, where Dr Meyer is based,
providing information on the hardiness
and landscape use of grasses for all
landscapes. The display also compares
over 200 grass varieties and trials
new ones – providing a resource for
public and industry education, and
encouraging the use of native grasses
in urban landscapes. In 2012, the Grass
Collection became part of the Plant
Collections Network, a benchmark for
excellence in plant collections managed
by the American Public Garden
Association.
As part of the outreach and education
for the Collection, a range of
presentations are given to growers,
Master Gardeners and the general
public at state and regional gatherings,
and open house events at the
Landscape Arboretum. Research results
are presented at national and regional
conferences, as well as a series of
webinars, all of which are available on
the Promoting Native Grasses website.
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Measuring Success
One of the main aims of the team’s
collaboration with local garden centres
was to increase commercial production
and sales of grasses, and the project
certainly seems to have achieved
this goal. In fact, participating garden
centres have reported increased
sales of native grasses of up to 57%.
Dr Meyer and her colleagues also
surveyed more than 200 customers to
determine the effectiveness of their
displays. They found that grasses being
low maintenance and beneficial to
butterflies and moths were the most
important factors to gardeners when
making their buying decisions. This
team is now using this insight to inform
the subsequent phases of the project.
Future Prospects
The research carried out by Dr Meyer
and her team has increased awareness
of the larval stage of butterflies and
moths – enabling horticulturalists,
ecologists, landscape planners, land
managers and home owners to make
informed choices in their decisions
to buy and plant native grass species.
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The practical applications of the team’s
efforts potentially go well beyond the
benefits already demonstrated through
their work with garden centres and
home owners. The soil stabilisation
properties of native grasses, with their
deep root systems, also mean that they
can act as absorption and filtration
systems for water run-off, slowing down
water flow and catching impurities
and pollutants before they enter
groundwater. For this reason, native
grasses are useful plants for buffer strips
located along the edge of crop fields,
or paved parking areas. Native grasses
also provide habitat for other beneficial
insects, such as ground beetles, which
prey on many agricultural pests. Native
grasses have long been used in ‘beetle
banks’ in agricultural schemes in the
UK as a form of biological pest control,
but these have not yet been used to any
great degree in the US.
The future conservation of native
grasses and the species that depend on
them relies not just on re-establishing
lost natural prairie habitat, but also on
ensuring that the ecological benefits
of landscapes that replace their native
habitats are fully realised. Dr Meyer’s
team has been key in ensuring that the
benefits that native grasses can bring
to human-made environments are fully
recognised by decision makers. The
researchers hope to continue building
on these encouraging outcomes with
further work and research projects on
native grasses.
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POLLINATOR DECLINE:
IMPLICATIONS FOR FOOD
SECURITY & ENVIRONMENT
Opinion article by Professor Johanne Brunet of USDAARS at the University of Wisconsin–Madison

Social or Solitary?
Bees are particularly important pollinators, with over 16,000
bee species known worldwide. Some bee species are social
and have colonies with castes, a queen, workers (females)
and drones (males), but over 85% of the known bee species
worldwide are solitary.
The European honey bee, Apis mellifera, is probably the bestknown bee species due to its extensive use as a managed
pollinator in agriculture. It is a highly social bee and a single
colony can be home to over 60,000 individual bees. Honey
bees make honey and have perennial colonies, meaning that a
colony persists over many years.
Stingless bees represent a second group of highly social bees.
They also make honey but typically less than honey bees.
Stingless bees occur in most tropical and subtropical regions
of the world. The third group of social bees is the bumble
bee. Bumble bees do not make honey but store nectar in the
hive. Bumble bee colonies are smaller, with between 50 and
250 individuals depending on the bee species. Bumble bee
colonies are annual – new queens are produced in the fall,
they hibernate and the ones that survive the winter start a new
colony in the spring.

Wild bee species contribute positively to pollination of various
crops and are essential to the pollination of numerous wild
plant species. By moving pollen from one flower to the stigmas
of another flower, pollinators ensure seed production for many
plant species. In agriculture, pollinators are necessary for the
pollination of most fruits we consume and for seed production
of vegetables.
Although we consume a root when eating carrots and a stem
when chewing on celery, pollinators are needed for seed
production, which permits the perpetuation of carrot and
celery varieties. You need to plant carrot and celery seeds in
your garden to grow carrot and celery plants. In addition, bees
are required for seed production of alfalfa, a major forage
crop. Alfalfa is a major component of the forage used to feed
cows, including dairy cows, and is an important component of
chicken feed. A lack of pollinators would negatively impact beef
and chicken production together with the production of milk
and other dairy products.
From wild plants to vegetables to dairy products, a shortage of
pollinators would have serious implications for both human
food security and the environment.

Aside from these groups of social bees, the great majority of
bee species are solitary. Solitary bees do not have colonies or
castes, and each female is fertile, finds a nest where she lays
eggs with pollen and nectar as provisions for the developing
larvae. Solitary bees, and hence the great majority of bees, do
not make honey.
Pollination
Both social and solitary bees contribute to crop pollination and
to the pollination of wild plant species. Some of the managed
pollinators widely used in agriculture include the honey bee,
the alfalfa leafcutting bee, Megachile rotundata, and the blue
orchard Mason bee, Osmia lignaria. While solitary, the latter
two bee species nest in aggregation, a trait that facilitates their
management.
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‘The decline in pollinators and bees has been attributed to various
causes – the three major culprits are pests and pathogens, exposure to
agrochemicals and habitat loss and degradation.’

can avoid the extremely negative consequences of pollinator
loss on crop and wild plant reproduction.

Declining Bee Populations
Unfortunately, bees are in decline, and this decrease in bee
populations affects both managed and wild bees alike. The
decline in bee species has been documented worldwide,
although some countries have stronger historical records for
wild bee species.
In European countries that have good historical records for wild
bees, comparing data from these records to more recent data
has shown clear evidence of decline in bee species richness
(number of species), frequency (abundance of species), and
distribution (range). In a large-scale study, species richness or
the number of bee species had declined by 40% in the United
Kingdom and 60% in the Netherlands.
Although the United States, Canada and Mexico do not have
strong long-term monitoring or baseline data for wild bee
species, records of bee decline exist, and four bumble bee
species have been put on the Xerces Society for Invertebrate
Conservation Red List of at-risk pollinator insects of North
America.
The decline in honey bees resulting from Colony Collapse
Disorder has helped bring public awareness to this serious issue
of pollinator decline. Different strategies are being deployed
to improve pollinator habitats and educate the general public
about pollinator conservation. There is also increased research
for the development of management strategies for other bees,
such as the blue orchard bee, Osmia lignaria, for use in crop
pollination. Hopefully, the methods implemented to help
maintain pollinator populations will be successful such that we

Factors Behind Declines
The decline in pollinators and bees has been attributed
to various causes – the three major culprits are pests and
pathogens, exposure to agrochemicals and habitat loss and
degradation.
Bees feed on pollen and nectar provided by plants – pollen is
the major source of proteins and lipids, while nectar provides
bees with sugars and other micronutrients. Bees need a variety
of plants to maintain themselves and, for social bees, to
preserve a healthy colony. Habitat loss and degradation affect
the quality and quantity of food sources available to bees,
negatively impacting bee health.
Moreover, many bees are ground or cavity dwellers and must
find bare ground or empty cavities where they will lay eggs
and set up the next generation. Habitat loss and degradation
reduces the availability of suitable nesting sites. Expansion of
human dwellings and the use of large acreage for agricultural
monoculture can both affect the abundance and suitability of
habitats. Larger crop acreages reduce the availability of bare
ground or empty cavities for bees to nest, while also lowering
the diversity of plant species available to bees, especially if
weeds are controlled. By lowering the plant species diversity
available to bees in space and time, and diminishing the
availability of good nesting sites, habitat loss and degradation
negatively impact bee health.
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‘Humans depend on plants and plants depend on pollinators. A balance
must be maintained in order to sustain life on earth and protect human
survival and health.’

Different pathogens and parasites threaten bees. These have
been best studied in honey bees. Varroa mites can cause
serious damage to honey bee colonies and are responsible
for the loss of many colonies each year. Tracheal mites are
internal parasites of honey bees and have been detected in
the colonies of various wild bumble bee species, although
we know less about their impact on colony health. American
foulbrood, caused by bacteria, is a serious disease of
honey bees, while chalkbrood, a fungal disease, seriously
impacts alfalfa leafcutting bees. The gut parasite Nosema, a
protozoan, together with new emerging diseases, caused by
different viruses, negatively affect honey bee and bumble bee
health. The impact of these pathogens and parasites can be
exacerbated by other factors such as poor nutrition, which itself
can result from habitat loss and degradation.

floral traits and floral rewards will lower the foraging efficiency
of bees and impact the quality and quantity of food brought
back to the hive or used as provisions. Therefore, the use of
pesticides can seriously impact bee nutrition, which itself can
affect bees’ susceptibility to diseases.

The use of pesticides in agriculture and home gardens can
be harmful to bees. If applied when bees are active, some
pesticides will kill them. Pesticides should be applied in
gardens and crops during times of day when bees are not
active, in order to minimise their impact on bees. Farmers can
adjust their spraying schedule in order to minimise the lethal
impact on bees.

As explained earlier, the various factors affecting honeybees
include pathogens, such as new emerging diseases caused by
different viruses, the Varroa mites, the gut parasite Nosema,
pesticides and poor nutrition. These factors can interact with
one another, where habitat loss or pesticides can lead to poor
nutrition and poor nutrition makes bees more prone to disease.

Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is probably the best-known
case of bee decline. It has been affecting honey bees since
2006 and the most striking symptom of CCD is the low number
of adult bees in the hive with the absence of dead bodies.
Foragers and nurse bees leave the hive and do not return. While
the queen and broods are fine, there are few adult bees present
in the hive, and in the absence of bees taking care of the young
and bringing food, the hive collapses. No single factor can
explain CCD and multiple factors seem responsible.

Human Actions
However, pesticides can also have sublethal effects on bees,
meaning that they do not kill the bees but still have a negative
impact. Sublethal effects can include impairing or affecting
the navigational and foraging abilities of bees. Spatial learning
helps the bee locate its nest, while associative learning allows
the bee to make the association between plant traits and floral
rewards, which helps a bee optimise reward collection during
a foraging trip. With fewer foragers returning to the hive, or
fewer bees finding their nest, less food is brought back to the
hive or the nest to feed the young (social bees) or provision the
eggs (solitary bees). Moreover, limited associations between
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Habitat degradation and fragmentation result mainly from the
expansion of human dwellings and from a more extensive use
of the land for agriculture. Furthermore, the use of pesticides in
agriculture and home gardens is directly influenced by the need
for food and for enhanced urban and suburban landscapes.
The varroa mite, Varroa destructor, a serious contributor to
honey bee colony losses each year, is endemic to Korea, Japan,
and Thailand and its introduction and spread into Europe
and North America may very well have resulted from humans
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moving honey bee queens and colonies around. It has also
been hypothesised that the intercontinental movement of
bumble bee queens during the early stages of bumble bee
commercialisation could have introduced new non-native
parasites and diseases to the United States.
These new diseases could spill into wild bumble bee
populations when commercially reared bumble bees escape
and come in contact with wild bumble bees. Commercial
bumble bees harbour higher numbers of various pathogens
relative to wild bumble bees and are moved throughout the
country, which may facilitate widescale disease spread. Finally,
there is concern that climate change will disrupt the synchrony
between pollinator and plant emergence, limiting interactions
between plants and their pollinators with potential negative
effects on pollinator health and plant reproduction. Human
actions impact many of the factors responsible for bee decline.
Implications for Food Supply
A decline of pollinators can seriously impact the food supply.
Fruit production would be strongly affected as most fruits
require insects for pollination. Propagation of many vegetables
would become problematic.
However, a lack of pollinators would not lead to a complete
penury of food. This is because not all plants require pollinators
for seed production. For many plant species, the wind, and not
bees or other pollinators, carry pollen from one plant to the
next, ensuring seed production. Grasses, which include wheat
and barley and the majority of grains, are wind-pollinated.
Corn pollen is also carried by wind. In addition, some of the
vegetables we consume have been bred to self-fertilise, where
pollination occurs within the same flower in the absence of
pollinators. Therefore, wind-pollination and self-fertilisation

will help maintain some plants and crops in the absence of
pollinators.
Nevertheless, a lack of pollinators would strongly affect our diet
and would limit the availability of various nutrients provided
by many fruits and vegetables. By limiting alfalfa production,
a lack of pollinators would also affect meat production and
production of dairy products. Thus, a decline in pollinators
would negatively affect human nutrition. The health of humans
depends on the health of pollinators.
Further Implications
The dependence of humans on plants goes far beyond food
production. Plants provide building material and are the
original source of most pharmaceuticals. Most importantly,
humans rely on healthy plants to provide oxygen. Humans
breathe in oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. Plants capture
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to produce oxygen.
Without plants, the air would become filled with carbon dioxide
and devoid of oxygen which would lead to the demise of
animals, including humans.
A loss of pollinators would not lead to the complete
disappearance of plants on earth, as various plants are windpollinated and other plants rely entirely on self-pollination for
seed production. However, it would shift the composition of
plant communities with serious implications for the animals
that feed on them or use them for shelter. These changes would
have many ramifications, many of which are difficult to predict.
Humans depend on plants and plants depend on pollinators.
A balance must be maintained in order to sustain life on earth
and protect human survival and health.
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TUNNELBERRIES:
ENHANCING THE
SUSTAINABILITY OF
BERRY PRODUCTION
In certain areas of the US, local berry growers face difficulties in
meeting the growing customer demand for high-quality berries,
while also managing pests in sustainable ways. Aware of these
challenges, researchers from different universities, including
Michigan State, Penn State and Cornell Universities have been
collaborating on a project called TunnelBerries. Their aim is to
conduct research related to berry growing and provide berry crop
producers with useful information, paving the way towards the use
of forward-looking practices.

Challenges Faced by Berry Growers
Over the past two decades, consumer
demand for berries in the Northeastern
and upper Midwestern US has been on
the rise, nearly doubling in the case of
strawberries to almost eight pounds
per person, according to Marvin Pritts
of Cornell University. Currently, these
regions host over half of the nation’s
strawberry and raspberry farms, as well
as many farms growing other fruits.
Local open-field berry growers, however,
can only supply a limited portion of the
total demand due to climate-related
and environmental challenges.
The climate in these regions is
characterised by cold winters and short
growing seasons, limiting the period
in which berries can be marketed.
For example, strawberries grown in
open-field production are typically
harvested for three to four weeks in late
spring and early summer. Furthermore,
hot, humid summers with frequent
rainfall negatively impact berry quality
and shelf-life and encourage growers
to use pesticides. Producing day-
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neutral strawberries and raspberries
in polytunnels (or ‘hoop houses’)
can extend the harvest season to
five months, while also protecting
crops from disease, insect pests and
weeds, decreasing farmers’ reliance on
pesticides.
However, manufacturing the plastic
films used in hoop houses requires
fossil-fuels, and this plastic is not
readily recycled, leading to negative
environmental impacts. Therefore,
research investigating the challenges
faced by berry growers in the Northeast
and upper Midwest, as well the
advantages and disadvantages of
specific solutions to tackle these
challenges, is of crucial importance.
These studies can help berry producers
to make more informed choices when
trying to counteract adverse climate
conditions.
With this in mind, a team of researchers
from different US universities led by Eric
Hanson at Michigan State University has
been working on the project ‘Optimizing
Protected Culture Environments for
WWW.SCIENTIA.GLOBAL
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Berry Crops’, known as ‘TunnelBerries’.
The project was designed to aid
berry crop production through the
evaluation and development of more
sustainable protective structure and
pest management solutions.
The TunnelBerries Project
TunnelBerries involves a large group of
researchers and experts in a variety of
different fields, including horticulture,
entomology, economics and plastics
recycling. ‘TunnelBerries brings together
a lot of people with different areas of
expertise to collaborate on one large
project,’ says Kathleen Demchak, a
researcher involved in the project. ‘We
wanted to better understand what
protected culture options were available
to everyday growers at an affordable
cost.’

Alongside her colleagues, Eric Hanson, Marvin Pritts and
others, Demchak carried out extensive research investigating
and evaluating different solutions to counteract obstacles in
berry crop production. Their hope was to create a reliable pool
of information that berry growers can access when seeking
guidance on how to increase productivity, length of harvest
season, or berry quality. The research team also wished to
encourage change in other aspects of berry crop production
by testing new varieties, different types of tunnel coverings,
planting dates, fertiliser rates, plant manipulations, and pest
management techniques.
Their findings and other valuable resources are published on
the TunnelBerries website, where growers can learn about
different crop protection strategies and receive general
guidance. In addition to conducting research, the TunnelBerries
team also participates in outreach activities to promote
dialogue with growers, extension personnel, and other
researchers in the field.
‘We have given at least 100 in-person presentations to growers
at meetings, given tours of our research sites to growers and
extension personnel, and conducted workshops on high tunnel
production,’ says Demchak. ‘We have also published journal
articles, but there will be more to come as we continue to
analyse data from the project.’
Comparing Different Tunnel Coverings
Two types of hoop houses used to protect berry crops from
the environment are high tunnels and low tunnels. As their
names would suggest, high tunnels are taller in size and thus
are typically used to protect taller crops (such as raspberries),
while low tunnels are only used over smaller plants (including
strawberries). These tunnels can be built using a variety of
materials and their key advantage is that they produce an
alternative environment which is more suitable for growing.
A key focus of the team’s research was to investigate the
microclimate effects of different protective structures; for
instance, how they change temperature and light, and to

what extent these changes can affect plant growth and pest
incidence. ‘We tested different film coverings with different
light-transmitting properties in replicated trials of raspberries
and strawberries at a facility at Penn State,’ Demchak explains.
Such studies comparing the effects of different protective
films had previously been limited, partly due to the scarcity of
facilities where tunnels can serve as experimental units.
Many of the findings collected by Hanson, Pritts, Demchak
and their colleagues confirmed the positive effects and yield
increases associated with protective structure use, with high
tunnels doubling or even quadrupling raspberry total yields
compared to uncovered production. This means that using
protective structures could lead to more sustainable practices,
as farmers would be able to produce larger quantities of berries
in smaller patches of land.
In their comparisons of high tunnel plastic covering films, the
researchers found that two varieties of raspberries responded
in a similar way to different plastic coverings. However, while
one variety showed an 11% difference in yield between plastics,
the second showed a 23% difference when averaged over 2
years.
‘This is from changing from a plastic we normally would have
recommended to one that we thought would be too warm
for optimal raspberry growth during the summer,’ Demchak
explains. ‘This means we could increase yield without
increasing costs or adding more inputs – all we did was use a
different plastic film. On the other hand, we found no significant
differences between coverings for strawberries, although this
may have been because the strawberries were exposed to
significant amounts of ambient sunlight for most of the growing
season when tunnel sides were open.’
In addition, the researchers observed that all high tunnel
plastics decreased the presence of a disruptive insect species
known as the Japanese beetle, which can have detrimental
effects on raspberry crops. Interestingly, plastics that blocked
UV light decreased the presence of this species the most.
‘Japanese beetle population reductions of 85 to 98% were
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reduced UV transmission resulted in 50% greater residues
compared to UV-transparent plastics and 60% compared to
uncovered tunnels. This essentially means that the use of UVblocking plastic could prolong the effect of pesticides, allowing
for fewer applications. ‘However, this also means that further
testing needs to be done to ensure safety,’ Demchak says.
Towards More Effective Berry Production
The TunnelBerries team collected various interesting
findings, which highlight the benefits of some protective
films over others, particularly in their ability to affect the
microenvironment including light quality, and thus yields, pest
behaviour, and pesticide longevity.

achieved without the use of pesticides depending on the year
and variety,’ Demchak says.
Working with low tunnels as a lower-cost alternative to high
tunnels for protecting strawberry crops, researchers working
on the project found that low tunnels increased the marketable
yields of strawberries similarly regardless of the type of plastic
used. This could be because the environment in these tunnels
is more open and thus their effects on light and temperature
are less marked. As summed up by Pritts: ‘The influence of a
simple protective sheet of plastic overtop a strawberry plant is
remarkable.’
Reducing Pesticide Use
A further goal of the TunnelBerries team was to investigate
and develop strategies for reducing pesticide use in berry
production, while also managing crop diseases and preventing
pest infestations. In recent years, the arrival of an insect species
called spotted wing drosophila has made it particularly difficult
for producers to grow soft fruit crops without using pesticides.
TunnelBerries team members at Michigan State University
investigated non-chemical approaches for managing spotted
wing drosophila infestations of berry crops. They identified
certain pesticide-free strategies that were helpful, including
using exclusion netting, harvesting fruits every one or two
days, and bagging and removing infested waste berries to
minimise dropped berries. These pest management techniques
appear to be most effective in high tunnels, as environmental
conditions allow for greater control over operations, such as
harvesting.
The team also investigated whether different plastic films can
have different effects on pesticide residues. They found that
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In the future, the observations gathered by the TunnelBerries
team could sway producers towards more responsible and
effective practices, and assist them in choosing protective
structures, while also encouraging them to reduce the use of
pesticides and better manage the environment including light
quality. The researchers have also developed comprehensive
low tunnel strawberry production and high tunnel raspberry
production guides, which incorporate other findings from the
project and provide up-to-date information for US berry crop
growers.
Despite the advantages of plastic protective structures for
berry production, numerous important challenges still need
to be addressed. Environmentally, in fact, the use of plastic in
agriculture, as in any other setting, is far from ideal.
‘I’d like to see continued involvement of those who work in
the plastic industry and development of solutions through
perhaps increased recycling as a short-term solution and
development of biodegradable high tunnel coverings in the
long-term,’ says Demchak. ‘There are many hurdles to clear
before these solutions can be put in place, but I think the key
lies in maintaining open communications and a dialogue
between everyone involved in these industries.’ The group
hopes to build on what they accomplished so far and train a
new generation of researchers who might come up with entirely
new solutions.
‘The potential for protected agriculture is enormous,’ says
Demchak. ‘Our work showed ways to improve yields and pest
control, but more importantly, the benefits are accessible to
even those who are land-limited or don’t currently own farms.
This includes both new growers who cannot afford to purchase
or rent large tracts of land, or those who only have access to
small plots, including those in urban environments.’
‘Berry marketers and consumers desire a reliable supply of
healthy and sustainably grown berries,’ adds Hanson. ‘We think
that the TunnelBerries information can help growers in short
season regions to produce more berries in a profitable and
sustainable manner.’
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WEEDING OUT
HERBICIDE RESISTANCE
Weeds that are resistant to herbicides pose an evergrowing danger to our major crops, threatening global food
security. Dr Lauren Lazaro and her colleagues at Louisiana
State University AgCenter are testing new, herbicide-free
techniques to control the spread of these threats.

Advances in Agriculture
Few professions have been so
transformed by the development of
new technology as farming. Farming
was once the main focus of almost
every human on Earth; today, advances
in plant breeding and mechanised
techniques now mean that less than 5%
of the population can feed everyone.
High-yielding plants, efficient machines,
and targeted herbicides have brought
bumper crops to fields across the world.

Many herbicide-resistant weeds tend
to be mature at the same time as the
surrounding crops, and are thus taken
up by the machine during harvesting.
The mature seeds are sorted out with
the other chaff, and are then expelled
out the back of the combine harvester
with the other, non-crop waste. This
disperses the seeds over a wide
area, spreading them out perfectly in
preparation for the next year’s growing
season.
The Soil Seedbank

However, there is a problem steadily
growing in those fields, one that
cannot be easily solved. That problem
is herbicide resistance – the ability
of weeds to survive chemical doses
that would quickly kill most plants. A
single mutant plant with resistance to
herbicides will find its competitors killed
off, allowing it free room to grow and
multiply.
This problem is exacerbated by the
current method of harvesting grain
crops, using the mechanised combine
harvester. Combines are versatile
machines, which can cut and gather
the crop, loosen the grain, and then
remove the unwanted chaff – all within
a single pass. A farmer can simply drive
a combine harvester down a row in the
field, leaving with a hopper full of edible
grains and nothing more.
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Any field contains a number of plant
seeds, most of which are in place and
ready to grow well before any crops
are planted. For this reason, the earth
is often referred to as a ‘soil seedbank’,
a mixture of wanted and unwanted
species. Maintaining this seedbank
can be challenging, particularly as
some weeds can persist for years.
The morningglory weed species, for
example, has been shown to persist
for almost 40 years after the initial
contamination. This means that farmers
need to focus on the long-term health
of their fields – a process that requires
excellent knowledge of local conditions
and weeds.
Part of this involves reducing the weeds
at the source, by preventing them
from entering the soil in the first place.
‘Reducing the number of weed seeds
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that go back into the soil seedbank is
very important,’ says Dr Lauren Lazaro of
the Louisiana State University AgCenter
‘as this helps to eliminate future weed
problems.’
Palmer Amaranth
One of Dr Lazaro’s main focuses is the
weed known as Palmer amaranth, a
member of the Amaranthaceae family.
This species has many features that
make it the ‘ideal weed’ – it is adaptable
and fast growing, plants emerge from
the soil at different times, and it has
evolved multiple different herbicideresistance pathways. Palmer amaranth
is considered a major threat to soybean
and cotton producers in the US, with
major economic impact.

This importance was clearly
demonstrated by Dr Lazaro and her
colleagues, who surveyed the opinions
of many major soybean consultants and
growers in the US. They wished to learn
more about the many decisions that
farmers make when choosing the strain
of crop to plant and how to control
weeds.
Their study found that the majority
of growers planted soybeans with
genetic resistance to one of the major
herbicides, such as glyphosate or
glufosinate. Although glufosinate was
effective at killing Palmer amaranth,
the team noted that there was growing
concern amongst farmers about
the steadily-increasing amounts of
herbicide-resistant weeds. Controlling
these herbicide-resistant plants,
particularly Palmer amaranth, required
additional money and time to be spent,
cutting into farmer’s profits.
Harvest Weed Seed Control
Clearly, the simple application of
herbicides is not sufficient to control
the soil seedbank quality. One potential
solution to this problem is known as

Harvest Weed Seed Control, or HWSC for
short. This area is where Dr Lazaro and
her colleagues are currently devoting
her time.
Despite the complex name, the idea
of HWSC is relatively simple. ‘HWSC is
simply an alternative, non-chemical,
weed management tactic that targets
weed seeds at harvest,’ explains Dr
Lazaro. ‘It is an additional integrated
weed management tool and should be
used with other IWM tactics.’
HWSC involves a number of different
strategies, all of which aim to destroy
weed seeds present during harvest.
Research has predominantly focused
on three main approaches (out of
six approaches in total), namely
narrow windrow burning, chaff lining/
tramlining, and mechanical seed
destruction.
Narrow windrow burning adds a funnel
behind the harvester, which takes
the straw and chaff (containing weed
seeds) and focuses it into a narrow,
long pile known as a windrow. All of the
weeds, including their seeds, are thus
concentrated in one spot. The windrow
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is then burned, carefully, to kill all of the
seeds. This approach works well, but
is not appropriate for some crops, and
it also prevents farmers from grazing
their sheep or cattle in the field after
harvesting.
Chaff lining involves funnelling the chaff
into a neat row (a chaff line) directly
behind the harvester through a narrow
chute. This chaff line is then left to rot,
which destroys the weed seeds within.
A similar approach is chaff tramlining,
but in this case the chaff is diverted
onto permanent farm tramlines. Traffic
on these tramlines creates a hostile
environment that prevents the seeds
from germinating.
Mechanical seed destruction is a third
option, which avoids many of these
difficulties. It is generally performed
using the gloriously-named Integrated
Harrington Seed Destructor (or iHSD).
This mechanism intercepts the chaff
in a combine harvester, pulverises it
in a high-speed mill, and then passes
that powder on to the field. This allows
farmers to harvest their crops as usual,
with the knowledge that unwanted
weed seeds are destroyed prior to being
distributed.
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Despite the many apparent advantages to HWSC, it has not
truly caught on in the US, indeed many of the innovative
approaches have been pioneered in other countries. Australia
in particular has been leading the way in implementing many
of these techniques, with commercial farmers regularly using all
three HWSC methods in their fields. Beyond this, the Harrington
Seed Destructor was developed and commercialised by an
Australian farmer and inventor, with many of the development
steps supported by government funding.

while 95% remained a month later. In other words, any Palmer
amaranth plants that were growing in the field during harvest
would have an almost complete seed-load – this would then be
spread out the back of the combine harvester to contaminate
the soil seedbank. In this case, HWSC and seed destruction (by
the iHSD, for example) are extremely valuable, as they prevent
this spread of unwanted seeds.

‘Because HWSC is not heavily used in US agriculture,’ says Dr
Lazaro, ‘there is still a lot of information that is unknown on
how this weed management tactic affects the soil seedbank in
our cropping systems.’

The approach is far less useful for other species. Barnyardgrass,
for example, retains only 40% of its seeds at the time of
soybean maturity, and only 30% a month later. Thus, the
majority of seeds from this weed are already released and in
the soil. Destroying the remainder during harvesting is far less
useful than for a species such as amaranth.

In order to fill this gap, Dr Lazaro and her colleagues examined
the use of an iHSD on weeds that are common in soybean and
rice fields in the US. They were able to show that the iHSD could
kill more than 99% of seeds from 11 of the 12 major soybean
weeds. The twelfth weed, common cocklebur, is a heavy yet
low-density seed that helps it to traverse the iHSD; but even in
the case of the cocklebur, 97% of the seeds were destroyed.

Dr Lazaro’s work also confirms the importance of the harvest
date. Crops that are harvested later than usual tend to have
higher numbers of weeds in the soil seedbank, as the seeds
have more time to release. This makes late harvesting even
more dangerous for farmers – not only do they have additional
costs before they can sell their crops, but they risk the longterm health of their fields as well.

Dr Lazaro’s work also demonstrated that the device is effective
against high and low levels of chaff flow. Based on these results,
they were able to recommend the device for soy and rice crop
fields – areas where it had not yet been used commercially.

Future Crops and Weeds

Timing the Harvest
Not all weed species are ideal for control by HWSC. Palmer
amaranth is a species in which the seeds tend to remain on
the plant up to and after normal soybean harvesting time. Dr
Lazaro and her colleagues were able to show that the plants
retained 98% of their seeds at the time of soybean maturity,
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Research by Dr Lazaro and her colleagues has revealed the
advantages and challenges of HWSC, with their evidence being
overwhelmingly positive for the use of these methods in the
US, particularly as it relates to the long-term health of crop
fields. The team hopes that their results will encourage uptake
of HWSC by farmers across the continent, and perhaps, to the
eventual control of economically devastating weeds such as
Palmer amaranth.
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RISE OF RESISTANT
BLACK-GRASS COSTS UK
£400 MILLION ANNUALLY
In a recent study published in Nature Sustainability, scientists from
the Zoological Society of London (ZSL) estimate that herbicide
resistance of a major agricultural weed is costing the UK economy
£400 million each year. The research team’s new model is the first
to be able to accurately quantify the economic costs of herbicideresistant black-grass and its impact on wheat yield under various
farming scenarios, with significant implications for national food
security. In this exclusive interview, we speak with Dr Alexa Varah,
lead author of the research, who describes the growing problem of
herbicide resistance and the capabilities of her team’s model.

To start, please give us a brief
introduction to the problems
associated with herbicide use, the
growing threat of herbicide resistance
worldwide, and the implications
for global food security and the
environment.
Herbicides, and farm management
practices based on herbicide use, can
harm water quality, soil quality and
biodiversity. For example, herbicides
can kill plants other than the target
weed, which leads to a loss of plant
diversity in farmland, and this in turn
affects animals such as insects and
birds that use those plants.
As herbicide use has increased, this
has put pressure on weeds to evolve
resistance. From almost no cases of
herbicide resistance in the 1960s, there
are now 262 species of herbicideresistant weed worldwide. Unless
farmers reduce their reliance on
herbicides, resistance will continue to
grow. This loss of herbicide efficacy due
to resistance is now reducing yields,
which is a threat to global food security.
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Things could go one of two ways.
As herbicides become ineffective,
farmers could reduce herbicide (and
other pesticide) use and start to do
properly integrated pest management.
In other words, stop relying so heavily
on herbicides and control weed
populations using a range of nonchemical methods as well. This would
be better for the environment as well as
for crop yields.
The other way that things could go is
that farmers could apply more and more
herbicide as these chemicals continue
to become less and less effective, in
the hope that larger volumes, more
frequent applications or novel mixtures
will kill the weeds. This will drive even
greater resistance, and crop yield and
the environment will suffer.
There is evidence for both types of
behaviour. We suggest that government
policy will be necessary to ensure that
the former course of action becomes
the norm.
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Please tell us about the scale of the
black-grass problem in the UK. How
prevalent is herbicide resistance in
this particular weed in Britain and
further afield?
Herbicide-resistant populations of
black-grass appeared in the early 1990s
in winter cereal rotations in Europe. It
is now found all over the main cereal
growing regions of the UK. The problem
is worst in a central belt running from
The Wash in a south-westerly direction
across central England. Of the 138
fields we surveyed across the main
cereal regions of England (from the
South East up to Yorkshire, and from
the West Midlands to East Anglia), only
1% of fields had no resistance to any

‘From almost no cases of herbicide resistance in the 1960s, there are
now 262 species of herbicide-resistant weed worldwide.’

of the three herbicides we tested –
Fenoxaprop, Cycloxydim, Atlantis.
There have been no national-scale
surveys in other European countries so,
although we know there is herbicideresistant black-grass in mainland
Europe, we don’t have data on the
extent of the problem there.
The new model your team has
developed estimates that herbicideresistant black-grass currently costs
the UK economy £400 million and
results in 800,000 tonnes of lost
wheat. What are the factors that the
model takes into account to arrive at
these figures?
The economic model we built
incorporates all the standard variables
one would expect, such as yield
penalties due to sub-optimal planting
dates and rotations, the effect on yield
of variables such as soil type, plus all
the input prices for seed, fertiliser,
pesticides, fuel, labour and so on. Of
course, these prices change from year
to year, so we kept the model flexible
by allowing the user to easily change

the input variables. Once we’d built
the basic model, I needed three more
very specific things in order to estimate
costs and yield losses due to resistant
black-grass.
First, we needed to know the wheat
yield loss due to black-grass infestation.
For this we obtained very detailed
field data on winter wheat yield and
black-grass densities from 17 fields, and
used them to estimate the yield loss at
different black-grass density states.
Second, we needed to know the
densities of black-grass in fields
across the UK, and how farmers were
dealing with it: what herbicide regimes
they were using, and what other
management techniques they were
doing (for example a deep plough to
bury resistant weed seeds).
My colleagues at Sheffield University
had surveyed black-grass in 138 fields
in 2014, and obtained up to 10 years of
management history for these fields. I
used 66 of these fields – the ones with
the best quality data – in my economic
model to estimate the costs and yield
losses due to black-grass infestations.
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Lastly, I needed to know the resistance
frequency – that is, how much of
the black-grass in our fields was
the resistant type. My colleagues at
Rothamsted had worked out the
frequency of resistance to Fenoxaprop
for all 138 fields surveyed, and I used
these data to estimate what proportion
of the estimated costs and yield losses
were due to resistant plants.
Finally, once I had estimated the
field-scale costs, I used DEFRA data
on regional and national crop areas to
scale up the costs and yield losses to
give the national figures.
Has the model been applied to future
scenarios, in which the problem of
resistant black-grass has continued to
worsen? What did you find?
Yes, we estimated what would happen
if all fields had very high densities of
resistant black-grass. We found that
the annual cost to the UK would be £1
billion and the annual yield loss would
be 3.4 million tonnes. We don’t actually
expect this scenario to occur because
farmers have recently been changing
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‘We suggest that other countries use our model to estimate the
costs and yield losses due to their own ‘superweeds’. For example,
glyphosate-resistant weeds are an enormous problem in the United
States but no-one’s done a national-scale assessment of the full impact
on economics and yield losses.’
Based on the study’s findings, what changes need to be
made in the ways that we grow crops to ensure future food
security and environmental sustainability?

their practices and are bringing in non-chemical techniques to
supplement their chemical treatment of black-grass; however,
we wanted to estimate the worst-case scenario to help give
context to the current situation.
Can the model be applied or adapted to make similar
estimates for other weed species in which herbicide
resistance is a growing problem?
Yes, we allow the user to specify the yield penalty, thereby
allowing other weeds to be investigated. We also allowed all
other input variables such as costs of inputs and labour, crop
prices, etcetera, to be user-specified so that the model can be
used for any year or country.
We suggest that other countries use our model to estimate
the costs and yield losses due to their own ‘superweeds’.
For example, glyphosate-resistant weeds are an enormous
problem in the United States but no-one’s done a nationalscale assessment of the full impact on economics and yield
losses.

We need to reduce herbicide use wherever possible in order to
avoid further evolution of resistance and maintain herbicide
efficacy. In regions where resistance is already present, there
is equally a need to reduce herbicide use (as it’s ineffective)
and to control resistant weed populations through more
sustainable farming practices such as greatly improved crop
rotation and other truly integrated pest management practices.
Using more sustainable farming practices – including integrated
pest management – will also benefit the environment as it will
provide a greater diversity of habitats and reduced chemical
use. We suggest, as mentioned above, that these changes are
driven by policy and that farmers are supported to make the
transition to sustainability.
The NFU now recommends a ‘5for5’ resistance management
strategy, but this is entirely voluntary and, in practice, farmers
continue to use a lot of herbicide, often as an ‘insurance’
alongside non-chemical control because they can’t
countenance not using herbicide, and many agronomists feel
they can’t risk advising a reduction of chemical usage.
To truly reduce chemical use, we’re going to need government
policy. We suggest that this policy will be most effective if it
incorporates agricultural, environmental and health aspects of
herbicide use, tackling them all together in a national action
plan.

Meet the researcher
Dr Varah is an Ecologist at ZSL’s Institute of Zoology whose research centres around the relationship
between land use, biodiversity and ecosystem services. She is especially interested in the interface
between food production and the environment. Her current work focuses on significant risks to
intensive food production systems and what we might do to address these, whilst also considering
how any decisions we make might affect farm profitability, water quality, greenhouse gas emissions
and biodiversity.
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NEW IRRIGATION
METHOD SAVES WATER
IN VINEYARDS
Wine is a firm favourite at dinner tables everywhere, but keeping
up with consumer demand is becoming increasingly difficult as
the incidence and severity of drought increases. While previous
irrigation systems have helped maintain grape yield and quality,
they are hindered by multiple disadvantages. Dr Pete Jacoby
and his team at Washington State University have developed an
improved system called Direct Root-Zone irrigation, which combats
many of the limitations of previous systems. With the efficacy
confirmed, they aim to make their irrigation system available to
growers in wine-producing regions across the globe.

Wine Producers at Risk from Droughts
Humanity has a rich history with wine
production and consumption that
extends back thousands of years. The
historical wine production regions of
Europe and the Middle East have been
joined in more recent centuries by other
regions across the globe, including the
USA, South America, New Zealand and
South Africa. With the popularity of wine
continuing to grow, wine producers
are seeking out improved methods
of maintaining or increasing grape
yield and quality to meet consumer
demands.
A significant risk to grape growers is the
increased prevalence and intensity of
droughts, fuelled by climate change.
Plants stressed severely by water
shortages produce lower yields,
poorer quality grapes, and are more
susceptible to certain plant diseases.
Many growers rely on irrigation systems
to supplement the water obtained by
the plants from the natural rainfall levels
of the region. Although the irrigation
systems currently used are successful
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in maintaining plant health and grape
quality, a considerable amount of water
is lost through evaporation and to weed
species that grow amongst the vines.
Dr Pete Jacoby and his team in the
Department of Crop and Soil Sciences
at Washington State University have
developed a new irrigation system that
delivers water directly to the roots of
the plants, which prevents excessive
loss of water through evaporation and
creates an unfavourable condition
for competing weed species. After
demonstrating the efficacy of their
system for reducing water usage and
maintaining grape quality, Dr Jacoby
and his colleagues now aim to make
this irrigation system commercially
available to growers across the USA and
the globe.
Improving on Previous Irrigation
Systems
Washington State is a prolific wine
production region, with more than 1000
wineries and 70 wine-grape varieties
grown here alone. As with many other
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wine regions, the annual rainfall alone
is not enough to produce high-quality
grapes, and growers supplement
the plants’ water requirements with
irrigation.

‘We find that grape quality increasingly improved as we put less water
on the vines, because of beneficial stress to the plant system.’

Two main irrigation methods have previously been used in
vineyards, both of which use low-pressure water trickled
through the delivery system. Surface drip systems, in which
water is trickled from hoses suspended above the ground onto
the base of the plants, and subsurface drip irrigation systems,
in which water is delivered beneath the soil around the plants
through a series of buried hoses, are commonly used for many
agricultural crops, including in wine-grape vineyards.
However, neither of these systems is ideal. Much of the water
supplied using these methods evaporates or is snatched up by
the roots of competing weeds closer to the soil surface, before
it reaches the vine roots. Additionally, rodents and other wildlife
have been known to damage the hosing in both of these
systems, and the water emitters often become clogged with soil
in subsurface irrigation systems. Repairing the components of
subsurface irrigation systems is difficult and labour-intensive,
which prevents many growers from using this method in their
own vineyards.
Dr Jacoby and his research team have developed an irrigation
system that vastly improves on both of these currently available
techniques. They aimed to reduce the amount of water grape
growers needed to use to produce the same quality and yield
of grapes, thus saving costs, conserving water, and protecting
growers from worsening drought conditions.
The result of years of development, the team’s Direct RootZone (DRZ) irrigation system delivers water below the ground
through rigid tubes placed vertically into holes drilled into
the ground near the base of the plant. Dr Jacoby and his
colleagues enlisted the assistance of commercial growers in
the Washington State area to refine the irrigation system, using
their established vineyards of grapes used to produce Cabernet
Sauvignon wine.

Benefits of DRZ Irrigation
In contrast to subsurface irrigation systems, none of the
components of the DRZ system are buried beneath the soil.
Only the rigid delivery tubes are in contact with the soil, while
the water emitters and hosing lines are suspended above the
ground. This prevents the system from clogging up with soil or
being damaged by curious wildlife.
By delivering water two feet (60 cm) below the ground directly
to the vine roots, DRZ irrigation ensures that significantly more
of the water supplied is taken up by the vines themselves, and
not lost to evaporation or competing weed species. Delivering
water at this depth also creates a surface dry-zone in the soil
around the vines which hinders weed growth, because their
shallow root systems are unlikely to reach the water deeper in
the soil. Although a delivery tube depth of two feet is optimal
for preventing water losses to evaporation and weeds, Dr
Jacoby also demonstrated that the system is robust to different
placement depths, with no loss of grape quality.
Water usage can be decreased dramatically by using his DRZ
system, in comparison to previous irrigation systems, without
sacrificing yield or quality. In fact, in many cases Dr Jacoby and
his colleagues found that grape quality and yield improved
when using the DRZ system. They have proposed that for
most growing regions and climatic conditions, the DRZ system
could reduce water usage by 40–60%, and allow for precision
watering based on the needs identified by the grower.
Many winegrowers already use deficit irrigation because of
the benefits to grape quality. ‘We found that grape quality
increasingly improved as we put less water on the vines,
because of beneficial stress responses from the grapevine,’
Dr Jacoby says. However, he also notes, ‘It is more difficult
to successfully practice deficit irrigation with a surface drip
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system.’ The DRZ irrigation system gives
growers far greater control over the
amount of water delivered to the vine
roots. It thus allows them to balance
the water requirements of the plants at
different growth stages with grape yield
and quality, and to adjust for rainfall
and other climatic conditions during the
growing season.
In vineyards using surface irrigation
systems, the vine roots tend to spread
upwards towards their water source. Dr
Jacoby and his team found that when
used over multiple growing seasons,
their DRZ system encouraged the vine
roots to grow downwards. ‘By applying
the water directly into the deeper
soil profile, vines should respond by
developing deeper roots capable of
obtaining water between irrigation
events and storing carbohydrate
reserves for subsequent plant growth
and fruit production,’ Dr Jacoby
explains. Thus, these vines with roots
growing deeper in the soil are less
susceptible to the effects of the surface
soils drying out, and consequently, are
more resilient against the impacts of
drought as well as daily fluctuations in
temperature and water availability.
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The Future of the DRZ System
Having demonstrated the effectiveness
of their design, Dr Jacoby and his team
now aim to make the DRZ irrigation
system available to more growers in
the USA and internationally. Originally,
Dr Jacoby constructed the DRZ
system from parts purchased off-theshelf; however, by working with the
commercialisation department at
Washington State University he now
aims to produce a DRZ irrigation kit that
can be purchased and installed in new
and existing vineyards. Installing a DRZ
irrigation system is possible in both
new and established vineyards because
drilling small boreholes to insert the
water delivery tubes doesn’t damage
the vine root system, even with large
plants.
Of his proposed DRZ kit Dr Jacoby says,
‘Typically, there are 800 plants per acre.
There are two units per plant. Then,
there’s the labour of drilling them in.
If we can get the product out there for
growers to buy, they can choose to
install it either in existing vineyards or
when they establish a new planting.’
While the pricing of these has yet to be
established, installing a DRZ system is
less labour intensive than subsurface
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irrigation systems, and is much easier
to maintain. Additionally, the costs of
installation may be offset by savings
from reducing water usage, less cost in
controlling competing weed species,
and by reducing the repairs necessary to
maintain the system.
Dr Jacoby and his team are also
expanding their research on the
DRZ system to test how well it helps
maintain soil nutrient levels in the
vine root zone. Subsurface irrigation is
already in use with other crops such as
grains, vegetables and fruit trees, and
with further refinement, the DRZ system
may offer similar benefits as observed
in grape vineyards. With droughts
predicted to increase in incidence and
severity, more efficient and precise
irrigation systems such as the DRZ offer
farmers a vital tool in keeping up with
consumer demand while coping with
severe drought events.
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Dr Pete W. Jacoby
Department of Crop and Soil Sciences
Washington State University
Pullman, WA
USA
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BENEFICIAL
MICROORGANISMS
TO HELP PLANTS
TOLERATE DROUGHT
The incidence and severity of droughts continue to increase across
the globe, posing a significant threat to agricultural productivity and
our ability to feed a rapidly increasing human population. However,
drought-stressed plants encourage a shift in the microorganism
communities surrounding their roots, which in turn may help the
plants to tolerate drought conditions. By harnessing this system,
Dr Devin Coleman-Derr and his team at the USDA Agricultural
Research Service and University of California, Berkeley, aim to
develop microbial-based treatments to improve the drought
tolerance and productivity of important crop species.

A Growing Threat
Drought is one of the greatest threats
to our agriculture. In the USA alone,
droughts have caused economic
losses of billions of dollars over the
past few decades, in large part due
to crop failure and decreased crop
yields. Unfortunately, the incidence
and severity of drought is expected to
rise over the coming decades due to
climate change, further exacerbating the
difficulties of feeding a growing human
population.
However, plants, such as our food crops,
are not passive bystanders in their
ecosystems. While they cannot uproot
themselves and move somewhere
more suitable, they have the ability to
respond to environmental challenges
and counteract some of the detrimental
effects of stressors such as decreased
water-availability.
Scientists have recently discovered that
plants can even alter their microbiome
– the community of microorganisms
surrounding their roots – in response
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to environmental stressors. The
composition of the plant microbiome
may be crucial in maintaining plant
health under different growing
conditions.
Dr Devin Coleman-Derr and his
team at the University of California,
Berkeley, have been investigating
the mechanisms that plants use
to change their microbiomes, and
the consequences that this has for
drought tolerance, plant health, and
productivity. By understanding these
processes, the team aims to develop
microbial-based treatments that alter
crop microbiomes to confer beneficial
traits such as drought tolerance.
Such treatments could help maintain
crop productivity without the need to
develop new drought-tolerant plant
varieties. They would also reduce or
replace the chemical fertilisers and
pesticides that are currently used to
maintain crop productivity during
periods of drought, decreasing the
negative environmental impacts of
agriculture and increasing sustainability
and soil health.
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Counteracting Drought Stress
To feed a burgeoning global human
population, it is predicted that global
food supply will need to increase by
70%. However, an increase in the
incidence and severity of droughts
and other extreme weather events
compound this challenge by reducing
agricultural productivity.
Farmers have responded to this major
problem by cultivating greater areas of
land, while also using greater quantities
chemical fertilisers to counteract
the decreased yield and pesticides
to mitigate the reduced resilience of
drought-stressed plants to pests and
diseases. In some regions, farmers have
resorted to cultivating arid and semiarid land to maintain crop production
levels, because of a lack of suitable
farmland.
Traditionally, the predominant method
to counteract these effects was the
development of new plant varieties
that had greater yields and could
withstand specific environmental

stressors. But producing new varieties
with the required characteristics is
time-consuming and labour-intensive,
and is not optimal for adapting to
new challenges as they arise, or to the
distinct agricultural ecosystems found in
different areas.
Plant microbiomes may offer a solution
that does not rely on producing multiple
new crop varieties to mitigate each
arising challenge. Both natural and
cultivated plants possess their own
microbiome, which changes according
to the particular conditions in which the
host plant is grown.
‘Many of the microorganisms offer
beneﬁts to the host, improving nutrient
uptake, preventing pathogen attack,
and increasing plant growth under
adverse environmental conditions,’
says Dr Coleman-Derr. ‘In return these
microorganisms receive shelter from the
surrounding environment and access to
a carbon-rich food supply.’
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By harnessing these beneficial
microorganisms, treatments could
be developed that improve yield
and confer drought tolerance to a
range of plants, without the need to
individually develop new varieties
of each crop species. Indeed, plants
treated (or ‘inoculated’) with mixtures
of microorganisms obtained from other
plants that have been grown under
drought conditions, show improved
drought tolerance, even when the two
plant species are different. ‘The ability
to transfer stress-resistance solutions
from one crop species to another
through a microbial inoculum has the
potential to save years of plant breeding
effort,’ states Dr Coleman-Derr.
Additionally, many of the beneficial
microorganisms improve the resistance
of their host plants to more than one
environmental stressor. In arid and
semi-arid farmland, crops are often
subjected to multiple concurrent
stressors, such as drought, heat, salinity
and poor nutrient availability.
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group of Gram positive bacteria called Actinobacteria, which
were in much higher levels in the microbiomes of sorghum
plants grown under drought conditions, have been shown in
certain cases to improve growth and general plant health by
boosting disease resistance, enhancing nitrogen availability,
and regulating plant growth.
In another experiment, Dr Coleman-Derr and his team
measured a 30% increase in the root growth of sorghum
seedlings grown under drought conditions when they had been
inoculated with a type of Gram positive Actinobacteria.
Encouraging Helpful Bacteria

The Future of Microbiome Treatments

Dr Coleman-Derr and his colleagues have been comparing the
relative abundance of bacteria in the root microbiome of plants
grown under normal versus drought conditions, in many of our
staple crops – wheat, barley, oat, maize, sorghum and millet.

Whilst the results of these investigations are promising,
Dr Coleman-Derr has identified key areas for his team and
other scientists to pursue further. To further understand the
mechanisms behind the microbiome shifts and associated
drought tolerance, Dr Coleman-Derr and his team are delving
into the genetics of the microorganisms involved.

Under normal conditions, the team found that Gram negative
bacteria – a bacterial class with a thin lipid bilayer membrane
as its outer surface – are dominant in the microbiome
composition. But under drought conditions, Gram positive
bacteria – which are encased by a thick and relatively more
impermeable cell wall – are relatively more abundant.
Gram positive bacteria are more resistant to desiccation
than their Gram negative counterparts, but Dr ColemanDerr and his colleagues demonstrated that this shift in the
microbiome composition is not due to soil moisture levels
alone. They found that differences in the relative abundance
of Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria were minimal
when measured in control soils under varying moisture levels.
However, they observed a marked increase in the relative
abundance of Gram positive bacteria in the soils surrounding
plant roots when grown in drought conditions. This highlights
the plant-mediated response of the microorganisms in the
microbiome, driven by the plant’s responses to environmental
stressors.
This microbiome control is facilitated through the production
and release of substances into the surrounding soils by the
plants themselves. Dr Coleman-Derr and his team have
identified two key plant-produced substances that may alter
the microbiome composition under drought stress. The first,
a type of ester derived from glycerol, is used in development
of new bacterial cell walls, and thus positively regulates
the abundance of Gram positive bacteria within the plant
microbiome. The second, a reactive oxidative substance,
is particularly damaging to the outer cell membrane of
Gram negative bacteria, and thus negatively regulates their
abundance within the microbiome.
Based on previous findings, Dr Coleman-Derr and his team
suggest that a greater relative abundance of Gram positive
bacteria may improve drought tolerance in plants. A particular
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By isolating a subset of the Gram positive bacteria that
are enriched during periods of drought, the team hopes to
identify the key genes responsible for the drought tolerance
characteristics conferred by the microbiome to the plant. This
may offer additional opportunities to develop microbial-based
agricultural treatments on a large scale.
Another branch of the team’s current research involves testing
how similar the known regulatory substances produced by
plants are across different plant species, and identifying
additional microbiome-regulating substances produced under
drought stress. ‘Provoking changes in plant metabolism could
allow for indirect control over microbiome structure, without
the need for inoculation,’ explains Dr Coleman Derr. ‘Many
simple drought-induced compounds, including sugars and
amino acids, may be partially responsible for Gram positive
enrichment, and direct application of these compounds could
allow for programmable enrichment at the onset of, or even
prior, to drought stress.’
Finally, Dr Coleman-Derr and his team are also extending
their research from the laboratory to the field, with the aim of
refining the best method of inoculating crops with beneficial
microorganisms, and the impact that this has on drought
resistance in crops grown in whole agricultural systems. Ideally,
in the future, the technologies they are developing will be
transferable to a range of crop species, robust enough for use
across various regions of the world, and able to be optimised
for the specific growing conditions of that area.
With climate change, and in particular, droughts, posing a
significant threat to our ability to meet the food demands of
the growing human population, microbial-based treatments
may form an integral part of the arsenal we use to sustain crop
production into the future.
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FIGHTING FUNGI WITH
FUNGI: UTILISING
CHEMICAL WARFARE
FOR HUMAN BENEFIT
Fungi feeding on other fungi (mycoparasites) represent a promising
alternative to chemical fungicides for plant disease control.
They also have potential applications in medicine and across
industry. Dr Susanne Zeilinger and her team from the University
of Innsbruck in Austria are working to identify and characterise the
genes and gene products that are active during the interactions
of antagonistic fungi. This critical work is paving the way for
improvement of fungal strains as biotechnological workhorses in
plant protection and beyond.

A Fungal Problem with a Fungal
Solution
Fungal pathogens causing plant
disease and consequent losses in
crop yield pose a common problem
in agriculture. The problem isn’t just
one of a reduction in crop productivity;
the application of pesticides leads to
pollution of the environment, including
soil and water contamination, and
bioaccumulation problems further up
the food chain. Perhaps even more
worryingly, the intensive application of
chemical fungicides for plant disease
control often renders plant-pathogenic
fungi resistant to the chemicals used to
control them, thus requiring application
of ever-increasing amounts of fungicides
for their control and causing further
problems for the local environment.
With pests and pathogens evolving at
a faster rate than the new chemistry
required to control them, the race is on
to find natural alternatives.
A more sustainable alternative to
chemical fungicides is the use of
antagonistic micro-organisms and
mycoparasites, such as fungi feeding
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on other fungi. Such mycoparasites
represent a promising option for plant
disease control. With this in mind, Dr
Susanne Zeilinger and her colleagues
from the University of Innsbruck in
Austria have been studying species of
filamentous fungi with mycoparasitic
properties to better understand the
mechanisms on a system level that
make these species superior in their
parasitism of other fungi. The team’s
long-term goal is for the results of this
research to be used to improve the use
and application of mycoparasitic fungi
in agriculture and the wider industry.
‘Filamentous fungi are of great
importance to mankind’ explains
Dr Zeilinger. ‘Consequently, we are
interested in the improvement of fungal
strains as biotechnological workhorses
for the production of valuable products
such as enzymes and secondary
metabolites, as well as on improving
mycoparasitic fungi or their metabolites
as biofungicides for plant protection.’
The team’s focus has been on fungi
of the genus Trichoderma. These
species are outstanding among
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filamentous ascomycetes due to their
high adaptability to various ecological
conditions and a variety of lifestyles.
They live in soil and grow on dead
wood, bark, and many other substrates,
and interact with animals, plants and
other fungi. The ability to parasitically
antagonise and kill other fungi is
widespread among Trichoderma spp.,
and upon contact, these mycoparasites
secrete prey-damaging substances and
attach to their prey, often coiling around
the prey hyphae, forming infection
structures to aid in penetration.
Dr Zeilinger and her colleagues have
also carried out studies on Clonostachys
rosea, a fungus which has similar
mycoparasitic traits to fungi of the
Trichoderma genus. In recent years,

‘Our particular focus has been on secondary metabolites – their role in
microbial communication and chemical warfare.’

C. rosea has emerged as an effective
biocontrol agent of several important
plant diseases. Strain IK726, used for
whole genome sequencing, has been
isolated from barley roots infected
with Fusarium culmorum and has
been proven to be highly efficient as a
biocontrol agent against a wide range
of fungal pathogens of agricultural and
horticultural crops.
Identifying the Signalling Pathways
Used to Sense Fungal Prey
Previously, studies of the molecular
aspects of the modes of action of
mycoparasitic fungi typically relied
on the analysis of single genes.
However, recent sequencing of the
genomes of selected mycoparasitic
fungi has paved the way for more
detailed high-throughput studies.
Dr Zeilinger and her team have used
such techniques to determine how
Trichoderma spp. communicate and
the signalling pathways involved. ‘We
are interested in the signals that fungi
use to communicate with each other
and other microbes’ says Dr Zeilinger.
‘We want to identify the receptors

involved in sensing and the major signal
transduction pathways that they are
connected to, together with an exact
characterisation of the cellular response
triggered by the microbial signals.’
The mycoparasitic fungus-fungus
interaction is a complex, multistage
process. In Trichoderma, the
mycoparasite is first attracted to its
prey probably by small molecules
released from the prey before contact.
‘We have been working to identify
and characterise the genes and gene
products that are active during the
interaction of antagonistic fungi with
other microbes’ explains Dr Zeilinger.
‘Our particular focus has been on
secondary metabolites – their role in
microbial communication and chemical
warfare.’ Fungi are rich sources of such
secondary metabolites – small bioactive
molecules that are of medicinal and
agricultural importance, that also
contribute to fundamental cellular
processes like defence, communication
with other (micro-) organisms, or
virulence in pathogenic interactions.
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One of the projects that Dr Zeilinger
and her team are currently working
on aims to elucidate the role of
chemical cross-talk between the
mycoparasite and its prey in triggering
secondary metabolite production
and in mediating the mycoparasitic
fungus-fungus interaction. In this
case, the mycoparasite being studied
is Trichoderma atroviride, and the
plant pathogen is Botrytis cinerea
(grey mould). The team is employing
cutting-edge technology in a novel
integrative approach for detection and
spatial localisation of small molecules
produced and exchanged between the
two fungi, using mass spectrometric
imaging, high resolution metabolomics
(the large-scale study of metabolites),
live cell imaging and gene expression
analysis.
Once a mycoparasite has recognised
its fungal prey, a signalling cascade
is initiated that triggers downstream
responses. As part of their research
into Trichoderma spp., Dr Zeilinger and
her team have identified that Gpr1, a
specific cell surface receptor, is essential
in governing mycoparasitism-related
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processes. In the absence of Gpr1, they found that T. atroviride
was effectively ‘blind’ – being unable to recognise and attach to
the prey fungus. It was impaired in its ability to produce certain
‘molecular weapons’ such as hydrolytic enzymes involved in
prey lysis and attack. A screen for proteins interacting with Gpr1
also led Dr Zeilinger and her team to identify a fungal-specific
protein (of the Sur7 superfamily), which co-localises with Gpr1
in the fungal membrane, and whose absence also impairs the
mycoparasitic activity of the fungus.
The team’s work showed that the fungus reduces the
expression of enzymes required for metabolism of simple
sugars during the early interaction with a prey fungus, whereas
several genes involved in attack and defence against the
prey are up regulated. Gpr1 not only affects the expression of
mycoparasitism relevant genes, but also of genes involved in
defence reactions and other signal transduction pathways, and
hence seems to have a broad effect on the cellular outcome.
The results of this project have given Dr Zeilinger and her team
a better understanding of the cellular responses of T. atroviride
during prey recognition and the role the Gpr1 receptor plays
in this process, which, from a long-term perspective, may
contribute to improvement of Trichoderma spp. as biocontrol
agents.
Making Mycoparasitic Fungi Work for Us
Owing to their ability to parasitise plant pathogenic fungi and
to boost plant defence against invading pathogens even at
sites away from the point of application, Trichoderma spp.
are already widely used in today’s agriculture as commercial
biofungicides and biostimulants. In fact, mycoparasitic
Trichoderma spp. and C. rosea are not only antagonists of other
fungi, but are also capable of colonising and establishing on
living plant roots. Root colonisation often results in beneficial
effects on the plants, such as growth stimulation and elicitation
of plant defence, as well as imparting tolerance to abiotic
stresses such as drought.
The research of Dr Zeilinger and her team has industry-wide
applications in improving knowledge of the mechanisms by
which these fungi interact with their prey and host plants, and
the proteins directly responsible for eliciting responses and
triggering the signalling pathways in these mycoparasites. ‘We
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hope that our studies will lead to the development of enhanced
and tailor-made applications of antagonistic fungi’ explains Dr
Zeilinger.
The results from the team’s work into the secondary
metabolites produced by Trichoderma spp. also have broad
cross-industry implications and the secondary metabolites
produced by mycoparasites in general bear great potential
for a variety of applications. Since the 1930s, a plethora of
substances has been reported from Trichoderma spp. with
more than 1000 compounds being estimated to be produced
by fungi of this genus. For example, the nonribosomal peptide,
gliotoxin, is produced by Trichoderma virens ‘Q’ strains, and
gives very effective control of cotton seedling disease.
Another species within the Trichoderma genus produces
the fungistatic and anticancer steroid viridian, which can be
reduced to viridiol, a compound with herbicidal properties.
There are also applications of trichodermal VOCs in crop
storage, the potential of the lipopeptaibol, trichogin GA IV,
as a selective antibiotic, and of one particular Trichodermaproduced compound as a food flavouring agent.
Detailed knowledge of the biosynthetic machinery and the
biotic and abiotic factors triggering secondary metabolite
production in Trichoderma will allow the tailor-made
application of these fungi in biocontrol; one of the key goals
of Dr Zeilinger and her team. Longer-term this should lead
to the generation of strains producing adequate amounts
of pharmaceutically and biotechnologically interesting
substances.
As of today, biosynthetic genes for only a handful of
compounds have been linked to the biosynthesised compound
in mycoparasitic fungi. However, this scenario is expected
to change rapidly as several genomes have already been
sequenced and as functional genomics studies in Trichoderma
advance. As more and more biosynthetic genes/gene clusters
are identified, we can hope for the elucidation of pathways
of the known metabolites as well as the discovery of novel
substances. The possibilities for mycoparasitic fungi as
biotechnical workhorses, could, therefore, be endless.
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HARNESSING GENOMICS
FOR DISEASE RESISTANCE
IN CUCUMBERS, MELONS
AND SQUASHES
Watermelons, cucumbers and squashes represent a vital source of
food worldwide, and their industries are worth billions. However,
these important crops are being held back by a number of serious
diseases. Through genomic studies, Dr Rebecca Grumet of Michigan
State University and her collaborators in the CucCAP project aim to
bring disease-resistance to farmers, towards ensuring greater food
sustainability into the future.

Cucurbits
Watermelons for summer afternoons,
cucumbers for salads, squash for
autumn dinners and loofahs for your
winter showers – all of these come
from the widespread and rather
important family of plants known as
Cucurbitaceae, or ‘cucurbits’. The many
different varieties of cucurbits have
been part of our meals for millennia
and have established themselves across
most of the globe.
They remain extremely important as a
source of food. In fact, cucurbits rank
as one of the highest plant families for
the number and proportion of species
that are used as human food. The
recent development of newer varieties
(usually known as ‘cultivars’) such as
white pumpkins and black watermelons
has also brought cucurbits from their
traditional role as a staple food into the
lofty heights of trendiness.
Our long history of cucurbit cultivation
comes with its own disadvantages,
one being that cucurbit diseases have
also had many thousands of years to
develop. Many different diseases exist –
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caused by fungal infestations (Fusarium
wilt, gummy stem blight, powdery
mildew), microbes known as oomycetes
(downy mildew, phytophthora rot)
and even viruses. Those involved
in the industry consistently identify
these diseases as the biggest problem
in bringing cucurbits to market. The
problems are many – they cause severe
reductions in yield and quality, require
additional effort and expense to control
the disease, affect the environment due
to the increased need for pesticides, and
may even lead to loss of an entire crop.
This is where the CucCAP project
enters the picture. With many years of
experience in the agricultural sciences,
the CucCAP scientists are part of an
ambitious program to prevent diseases
of cucurbits by creating diseaseresistant plants. ‘Disease-resistant
cultivars are the most cost-effective and
environmentally desirable solution to
these problems,’ explains Dr Grumet,
‘but the success of new cultivars
depends on a combination of yield and
ease of production for the producer, and
price and desirability for the consumer.
Thus, breeding programs need to
combine multiple disease resistances
without sacrificing yield or quality.’
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The CucCAP Program
Dr Rebecca Grumet of Michigan State
University serves as the lead for a
collaboration known as the CucCAP
program – an endeavour that combines
scientists from a number of top research
universities and the US Department of
Agriculture (USDA), Agriculture Research
Service. The CucCAP program, funded
by the USDA’s National Institute of
Food and Agriculture aims to help solve

these problems by bringing applied
genomics into the field of cucurbit
disease resistance. This emerging field
of applied genomics involves analysing
and interpreting an organism’s
complete set of genes (its genome).
The research team has three major ways
to achieve this. First of all, the team
aims to develop genomic tools for to
allow accelerated selection of promising
strains. They then hope to use these
tools to develop new, disease-resistant
cultivars. Thirdly, they aim to provide
useful information to growers and
processors to help prevent the spread
of disease.

All of this work is based on the rapidlydecreasing costs of genomic sequencing
and genetic analysis. Draft genomes
have been put together for the four
main cucurbit species – watermelon,
cantaloupe, cucumber and squash.
The CucCAP project has allowed for the
development of a fully revamped and
freely-accessible cucurbit genomics
website (http://cucurbitgenomics.
org/), so that scientists from around the
world can utilise the data for their own
purposes. In this case, the most valuable
use for this data is to determine the
locations of disease resistance traits in
the genomes of different species.
Promoting Variety

The program has a number of interested
parties, Dr Grumet notes, including
‘growers, shippers and processors,
who depend on high quality, disease
resistant cultivars; the breeding
community (seed companies and
public breeders) who develop these
cultivars; and the scientific community
who develop knowledge and train the
next generation of plant scientists and
breeders.’

Variety is the spice of life, and this holds
true even in distinctly non-spicy plants
such as watermelons. Access to a large
number of different varieties allows
plant breeders to bring new and exciting
traits to their current crops, crossbreeding one with the other to find
the ideal mix – for example, blending
a disease-resistant trait with one that
ensures large fruit.
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These different varieties can be found
in many places, but the most useful
sources are collections of seeds and
plant tissues that are curated by
researchers or national organisations.
Such collections are vital for plant
breeders, as they provide an extensive
resource containing many different
plant traits, which can be used to
develop improved yields or disease
resistance.
An excellent example of this is the US
National Plant Germplasm System, a
collection of around 16000 different
plant species spread across thousands
of different genera. The collection
includes more than 6000 different
strains of cucumber, watermelon,
melons and squash alone, all of which
were available for genetic analysis by
the CucCAP team.
Genetic analysis provides detailed
information on the type and degree
of variation present in the many
different plants of the collection. As
plants are bred, adapted and modified,
their genomes slowly drift in different
directions, often with widely differing
results. This natural drift can be traced
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Seeds of Resistance
How can this information be used to improve the plants
themselves? As with cucumbers, the cucurbit family is affected
by a number of different diseases – from fungus to bacteria
to viruses. Many of these have been identified by the industry
as high priority problems – ones that affect incomes and
livelihoods. Traditional plant breeding has long attempted to
find disease-resistant strains, but this is quite challenging, as
the desired trait needs to be introduced without bringing in
any unwanted attributes, and the breeder then needs to check
a large number of plants to determine which of those have
successfully taken up the new ability. This makes genomics a
valuable tool, one that helps farmers and breeders to identify
promising strains in a quicker, more efficient manner.

by comparing how similar different genomes are to one
another, essentially creating a very complex ‘family tree’ of
the species. A good example of this comes from initial work by
the CucCAP group on cucumbers. The US repository had an
impressive 1234 different genetic sequences in the collection,
sourced from sites across the globe.
Cucumbers were initially domesticated in India and Southeast
Asia. From there, they spread both east and west through trade
and migration, and distinctly regional traits were developed.
The CucCAP team was able to see this when examining the
genetic relationship of the various samples – a highly diverse
family of strains were present in India and Southeast Asia,
consistent with their role as the origin-point of the species.
Two other major groupings, or ‘clades’, could be identified,
one from East Asia, and one comprising West Asia, Europe,
Africa and North America. This clearly demonstrated that the
‘ancestral cucumber’ had diverged into distinct strains based
on geography, with limited opportunity to mix with the other
groups.
Interestingly, the CucCAP researchers noticed that this
geographical divergence was even more apparent when
looking within the larger groups. The Indian clade was divided
into subgroups which reflected geography, while Japanese
and South Korean cucumbers were genetically distinct from
their Chinese counterparts. Geography was not the only factor
behind these differences, naturally, as human selection also
had a role to play. The researchers were able to show that
breeding of North American varieties resulted in two major
subgroups – one intended for pickling and the other intended
to be eaten fresh.
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Researchers of the CucCAP group take the genomic knowledge
that has been developed and use this to identify markers of
disease resistance. These markers take the form of particular
genetic sequences found in association with traits of value.
By identifying these markers within disease-resistant plants, it
is possible to track the inheritance of a disease-resistant trait
throughout the breeding program. This allows researchers to
quickly identify their ‘ideal’ plants and discard the unwanted
ones, accelerating the development of new, hardier strains.
One Stop Shopping for Cucurbit Disease Control
The CucCAP team has also developed a centralised cucurbit
disease website (https://cuccap.org/), which includes both
English and Spanish versions. This valuable resource provides
detailed information about diagnostics, clinics, disease control
recommendations, disease alerts and forecasting tools.
Economic assessments of the costs of production and disease
control are also underway.
The team also regularly posts news and events on the website,
including announcements of recent scientific discoveries,
upcoming presentations by CucCAP researchers, and news
of disease outbreaks during the growing season. To further
help keep the cucurbit community informed, the team
also disseminates a monthly newsletter called the CucCAP
Chronicle, which features news and events that are posted on
the CucCAP website.
The Future
So, where will the CucCAP team’s work lead? In the near future,
the team hopes to develop a number of disease-resistant
breeding lines for the cucurbit industry, which will lead to
corresponding improvements in yields, sales and economy.
If the team’s successes so far are anything to go by, then the
future for farmers is looking bright indeed.
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LILAC LIMES: MORE THAN
JUST A PRETTY FRUIT
Genetic technologies are becoming increasingly sophisticated, with
scientists now able to precisely insert beneficial genes into plant
genomes and accurately predict the activity of the new genes in the
host plant. However, public acceptance has not kept up with the
technological advancements in this field. Dr James G. Thomson
and his team at the USDA’s Western Regional Research Center have
developed Lilac Limes using this advanced genetic technology. This
striking purple fruit could help to open dialogue with consumers
and encourage greater acceptance of the use of genetic technology
in food plants.

Introducing Lilac Limes
When is an orange not orange? When
it’s purple, of course! The deep purple
and reds of some citrus varieties, such
as blood oranges, are due to natural
pigments that are deposited in the fruit
tissue as they develop. These citrus
varieties are popular with consumers,
and provide health benefits too, thanks
to the antioxidant properties of the
pigments.
Now consumers can look forward
to a new variety of coloured citrus –
the Lilac Lime – which, as its name
suggests, is an attractive purple fruit
encased in a green peel. In addition
to the aesthetic qualities, Lilac Limes
also offer additional health benefits
over their green counterparts. But Lilac
Limes are more than just an interesting
new variety of citrus. They represent
the culmination of years of genetic
technology research, and their success
offers promising new avenues for
genetic technology use in agriculture to
benefit both consumers and farmers.
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The Lilac Lime was produced by Drs
James G. Thomson, Kasturi Dasgupta
and Roger Thilmony at the Crop
Improvement and Genetic Research
Unit of the USDA-ARS Western Regional
Research in a collaborative agreement
with the California Citrus Research
Board by transferring the pigment
gene from the blood orange into
Mexican Lime plants. Thus, the pigment
produced in Lilac Limes originates
from other edible citrus varieties and
is specifically expressed in the fruit.
Limiting the colour to the fruit provides
a crisp burst of eye-pleasing colour.
Dr Thomson and his team hope these
qualities will aid in the deregulation
process and encourage consumer
confidence in the limes.
In addition to developing and refining
the technology to make Lilac Limes
possible, Dr Thomson and his team
also aim to navigate the complex
regulatory process of bringing the fruit
to consumers.
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Genetic Technology and the Public
Modern genetic technology – in which
beneficial genes are transferred from
one organism to another – has been
used to improve crop plants for many
years. Previously, new plant lineages
were created using this technology
predominantly for the benefit of
farmers. Crop plants have been imbued
with the characteristics of faster growth,
and disease and pest resistance, to
allow the production rate of these

valuable food plants to match consumer
demand. While these genetically
modified (or ‘transgenic’) plant lineages
are vitally important for farmers to
keep up with the food requirements
of a growing global population, a key
area that has received less attention
is increasing public trust in transgenic
foods.
Lilac Limes provide an innovative
approach to introducing consumers
to a transgenic food variety. With their
novel purple fruit and associated
health benefits, Dr Thomson and his
team hope to attract the attention
of consumers and thus open a
dialogue with the public about genetic
technology in citrus and in food
plants in general. Having a visible
characteristic – unlike other transgenic
food plants – may help to increase the
transparency of genetic technology, and
improve public perception of transgenic
food varieties. This could pave the way
to acceptance for other transgenic

citrus lineages, and indeed transgenic
foods in general. With agricultural
pests and diseases increasing in range
and abundance, gaining consumer
confidence in transgenic foods may
become increasingly important in the
future.
However, taking a transgenic plant
lineage to the market is a difficult
process due to the strict regulations
surrounding these foods. Deregulation
of transgenic food varieties – or
removing government restrictions that
prevent transgenic foods reaching
the market – is notoriously complex.
Therefore, a significant portion of Dr
Thomson’s Lilac Lime project is devoted
to navigating the deregulation process
to take Lilac Limes to field trials, and
finally to farmers and consumers.
‘Determining the exact procedure for
getting approval is part of the learning
process we hope to pass on to the Citrus
Research Board for potential future
transgenic citrus projects,’ he says.
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Developing a clear procedure could
vastly improve the deregulation process
for future transgenic citrus varieties,
and could also encourage other genetic
researchers to pursue deregulation of
their transgenic crop varieties.
Commercialisation of Transgenic
Citrus
The gene that produces the rich purple
colour in Lilac Limes was obtained from
another edible citrus variety, the blood
orange, and inserted into Mexican Lime
plants. Dr Thomson and his team also
identified control elements (promoters)
that act to keep the pigment production
confined to the fruit tissues, and genes
that promote faster maturation of the
plants. Lilac Limes still produce green
peels and green leaves and reach
their fruiting stage much earlier than
traditional lime varieties.
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to control this process, a vast number of transgenic lineages
would need to be produced to obtain just one in which the
desired characteristics behaved appropriately.
Lilac Limes were developed by Dr Thomson and his team for
use of a new approach to genetic technology, which removes
some of the element of chance prevalent in other genetic
technologies. Using a series of enzymes that work in harmony
with each other, the insertion of the beneficial genes into the
host plant’s DNA can be tightly controlled.

‘Most citrus types need 5–15 years to begin flowering and
fruiting. The long juvenile phase delays regular fruit production
for years. Alternatively, early flowering has been achieved in
transgenic trees, including citrus plants, by turning on a flower
gene,’ explains Dr Thomson.
Confining pigment production to the inner fruit prevents the
plants from wasting their finite energy resources on producing
pigment in all their tissues. Transgenic lineages that produce
these pigments throughout their tissues would typically grow
smaller and produce fewer fruits, thus excluding them from
commercial viability. ‘Use of tissue-specific promoters provides
healthier plants that are not “overtaxed” by producing purple
pigmentation throughout the plant without benefit, and
possibly detriment, to growth,’ Dr Thomson explains.
The successful Lilac Lime lineages produced by Dr Thomson
and his team are an improvement even in comparison to other
purple and red citrus varieties already grown commercially.
In traditional citrus varieties, pigment production requires
a period of cold during fruit development for the colour to
develop fully. Thus, farmers are at the mercy of weather
conditions during each season.
With climate change altering average temperatures and
weather conditions in many citrus-growing regions, the
availability of these darker citrus varieties may decline in the
future without the introduction of transgenic citrus lineages
that produce pigmented fruit without the need for a cold
period. Following the success of Lilac Limes, Dr Thomson and
his team have the opportunity to incorporate the technology
into additional citrus varieties to create other reliablypigmented transgenic citrus varieties.
Genetic Technology Behind Lilac Limes
Previously, genetic technology has been inefficient and
imprecise. Producing a transgenic lineage with the desired
characteristics depends not only on the genetic material
transferred, but also the location that the gene is inserted
into the host’s DNA, and other limitations of the method used
to transport the new genes to the host DNA. Without a way
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Each enzyme used in the technology recognises a specific
sequence of DNA, allowing Dr Thomson and his team to control
where in the host DNA the beneficial gene is inserted, and
offering a method to insert multiple beneficial genes at once,
called ‘gene stacking’. Additionally, these enzymes are more
accurate in their transfer action – no extra DNA is lost or gained
in the process, which prevents any unwanted side-effects
arising in the transgenic plant lineages.
Dr Thomson and his team have produced hundreds of ‘Founder
Lines’ – plant lineages pre-prepared with the required DNA
sequence that the enzymes recognise – predominantly in citrus.
These lineages provide the basis for the Lilac Lime varieties, but
are also a basis for future transgenic varieties, such as citruses
resistant to new or emerging diseases.
‘We chose citrus for a number or reasons but mainly to help
combat the Huanglongbing disease, also known as Citrus
Greening Disease,’ Dr Thomson says. ‘In theory, with the
Founder Lines in place, we could precisely add any disease
resistance genes discovered. Unfortunately, were still waiting
for resistance genes to be identified. In the meantime, we’ve
turned our attention to value added traits.’
While Lilac Limes have a single visible characteristic aimed
at adding value for consumers, the Lilac Lime lineage is itself
a Founder Line. This means that as new resistance genes
are discovered for citrus pests and diseases, they could
be incorporated into the Lilac Lime or alternatively, into
Founder Lines without the purple pigment characteristic.
Having Founder Lines ‘ready and waiting’ to have beneficial
genes incorporated could provide the citrus industry with an
unprecedented ability to adapt to new threats and challenges
that arise in the future, providing that the beneficial genes are
available.
Dr Thomson and his team are poised to take their Lilac Limes
through the final stages of testing and scaling up growing
efforts, through field trials. Consumers may have to wait a
little longer before Lilac Limes reach grocery stores near them,
but they could soon be looking forward to other varieties
of transgenic citrus that benefit everyone, from farmers to
consumers.
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INVESTIGATING CARROT
COLOURS TO PRODUCE
HEALTHIER CROPS
Carrots display a wide range of different colours – orange, purple,
white, red and yellow – driven by the accumulation of various
compounds. These compounds affect the nutritional value and
health benefits of the roots, making them prime targets for breeding
better varieties. Dr Philipp Simon and his colleagues at the United
States Department of Agriculture investigate the genetics of carrot
colours to help breeders develop even more nutritious strains.

A Nutritious & Colourful Root
Versatile, tasty, and full of vitamins,
carrots can be found in cuisines across
the globe. And their popularity is rising –
the number of carrots grown worldwide
has quadrupled in the last few decades,
with farmers currently producing more
than 42 million tonnes every year.
However, the orange carrots we see at
the supermarket are a comparatively
recent variety. In fact, for most of history,
farmers have been digging purple roots
out of their fields. ‘Orange carrots were
only first described around 500 years
ago,’ notes Dr Philipp Simon, researcher
at the United States Department of
Agriculture. ‘Purple and yellow were
the first colours, reported 1100 years
ago. Red and white carrots have also
been developed within the last several
hundred years.’
The reason behind the widespread
switch to orange carrots is still rather
controversial. Many people claim that
it was a political statement by Dutch
farmers supporting the Prince of
Orange, who led the struggle for Dutch
independence. Others dismiss this as
entertaining but factually unsupported.
Regardless of the reason, the choice of
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colourful carrots was a rather fortunate
one for humanity as a whole – many
of the root’s health benefits can be
traced back to these cheerful pigments.
‘Brightly coloured carrots are important
for nutrition,’ explains Dr Simon. ‘The
most important of these are the orange
carotenoid compounds which are
sources of vitamin A. The red, yellow,
and purple pigments also provide key
nutrients as antioxidants.’
This is excellent news for carrot lovers,
but researchers are always interested
in the ‘why’ behind facts. Why are
carrots such excellent sources of these
compounds? How are these compounds
formed? And can we make carrots
produce them in higher quantities?
Crop breeders are always seeking
to develop healthier strains of fruit
and vegetables, which have better
nutritional value or contain higher
levels of vitamins and antioxidants.
For this reason, Dr Simon is bringing
the many well-hidden secrets of carrot
genetics into the light, to aid breeders
in their quest to create highly nutritious
varieties.
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The Carrot Genome
The basis of this work comes from
the carrot genome – its complete
genetic code – which Dr Simon and
his collaborators published in 2016.
Determining a genome is no simple
process; while genetic sequencing
technology has advanced by leaps and
bounds, we are still limited to ‘reading’
around 1000 letters of the genetic code
at a time. For comparison, the length of
the carrot genome is roughly 470 million
‘letters’ (or, more correctly, ‘base pairs’).
This means that any sequence has to
be created from thousands of different
‘reads’, each of which need to be
placed into context like jigsaw pieces.
Specialised computer software and
very expensive machines are required
to gather this information and bring
it together in the right way. Even with

‘Carrot colours provide insights into the development and
domestication of carrot as a root crop, allowing better understanding
of the molecular and biochemical mechanisms underlying carotenoid
biosynthesis, and are useful for nutritionists to study pigments in
whole foods.’

a wealth of knowledge behind them,
problems can arise – for example, some
parts of the genome are filled with
repeated sequences, which makes it
impossible to determine how they fit
together. The carrot genome published
by Dr Simon and his collaborators
provided a map of around 90% of the
complete genetic code – not perfect,
but enough to make it one of the most
complete genomes available.
From this basis, the researchers
branched out into the world of carrot
colours.

so much beta-carotene, and such a
blazingly orange colour? What genetic
changes happened across centuries of
breeding to reach this point?
This is the sort of question that Dr
Simon loves to investigate. ‘Carrot
colours provide insights into the
development and domestication of
carrot as a root crop,’ he explains,
‘allowing better understanding of
the molecular and biochemical
mechanisms underlying carotenoid
biosynthesis, and are useful for
nutritionists to study pigments in whole
foods.’

Food for Your Eyes
Carrots are one of the best dietary
sources of a carotenoid compound
called beta-carotene, which is converted
into vitamin A in the human body. As
vitamin A is vital for our vision, genetic
processes, immune responses and skin
health, carrots are an important part of
a healthy diet.
Beta-carotene is a bright orange-red
chemical, providing much of the
bright orange colour we associate
with carrots. Yet, as we’ve mentioned,
orange carrots are themselves a fairly
recent innovation. Why do they contain

To improve this understanding, Dr
Simon and his colleagues investigated
the genomes of different carrot strains,
ranging in colour from white through
to bright orange. They demonstrated
that orange colour was correlated to
changes in a single area of the genome
– one that contains 72 genes.
To narrow down this region further, the
researchers performed transcriptome
analysis, which indicates whether a
gene is ‘on’ or ‘off’ – whether it is actively
being used to create proteins or not.
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They showed that four genes have
different activities at different stages
in the carrot lifecycle, while another 13
exhibit different activity depending on
the local conditions. With this as a basis,
the team then examined 25 different
carrot varieties, showing that the
genetic sequence in that area is much
more variable between orange strains
than between white or yellow ones.
This is important for several reasons.
First, the variability could be linked
to beta-carotene levels – thus plant
breeders could use particular genetic
markers to determine if their new strains
would be more or less orange. Second,
the list of variable genes would then be
the basis for further research, with indepth studies discovering how precisely
beta-carotene synthesis is controlled.
The Or Gene
As previously mentioned, carrots are
one of the best sources of carotenes
in our diet. However, carrots have
much higher carotene levels than we
would expect, given what scientists
know about the biochemical pathways
involved.
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Dr Simon and his collaborators looked at the genomes of many
different wild and domesticated carrot varieties, looking for
differences that might explain this. They were able to find a
mutation within a single gene, known as the Or gene, which
is never found in wild carrots but is almost always present in
domestic varieties. The mutation leads to increased formation
of chromoplasts – cellular compartments that produce and
store coloured chemicals such as carotenes.
Interestingly, the team was also able to show that all Western
domestic carrots are genetically very similar, despite the wide
variety in colour and appearance. The mutant Or gene, with its
beneficial impact on carotene levels, appears to have been an
early trait that was selected when carrots were domesticated,
many centuries ago.
Purple is the New Orange
While orange carrots contain large amounts of carotenoid
compounds such as beta-carotene, purple carrots have very
high concentrations of anthocyanins, which exhibit antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory effects. Diets rich in anthocyanincontaining fruits and vegetables are associated with a reduced
level of diabetes, heart disease, arthritis and even some
cancers.
This is quite interesting for crop breeders, who are always
seeking to develop strains with both additional health benefits
and visual appeal. In order to do so, however, they need to
understand the biochemical basis of the purple carrots – how
are these anthocyanins generated, and how can we enhance
their production?
This is where Dr Simon enters the picture once more. His team
had previously looked into the genome of purple carrots and
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had shown that the genes for anthocyanin expression in the
root and petiole (the stalk that attaches a leaf to the stem)
could be narrowed down to a specific region of the genome.
Further experiments narrowed this down even further, allowing
the researchers to identify a cluster of transcription factors that
control anthocyanin biosynthesis.
Transcription factors are a special form of protein, which
control the expression of other genes. One transcription factor
may turn a set of genes on in response to certain stimuli, while
another may turn them off if a cellular signal comes in. In this
way, the fixed ‘instructions’ present in the genome can be read
in a specific, context-dependent manner.
In this case, a cluster of transcription factors belong to the
MYB gene family are the main candidates for purple colouring
in all carrots examined during the studies. Dr Simon and his
colleagues demonstrated that these influence colouring in
the roots and petioles, respectively, by controlling a number
of other genes and biochemical processes that lead to
anthocyanin accumulation.
The Carrot of the Future
So where will the researchers go from here? Dr Simon is
interested in the development of new carrot strains that
contain increased levels of beneficial nutrients such as
carotenoids and anthocyanins. They are currently working with
several experts in agriculture to bring these ideas to the market.
Beyond this, he is enthusiastic about the next steps for his
research. ‘Sequencing of the carrot genome has significantly
stimulated the development of high-pigment carrots,’ says Dr
Simon, ‘and this story is only beginning to unfold!’
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GENE TECHNOLOGY FOR
BOOSTING BIODIESEL
PRODUCTION
As the human population increases, so does the demand for food
and fuel. However, suitable land for growing crops is already
severely limited, and there is an urgent need to protect remaining
wilderness areas from being converted into cropland. Through a
translational research approach, Dr Sanju Sanjaya and his team
at the Energy and Environmental Science Institute of West Virginia
State University are developing ways to increase the oil content of
crops that are able to grow on poor-quality land, such as reclaimed
surface coal mines. By increasing the energy provided by plants, the
land requirement to grow both biodiesel and food crops could be
significantly reduced.

the crops remove carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere as they grow, so it
is considered a carbon neutral fuel.
However, one of the biggest drawbacks
to biodiesel production is that the
plants used, such as soybean and
rapeseed, require the same type of
agricultural land to grow as some of our
most important food crops. Therefore,
one of the greatest challenges we face is
to balance the need for increased food
production with the rising demand for
cleaner fuel sources.

Plant Oils: Fuel, Food and Future
The global human population continues
to increase at an unprecedented rate,
and is expected to exceed 8.5 billion
by the mid-2030s. With population
growth comes an increasing demand for
food, warmth, shelter, water, and fuel.
However, our increasing use of fossil
fuels as an energy source is having a
devastating impact on Earth’s climate
and vulnerable ecosystems.
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In nature, plant oils represent one of the
most energy-rich sources of renewable
hydrocarbons. These oils are stored in
the form of triacylglycerols in the seeds,
which are used as alternative feedstocks
for biodiesel and jet fuel production.
Biodiesel is a promising alternative to
traditional fossil fuels, with potential
uses for domestic vehicles, aircraft, and
as a heating fuel. Although biodiesel
emits carbon dioxide when burned,
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Currently, the majority of the oils used
in biodiesel production come from the
seeds of the plant. Plants accumulate
these oils within the tissue of the seeds
to help with the energy-intensive
processes of germination and growth
of the new seedlings. By harnessing the
mechanism used by the plant to send
and store these oils within the seeds,
Dr Sanju Sanjaya and his team at the
Energy and Environmental Science
Institute of West Virginia State University
aim to create new breeds of energy
crops that accumulate higher amounts
of oils within the rest of the plant’s

vegetative tissue – the leaves, stems and roots, using gene
technology.

the plant cells, involving a key transcription factor and multiple
enzymes.

By creating new crop varieties that sequester oils in all of
their tissues, and not solely in the seeds, Dr Sanjaya’s team
aims to increase the agricultural efficiency of growing crops
for biodiesel production. By doing this, less land will need to
be allocated to growing biodiesel crops, leaving more land
available for food production. Furthermore, the researchers
aim to develop crops that are able to grow on poor-quality soil,
such as that found at reclaimed coal mines, where traditional
crops would be unable to survive.

Having identified that carbon partitioning to starch or oils is
a competing process, Dr Sanjaya and his colleagues aimed to
manipulate plant metabolic control systems into preferentially
converting some of that carbon into oils within the vegetative
tissue. ‘Seed oil-like metabolism in vegetative tissues creates a
cellular sink, directly capturing photosynthetic carbon for the
production of oil,’ Dr Sanjaya explains.

Plants that produce higher levels of oils have also been shown
to be a good source of nutritional energy and may be important
in producing high-quality food crops in the future.

To increase the amount of oils stored in the vegetative tissue
and seeds of plants, Dr Sanjaya and his colleagues have taken a
two-pronged approach. Plants are only able to capture a finite
amount of carbon in a given period, so increasing the amount
of oils created and stored necessarily requires a reduction in
the amount of starch being produced.

Carbon Partitioning: Starch Versus Oils
Plants capture and convert carbon from the air into energyrich forms, such as sugars and oils, through the metabolic
process of photosynthesis. In mature plants, most of the
carbon captured gets routed into the creation of starch, which
is subsequently broken down into sugars that can be used
by the plant at night, when photosynthesis is not possible.
In these plants, the conversion of carbon into oils is reserved
predominantly for the seeds of the plant.
Previously, researchers have focused on increasing the amount
of oils within plant seeds. But growing plants solely for their
seeds is an inefficient process, requiring vast swathes of
farmland that could be used for growing food. Some plants do,
however, store higher levels of oils within other plant tissues
already, such as avocados. The mechanism behind this carbon
partitioning is a series of complex metabolic pathways within

Increasing Oils with Gene Technology

First, the researchers used advanced molecular techniques
to manipulate the genes involved in the production and
accumulation of oils – using the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana. This flowering plant species is related to mustard and
rapeseed (canola), and is ideal for testing and refining genetic
techniques because of its small size and short generation times.
Through increasing the activity of (or ‘overexpressing’) a gene
controlling seed oil production, Dr Sanjaya’s team was able
to create a version of the plant that has the tendency to store
these oils within the vegetative tissue.
Following this, Dr Sanjaya and his colleagues focussed on a
gene involved in starch production. They found that when
this gene was edited to exhibit ‘underexpression’ (decreased
activity), more carbon was left available to be routed into the
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production of oils. The resulting plant that possesses both of
the edited genes partitions more of the carbon captured during
photosynthesis into oils than into starch.
Upon testing the tissue composition of their new plants, the
researchers demonstrated that the vegetative tissue contained
considerably higher amounts of oils than plants with only one
of the two edited genes. These oils are so abundant that they
are visible within the plant tissue as oil droplets. Dr Sanjaya
and his colleagues subsequently analysed these droplets, and
confirmed that the oil composition was similar to that of seed
oils. Additionally, the team found that their new plants exhibit
a greater oil-to-starch ratio, demonstrating that carbon is being
preferentially partitioned towards the production of oils.
The ability to use the whole plant in the production of
biodiesel, instead of just the seeds, greatly increases the
efficiency of the system. Producing the same amount of
biodiesel from a smaller number of crops also requires less
resources (land and water), and results in more land being
available to allocate to growing food crops. Additionally, a more
efficient system is attractive to farmers, biodiesel producers and
jet fuel manufacturers because of the reduction in production
costs.

from microalgae that could be useful in creating further plant
varieties that preferentially store oils over starch.
Dr Sanjaya and his colleagues have identified five enzymes
involved in carbon partitioning within microalgae that can be
considered ‘generalists’ in the process – acting on multiple
types of precursor substances to create unique quality oils. By
identifying the genes behind these enzymes, they were able to
edit the genes within Arabidopsis thaliana to produce the same
enzymes. The team discovered that one of these enzymes was
particularly effective at producing a plant breed that stores
large amounts of oils similar to Omega-3 fatty acids within their
leaves.
In addition to allowing the whole plant to be used in biodiesel
production, Dr Sanjaya and his colleagues also demonstrated
the enhanced energy value of these plants as a food or animal
feed source. In experiments, the team found that moth
caterpillars feeding on plants that stored more oils ate the
same amount as those feeding on wild type plants, but gained
more weight. As the human population increases, producing
food crops that have a higher energy and nutritional value than
traditional crops may become increasingly important.
The Future for Increased Oil Varieties

Dr Sanjaya’s group is now translating the basic knowledge
gleaned from the model plant to energy crops such as
switchgrass and camelina, which are able to grow on reclaimed
coal mine land.
Oil-Controlling Genes from Microalgae
Microalgae are aquatic single-celled organisms that, much
like plants, capture and store carbon through photosynthesis.
The complex processes leading to the storage of oils include
multiple organelles within the cell, and multiple enzymes and
coenzymes (enzyme helpers) aiding the process.
In order to better understand the metabolic processes behind
oil production in biodiesel crops, Dr Sanjaya has been exploring
carbon partitioning in microalgae. ‘In both organism groups,
the basic enzymatic mechanisms involved are similar,’ he says.
This similarity offers opportunities to identify additional genes
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Dr Sanjaya’s basic and translational research is a vital step
towards circumventing problems in producing enough food
and fuel, especially with predicted future levels of population
growth. His team has demonstrated that altering carbon
partitioning in favour of oils over starches can produce plant
varieties that improve the efficiency of biodiesel production
and increase the nutritional value of food crops.
Dr Sanjaya and his team continue to investigate the
mechanisms involved in oil accumulation in plants and
microalgae, with the aim of improving the altered plant
varieties further and identifying the other genes involved in this
process. A key step in the future of this research is moving from
the use of model plant species to the use of crop plant species.
A better understanding of the processes behind oil production
and storage will increase the likelihood of this technology being
successful in a wider range of plant species.
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ENSURING PEANUT SAFETY
BY HARNESSING PLANT
DEFENCES
Fungal toxins that may accumulate in peanuts pose a hidden threat
to people globally. Whereas European countries and the USA have
controls to prevent contaminated seed from entering the market,
this is not available in many developing countries, where peanuts
are a vital source of protein and nutrients. However, detecting
and controlling these toxins has posed significant scientific and
economic challenges. Dr Renée Arias, Dr Victor Sobolev and
Dr Marshall Lamb of the USDA National Peanut Research Laboratory
have pioneered methods for inhibiting toxin production using RNAi
technology and enhancing natural peanut defences.

A Versatile Superfood
Whether you love them or hate them,
the fact remains that peanuts are a
powerhouse in the food world. This
superfood is high in vitamins, minerals,
fibre, healthy oils and protein. Peanuts
also offer protection against some types
of cancer. An amazingly versatile food
with a rich, distinct flavour, peanuts
can be eaten straight out of their soft
shells after roasting, boiled, turned into
peanut oil, peanut butter or peanut
flour, and are used as ingredients in an
array of snacks and meals.
Although grouped with other nuts for
culinary purposes, peanuts are actually
a type of legume and are therefore more
closely related to peas and beans than
tree nuts such as almonds or cashews.
They form underground inside soft,
fibrous shells, and like other legumes,
can turn nitrogen in the soil into amino
acids and proteins.
Peanuts use a small fraction of the water
required to grow tree nuts, making them
a vital food resource in dry climates.
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Currently, peanuts are the main source
of protein in Sub-Saharan Africa and
for lower-income families in the USA.
With droughts and water shortages
predicted to escalate due to climate
change, peanuts are likely to become an
increasingly important resource in the
future.
A Toxic Interloper
But what if eating your most important
food was like playing a game of Russian
Roulette? What if you had to make
the choice between eating potentially
contaminated food or going hungry? In
some developing countries this is not
merely hypothetical, but a reality faced
every day.
Aspergillus is a genus of fungi found
abundantly in many different
environments across the globe. Perhaps
more recognisable as the mould that
thrives on damp household surfaces
and can cause lung infections, some
species of Aspergillus contaminate a
range of crops including peanuts, rice,
cereals, and beans.
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Dr Mohammed performing DNA extractions from Aspergillus
isolates from Ethiopia.

Once in the crop, the fungus proceeds to digest nutrients,
create spores for reproduction and release metabolites –
simple molecules that help the fungus to compete with other
fungi. Some of these Aspergillus metabolites, called ‘aflatoxins’,
are extremely toxic to humans and other mammals. The
aflatoxins produced by Aspergillus are arguably some of the
most dangerous toxins found in nature, being some of the most
powerful cancer-causing substances, and potentially causing
immune suppression, growth impairment in children, and
severe toxicosis.
Dr Renée Arias, Dr Victor Sobolev and Dr Marshall Lamb of the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) – National
Peanut Research Laboratory, investigate the Aspergillus
species commonly found in peanut crops across the globe and
the natural resistance of peanut plants to fungal infections.
Their aim is to develop methods of preventing Aspergillus
infection in peanut crops. In addition to making peanuts
safer to eat and preventing huge annual crop losses due to
Aspergillus contamination, their work could be extended to
other commonly-affected crops. Eventually, this could remove
the risk of eating these foods in areas where appropriate
government regulations and adequate laboratory testing are
too costly.

Peanuts are transformed in the laboratory and grown in
tissue culture until the plants are large enough to transfer to
greenhouse. CREDIT: Dr Dang
invading peanuts in Georgia, the state producing most of the
peanuts within the USA, and in Eastern Ethiopia and Uganda,
where peanuts form a vital part of the diet.
‘For RNAi to be effective, the DNA sequence of the genes
targeted needs to be known,’ notes Dr Arias. Thus, the team
followed up their surveys by investigating which Aspergillus
genes are the most appropriate for targeting using RNAi
technology. They achieved this by sequencing the entire
genome of the most common Aspergillus strains they detected.
Using advanced molecular techniques, Dr Arias and her
colleague Dr Phat M. Dang then developed peanut plants that
have the ability to produce aflatoxin-fighting RNA within their
own cells. By preventing the genes in Aspergillus fungus from
making aflatoxins, the accumulation of these toxins within the
peanuts could also be avoided.
Dr Arias was keen to build on this success, by investigating the
behaviour of the aflatoxin-fighting RNA within peanut crops.
Her research team traced the RNA movement within the plants,
and discovered that it moves towards the peanuts forming
underground – ideal for targeting Aspergillus in the most
important invasion area. Their findings also showed that the
RNA multiplies within the plant over time, potentially offering
increasing levels of protection.

Silencing Aspergillus Genes
The discovery of the ability of plants to shut down the genes
within invading fungal cells opened a whole new world of
possibility for controlling harmful fungi. The mechanism
behind this is called RNAi – or ‘Ribonucleic Acid interference’.
RNA forms the basis of converting the information in DNA into
cellular functions; therefore, if a plant produces a segment
of RNA that matches and therefore interferes with a segment
of RNA produced by a fungus, it can effectively neutralise the
biological functions within the fungal cells.
Dr Arias and her team were the first to apply this concept to
Aspergillus fungi in peanuts. Initially, the team conducted
extensive surveys of the predominant Aspergillus species

To confirm the success of the technology, the team created and
refined a highly sensitive aflatoxin testing technique, which
requires only a quarter of a peanut per sample to obtain an
accurate measurement of the amount of aflatoxin present.
Previously, aflatoxin testing was labour and time intensive,
and required a large sample of peanuts to get an accurate
measurement. Using their new technique, Dr Arias and her
team confirmed that aflatoxin accumulation in peanuts was
70% to 100% lower in their improved peanut plants.
The team aims to use these findings to develop broadspectrum RNAi technology that will allow control of a wider
range of Aspergillus species with a single method, and
potentially extend to other food crops vulnerable to the fungus.
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‘We believe that its application in breeding of peanut and other
crops will bring rapid advancement in this important area of
science, medicine and human nutrition,’ says Dr Arias, ‘and will
significantly contribute to the international effort to control
aflatoxins.’
Searching for Naturally Resistant Peanuts

stilbenoids, revealing the additional health benefits of these
molecules to humans and other mammals. Their work
indicates that stilbenoids have anti-inflammatory, cancerfighting, and antioxidant properties, warranting further medical
research.
The Future of Aflatoxin Eradication

The development of the team’s reliable and accurate aflatoxin
testing techniques also offered the opportunity to revisit the
potential natural resistance of wild peanuts to Aspergillus fungi.
As with all living organisms, wild peanuts exhibit different
individual characteristics, including some that make them less
vulnerable to attack by Aspergillus fungi. This means that some
wild peanut varieties stored in seed collections could hold
the ‘genetic key’ to unlocking additional natural resistance in
cultivated peanut plants.
By accounting for differences in viability of aged peanuts,
Dr Sobolev was able to reliably investigate the wild peanut
‘germplasm’ – genetic material of the plant contained within
the peanuts themselves – in stored collections, with the aim of
identifying individuals exhibiting natural Aspergillus resistance.
‘We identified several wild species of peanuts that did not
accumulate aflatoxins,’ says Dr Sobolev. ‘Some germplasm
identified as resistant has been incorporated in our breeding
program.’
A fundamental component of the natural defence against
Aspergillus invasion is a group of relatively simple molecules,
called stilbenoids, which exhibit antifungal properties.
Peanut plants begin producing these defensive substances
in response to invasion by Aspergillus. Dr Sobolev and the
team demonstrated for the first time that stilbenoids not only
effectively impede fungal growth, but also inhibit aflatoxin
production by the fungus when it interacts with damaged
peanuts. This could be especially important for alleviating
some of the vulnerability of damaged areas of the plant to
fungal invasion.

Currently, the team is conducting extensive field-based
experiments with their improved peanut cultivars, to ensure
complete aflatoxin inhibition when the plants are exposed to
Aspergillus under the variable and sometimes unpredictable
environmental conditions found in nature. Additionally, they
are continuing to develop peanut plants resistant to a wider
range of Aspergillus species, with the aim of developing plants
resistant to all the potential Aspergillus invaders.
In developing targeted RNAi technology and Aspergillusresistant peanut plants, Dr Arias and Dr Sobolev, with the
support of research leader Dr Marshall Lamb, have succeeded
in inhibiting the accumulation of dangerous aflatoxins in
peanuts. Their work has the potential to dramatically increase
the safety of consuming peanuts across the globe, including
in developing countries and lower-income areas, where
government regulations and expensive testing may not be
available. Also, by reducing the vast quantity of peanuts lost
annually to aflatoxin contamination, this has the added benefit
of improving access to a healthy and nutritious food source,
even with predicted human population growth in the future.
By using multiple complementary approaches to reducing
aflatoxin accumulation in peanuts, such as RNAi technology
along with stilbenoid production, the team hopes to reach
a global solution faster. ‘Eliminating aflatoxins from the
food chain is a world race in which scientists from different
disciplines using multiple strategies should participate,’
concludes Dr Arias, ‘but no matter who gets to the finish line
first, we all win.’

Dr Sobolev and his team conducted a comprehensive study
of the properties of previously known and newly discovered
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PPM: TAILORING CANNABIS
TO CREATE MEDICINE FOR
THE MASSES
Cannabis is a plant that remains largely stigmatised, along with
people who consume or condone it. However, Dr Andrea Holmes
and her colleagues at Precision Plant Molecules are revealing
the numerous hidden benefits of cannabis, when processed
with precision. This Colorado-based company is using advanced
chemical and analytical techniques to isolate naturally produced
medicinal compounds and tailor effective medicines for its global
consumer base.

Times are Changing
For a long time, cannabis has been
a difficult subject to approach. The
pharmacologically-active compounds
it contains are illegal in most countries.
However, acceptance is on the rise.
Numerous US states and European
countries now accept that this plant has
genuine medicinal benefits.
The rapid growth of the agricultural,
scientific and medicinal markets
surrounding cannabis is a clear result of
shifting attitudes and new laws allowing
its medicinal and even recreational
use in certain US states. As a result,
companies made up of educated,
passionate scientists, such as Precision
Plant Molecules (PPM) in Colorado,
have pioneered a new, consumer-driven
market of cannabis-based edibles,
lotions, tinctures and tablets.
Chief Growth Officer of PPM, Dr Andrea
Holmes, is a highly distinguished and
respected organic chemist. She is happy
to lead the way in this new industry. ‘We
have the opportunity to finally open the
mysterious and stigmatised cannabis
industry and make it available for
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wellness products,’ she says. ‘I love this
field because it is new, underexplored
and sophisticated, but it also presents
an opportunity to combine street
knowledge of people who used to
operate in the underground with
experienced and credentialed chemists.’
Knowing Your CBDs from THCs
Cannabis plants produce more than
one hundred different cannabinoids,
which are chemical compounds that
interact with cannabinoid receptors
on our cells. Two major cannabinoids
are tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
cannabidiol (CBD).
When the cannabis industry was
primarily ‘underground’, the focus of
breeders was largely on developing
cannabis strains that produce high
levels of THC. This cannabinoid
compound is responsible for the
euphoric feeling and psychoactive
effects that are associated with
recreational cannabis consumption.
Modern cannabis strains are notorious
for their high THC content – typically at
15% or 20%.
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However, since legalisation in numerous
states in the USA, cannabis breeding has
taken a new direction. The increasing
use of cannabis for medicinal purposes
has taken the breeding focus away from
THC and towards CBD. Known as the
‘medical cannabinoid’, this compound
is not psychoactive, and even counters
the mind-altering effects of THC. CBD
exhibits a wide range of medical effects,
which are becoming increasingly
recognised by the medical community.
In 2017, the World Health Organization

‘I love this field because it is new, underexplored, and
sophisticated but it also presents an opportunity to combine
street knowledge of people who used to operate in the
underground with experienced and credentialed chemists.’

published a report stating that CBD
could have therapeutic effects on
many debilitating conditions, including
multiple sclerosis, cancer, epilepsy,
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s, as
well as pain, depression and anxiety.
As such, cannabis strains that are bred
to produce high levels of CBD rarely
contain more than 1% THC – a safe
level to avoid psychoactive effects. The
plants that PPM use come from highCBD, low-THC, non-genetically modified
strains. They are also grown organically,
by certified Colorado-based growers.
Terpenes & Terpenoids
Terpenes and terpenoids, more
commonly known as ‘terps’, are
compounds thought to provide plants
with natural defence against pests and
pathogens, such as bacteria, fungi and
insects. Cannabis plants produce a rich
array of terps, secreted from the same
glands as cannabinoids such as THC
and CBD.
Chemists have been able to separate
and characterise numerous terps
from cannabis plants: camphene,

caryophyllene, limonene, linalool and
pinene are just a few examples. Each
compound is shown to have its own
aroma, be it musky, citrus, spicy, floral,
damp or pungent, and each possesses
own potential medicinal benefits.
Terps interact amongst themselves
and with other cannabinoids and plant
molecules to give each cannabis strain a
distinctive aroma, and unique medicinal
benefit.
Many cannabis strains already offer
unique and potent mixes of beneficial
chemicals. However, PPM’s experienced
chemists perform their magic through
tried and tested steps of precise
heating and cooling within a series
of delicate glass tubes, in a process
generally known as distillation. During
this process, they can isolate individual
compounds into their pure form,
before recombining them into a series
of cannabis oils with specific effects,
tailored for a particular health concern.
The aim is to maximise the medicinal
benefits, such as anti-inflammatory,
anti-anxiety, immune-boosting, moodboosting or sleep-inducing, according to
customer needs. For those with specific
desires in mind, PPM will go the extra
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mile and formulate an oil especially
for you. These carefully configured
oils can then be added to edibles,
lotions, tinctures, or tablets for easy
administration.
PPM: Precision Without Excuses
Dr Holmes has been with PPM since
the company’s inception, along with
the company’s CEO Dave Hanson. ‘My
biggest achievement is that I hired a
competent science driven workforce,
with PhD, Master’s and BS degrees who
have analytical and pharmaceutical
experience,’ says Dr Holmes. ‘We
built a company that stands out and
that others want to copy because we
implemented stringent testing protocol
with high sophisticated scientific
instrumentation.’
It is clear that Dr Holmes implements
the highest standards – and rightly
so, as many of her customers rely on
PPM’s medicines to deal with serious
ailments. PPM’s science-based culture
ensures quality assurance throughout
manufacturing, as they analyse and
quantify the cannabis before, during,
and after processing.
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Initially, the raw material is tested for contaminant fungi such
as yeasts and moulds. Then, they use advanced chemical
methods called High-Performance Liquid Chromatography,
Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry, and Headspace
Solid-phase Microextraction to guarantee efficacy throughout
the purification process. These cutting-edge techniques
ensure that PPM’s products are of consistently high quality by
separating and quantifying CBD, THC and other cannabinoids,
as well as the highly volatile terpenes, which are easily lost by
evaporation, even at low temperatures.
The scientists at PPM have gone one step further by developing
water-soluble cannabinoids. Cannabis-oil extract naturally
separates from water, giving a ‘salad oil effect’, and this remains
the industry standard. However, the tireless work of PPM has
enabled production of transparent solutions, in which the fats
and lipids responsible for separation are removed. This work is
likely to develop the markets for cannabis-infused beverages,
such as juice and tea, even further.
CBD for Pets
The pet food industry is another sector in which Dr Holmes
believes tailored cannabis-infused tinctures, food supplements,
and treats can make a difference. She is a self-confessed animal
lover – spending much of her spare time in shelters or with her
own collection of critters. Therefore, she knows first-hand the
pains and stresses that many of our furry and feathered friends
can go through.
Scientific knowledge of potential pain-easing, stress-reducing
effects of CBD on our pets is growing, as are markets for pet
products. Many studies have shown the positive therapeutic
effects that daily use can have on cats, dogs, ferrets and
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monkeys. Furthermore, 45% of vets remain uncomfortable
discussing these treatments with their clients.
Dr Holmes hopes to expedite changes in the ways that such
treatments are perceived. She actively endorses companies
providing veterinarians with formulated CBD treats and urges
vets to encourage pet owners to make use of them.
2 + 2 = 7: The Entourage Effect
A complex interplay of the cannabis plant’s cannabinoids,
terpenes (‘terps’) and nutrients means that the whole plant is
quite literally greater than the sum of its parts. For example,
the most common terp in cannabis, myrcene, lowers the blood
brain barrier, increasing blood flow to the brain so that other
terps can follow. This provides faster and more efficient uptake
in a process known as the ‘entourage effect’, meaning that two
plus two can indeed equal seven!
‘To be successful in the cannabis industry, you must be at
least 10 times better than the best,’ says Dr Holmes. With their
competent science-driven workforce, PPM is certainly that. ‘We
are a team of scientific innovators,’ says Dr Holmes, ‘isolating
non-psychotropic cannabinoids and exploring “entourage”
combinations to achieve their fundamental core value: to
improve health through advancing science with research and
development.’
Recent seminal cases in countries such as the UK have shown
us that current laws on drugs are lagging dangerously behind
current research. Watch this space as responsible companies
such as PPM continue to push the frontiers into a new age of
customisable medicines for people and their pets.
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S USTA I NABL E S OLU T I O N S FOR
P E ST MAN AGE M EN T
In the previous section, we briefly
touched on the growing threat of
invasive insect pests to global food
security. However, the widespread
use of broad-spectrum chemical
insecticides to control these pests has
led to devastating off-target effects
on beneficial insects, such as bees.
Such insects are vital for the healthy
functioning of Earth’s ecosystems,
acting as pollinators, soil enrichers, and
food sources for larger animals. As such,
we could not grow many of our food
crops without them.
The current global decline in insect
abundance and diversity, caused in part
by our use of chemical insecticides, is a
cause for alarm. Therefore, this section
of the edition focuses exclusively
on eco-friendly approaches to pest
management, towards ensuring global
food security and creating a healthy,
sustainable environment into the future.

One pesticide-free method of
controlling invasive insect pests and
weeds is ‘biological control’, which
involves introducing the pest’s natural
enemies into an ecosystem, such as
organisms that will eat or outcompete
them. Although biological control can
reduce reliance on toxic chemicals
and protect natural ecosystems, the
approach is not without its challenges.
This topic is the focus of our first article
in this section, where we meet Dr Peter
McEvoy of Oregon State University.
He and his colleagues discovered that
certain biological control organisms
show unexpectedly fast rates of
evolution, which can lead to unforeseen
impacts on ecosystems and agriculture.
These scientists believe that it is time
to develop a framework to assess the
evolutionary potential of biological
control organisms before they are
introduced into an ecosystem.
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Next, we focus our attention on a
particularly destructive invasive species
in the US – the imported fire ant.
Native to South America, these ants
infest more than 130 million hectares
in the southern states of the US, and
they continue to spread. In addition
to damaging native ecosystems, these
destructive pests are responsible for
losses of over $6 billion in damage and
control costs each year.
Dr Robert Vander Meer of the USDA
Agricultural Research Service studies the
behavioural chemistry of imported fire
ants, with the aim of identifying targeted
and environmentally-friendly methods
to control them. Such species-specific
pest control methods would allow
farmers to move away from broadspectrum insecticides, thus protecting
native species, natural ecosystems and
human food security.
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Also working on targeted pest control solutions is Dr Nicholas
Teets at the University of Kentucky, who we meet in the third
article of this section. His team focuses on fruit flies, which
cause significant damage to fruit crops by laying their eggs
into healthy, living fruit tissue. The difficulty in predicting the
attacks leads farmers to spray large quantities of pesticides,
with devastating consequences for the surrounding
environment. Dr Teets and his colleagues aim to eliminate the
need for pesticides in the battle against these insect pests, by
developing sterile males that can be released in large numbers
to mate with wild females, preventing the female flies from
producing fertilised eggs.
The latter half of this section showcases research efforts to
protect trees from damage caused by insect pests. Forests
across the globe act as major carbon sinks and habitat for rich
biodiversity, and as such, their protection is crucial in the fight
against climate change and the biodiversity crisis.
However, most pest management approaches currently used
for maintaining woodland health cannot detect infestations
early enough for treatment to be effective. This is especially
true in pine forestry plantations, in which many pests remain
hidden inside the trees. Pine trees killed by the notorious bark
beetle are often discarded, with significant economic and
environmental consequences.
Therefore, Dr Cedric Ogden at Fort Valley State University
is developing a comprehensive pest-management plan for
loblolly pine forests. Here, we read how his team’s approach
uses drones to detect pest infestations early, before widespread
damage can occur. The team is also investigating how dead
trees can be salvaged for use as a carbon-neutral fuel source.
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Also investigating ways to reduce the damage caused by bark
beetles in pine forests is Dr Sigrid Netherer at the University
of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Austria, whose
work we feature in the next article of this section. Her team
investigates the interactions between the Eurasian bark beetle
and a particularly important pine species called the Norway
spruce, towards developing a model for predicting bark beetle
outbreaks. By using this risk model, forestry managers will be
better equipped to monitor their trees and take preventative
measures to avoid mass infestations.
In the final article of this section, we shift our attention to wood
decaying fungus, some species of which are transmitted by bark
beetles. Here, we introduce the research of Dr Nicholas Brazee
of the University of Massachusetts and Dr Robert Marra of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, who investigate
the extent of wood decay in forests using a non-invasive
technique called tomography. Their work has shown that tree
damage caused by wood-decaying fungi means that forests
store less carbon than previously thought. This means that
carbon absorbed by forests may be significantly overestimated
in our current climate models, due to their failure to account for
carbon lost through decay within living trees.
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BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
IN THE LIGHT OF
CONTEMPORARY
EVOLUTION
‘Biological control’ refers to the practice of controlling invasive pest
populations by introducing their natural enemies into an ecosystem.
Although biological control can reduce reliance on toxic chemicals
and protect natural ecosystems, this approach is not without its
challenges. Dr Peter McEvoy and his colleagues at Oregon State
University discovered that certain biological control organisms show
unexpectedly fast rates of evolution, which can lead to unforeseen
impacts on ecosystems and agriculture. These scientists believe
that it is time to develop an all-embracing theory to help assess the
evolutionary potential of biological control organisms that may
influence the efficacy and safety of future introduction programs.

What is Biological Control?
In the United Nations’ recent landmark
IPBES Global Assessment, which details
the most extensive evaluation of life
on Earth ever performed, invasive alien
species were identified as one of the
five major drivers of global biodiversity
loss. In addition to causing widespread
ecological destruction, such introduced
invasive species can wreak havoc on
agricultural production, causing billions
of dollars in crop damage every year.
As a way to avoid the excessive use of
chemical pesticides and herbicides,
farmers can control populations of
invasive insects, mites and weeds by
introducing other species to a cropping
system, typically herbivores, predators,
parasites or pathogens. Similarly, many
land managers also take this approach
to reduce the environmental damage
caused by invasive species. The process
relies on natural mechanisms that the
new species can bring to a system, such
as eating the pest, out-competing it,
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or causing disease, without damaging
crops or the environment.
Such biological approaches to pest
control first emerged in the late
1800s, but it wasn’t until 1919 that
entomologist Harry Smith introduced
the term ‘biological control’. It is
now a well-established form of pest
management, which reduces the
use of chemicals and their adverse
effects on the environment, while
also not requiring repeated and costly
applications. This approach is generally
seen as a sustainable method that
requires a low level of resources and can
be maintained indefinitely.
However, there are historical examples
showing that this method can
sometimes be unsafe, as biological
control organisms can begin to show
harmful effects towards non-target
species. Unlike chemicals, biological
control organisms can reproduce
and spread autonomously, and even
evolve. As a result, many scientists
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Purple loosestrife, a highly invasive plant
in North America
advocate for more research into the
long-term impacts of introducing
biological control species. The reality
is that biological control organisms
can become invasive pests themselves,
creating even more problems for
farmers and ecosystems. This is
certainly the worst-case scenario, but is
not beyond the realm of possibility.
In the past, there have been several
reported cases of weed-controlling

‘Without theory, biological control will continue to rely on ad hoc procedures
based mainly on inadequately documented past experiences’
Cinnabar moth larvae feeding on invasive ragwort

organisms that started to directly
damage the plants they were meant
to protect. To avoid further cases like
this, the introduction of biological
control species is now tightly regulated.
Scientists must now conduct extensive
lab and field trials, to demonstrate that
the species they wish to introduce will
attack only the target species. Such
pre-release trials must also show that
the candidate control organism is likely
to be effective in controlling the target
organism.
However, these assessments are
imperfect when it comes to identifying
potential risks. For example, this
approach does not assess whether an
introduced species can evolve rapidly
in response to its new environment. For
the past two decades, this has been the
focus of Dr Peter McEvoy’s research in
the Department of Botany and Plant
Pathology at Oregon State University.
Dr McEvoy strongly recommends that
the foundations of biological control
technology must be reviewed, in order
to establish ways to improve it, both in
terms of safety and efficacy.

Rapid Evolution
The introduction of a new biological
control species is currently performed
under the assumption that its rate of
evolution is extremely slow and can
be safely ignored. However, Dr McEvoy
and his colleagues discovered that in
certain species, evolution occurs much
faster than anticipated. From a practical
point of view, this not only makes the
outcome of a species introduction
program rather unpredictable, but also
raises concerns about the safety of
biological control practices.
In one study, Dr McEvoy and his team
followed the human-assisted migration
of the cinnabar moth from Willamette
Valley in Oregon to nearby habitats
at much higher elevations, namely
the Coast Range and the Cascade
Mountains. This moth was originally
introduced to North America as a
biological control species that targets
invasive ragwort, on which the moth’s
larvae feed.
Within just 10 years, the team observed
that the cooler temperatures in the
mountains shortened the moth’s growth
phase, and individual insects completed
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their life cycle faster as they emerged
earlier as adults in spring, developed
faster through egg and five larval stages,
and arrived earlier at the over-wintering
pupa stage in fall. This effect was
stronger in the Cascade Mountains,
which are higher than the Coast Range.
The team’s results mean that the
cinnabar moth has the ability to adapt
rapidly to a new environment. In this
particular case, the reduced number of
days that were warm enough for egg
and larval development meant that only
individuals with a shorter growth phase
would survive, passing this rapid-growth
trait on to subsequent generations.
This is the essence of evolution
by natural selection, whereby the
underlying genetic variation within a
population allows advantageous traits
to be passed on to the next generation,
while detrimental traits die out. Without
this underlying genetic variation, the
moths would not have been able to
adapt so quickly. Therefore, Dr McEvoy
suggests that a compulsory review
for evolutionary potential should be
conducted prior to any introduction
program.
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As a way of rejuvenating the field, Dr McEvoy’s team introduced
two new models into the mix. Essentially, their methods
provide a simple way to compare different stages of the life
cycle between two populations and are easily implemented
and interpreted. Dr McEvoy is keen to replace older and more
complex models with these simpler versions, which are not only
easier to use, but produce much better results in simulations
than any method previously used.
In Search of a Unifying Theory

Cinnabar moth
There is a positive aspect to evolutionary potential. Rapid
evolution could improve biological control organism’s success
by adaptation to new environments. For example, rapid
evolution of the cinnabar moth allows it to better control the
target weed in mountain environments; however, the downside
is that the moth can now feed and develop on non-target plant
species growing in mountain environments.
Dr McEvoy and his team’s research has had an enormous
impact on the field. ‘Rapid evolution is one of the most talkedabout topics in ecology that has recently spread to biological
control,’ he says. ‘The growth and interest in biological control
are due, in no small measure, to recent advances in rapid
evolution for which we helped lay the foundation.’ Despite
these recent advances, Dr McEvoy knows that more studies
are needed. Research must combine real cases of evolution
and theoretical approaches to develop a more reliable basis to
understand potential impacts.
To continue this work, Dr McEvoy and his team plan to identify
the genes associated with the changes detected, as well
as conduct international surveys to find out whether other
populations of the cinnabar moth are undergoing similar
changes. Locations to survey include Canada and New
Zealand, where the moth was introduced as a biological control
species, and in Central Europe, where it occurs naturally. In all
of these places, the cinnabar moth is found at both low and
high altitude, providing a perfect model for comparing with the
situation in Oregon.
Rejuvenating the Field
Along with their investigations into evolutionary changes in the
cinnabar moth, Dr McEvoy collaborated with statisticians to
develop new methods for comparing the timing of important
life-cycle events. ‘Ecology is a young science, and scientific
investigations in our field often need both new discoveries and
development of better methods to progress,’ he says.
Typical methods used in this field of research are useful for
describing the timing of life-cycle events and for comparing
patterns of development between different populations,
locations and times. However, most models that are used
today were created more than 50 years ago, and are in need of
improvement.
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When biological control methods first emerged, few anticipated
the evolutionary changes that would arise. Now, scientists
are aware of the potential for rapid evolution, which can have
unexpected effects on ecological interactions among control
organisms, target organisms, and non-target organisms.
According to Dr McEvoy, these issues are starting to emerge
due to the absence of an adequate theoretical foundation of
biological control to help scientists, farmers and land managers
decide on the best species to introduce. He explains that such a
theoretical framework would help in recognising problems and
identifying possible ways to solve them. When faced with new
locations and new target species, an overarching theory would
also help scientists to compare and extrapolate to these new
situations.
For example, a theory could help in identifying how observable
traits of control organisms, such as their tolerance of
environmental conditions, searching and feeding behavior,
growth rates and reproduction, contribute to effective control
of the target organism without harming non-target organisms.
This would then allow investigators to screen for genetic
variation in those traits, which natural or artificial selection
might influence to improve performance.
Ideally, a theory would combine knowledge from natural
history, mathematical models and both experimental and
observational field studies, so that the strength of one
approach can compensate for the weakness of another.
Theory converts examples and case studies into more powerful
explanations that can be applied to different situations, and
even suggests ways to investigate further. ‘Without theory,
biological control will continue to rely on ad hoc procedures
based mainly on inadequately documented past experiences,’
says Dr McEvoy.
As a stepping stone, his team is currently developing a
database of all biological weed control projects conducted in
the United States. This is not just a catalogue of what species
were introduced but, for the first time in North America, it
collates data linking the tests conducted before the release
with actual outcomes after release. Once this database is
complete, it will be a valuable tool to predict the risk of nontarget host use associated with each candidate species before
its introduction.
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ILLUMINATING INSECT
CHEMICAL ECOLOGY FOR
EFFECTIVE PEST CONTROL
Because of growing international trade, increasing numbers of
invasive pest insects are being transported throughout the world.
If they become established, invasive insects can have enormous
impacts on agriculture, human health and natural ecosystems.
However, it can be difficult to control them without causing further
damage to the surrounding environment. Dr Robert K. Vander Meer
of the USDA Agricultural Research Service studies the chemistry of
pest ants, as it pertains to their behaviour and biological systems,
with the aim of identifying efficient novel methods to monitor and
control them.

Pest Insects
There are currently 13 insects among
the world’s 100 most invasive species,
which wreak havoc on the delicate
native ecosystems they invade. Almost
40% of these destructive invaders are
ant species. Imported fire ants, which
are native to South America, infest
more than 130 million hectares in the
southern US, and they continue to
spread. In addition to damaging native
ecosystems, these destructive pests are
responsible for losses of over $6 billion
in damage and control costs each
year, particularly for households and
agriculture.

discover better ways to control their
populations. His work is informing safer
and more effective biologically-based
methods of pest control that may also
be species-specific, allowing us to move
away from broad-spectrum harmful
insecticides, while also protecting
natural ecosystems and human food
security.
Ant Trails

Currently, the control of insect pests
relies heavily on chemical insecticides.
However, insecticides can be very
damaging to the environment and
negatively affect important nontarget species, such as bees and other
pollinators. Furthermore, there is a risk
of pests developing resistance to these
chemicals over time.

Ant trail pheromones are one of the
most complex forms of chemical
communication found in social insects.
These chemicals are essential for
efficient foraging, as they are used
to guide worker ants to the location
of discovered food. Forager fire ants
release trail pheromones upon food
discovery by touching their sting to the
ground on their way back to the colony,
which guide recruited workers to the
food source. They release additional
pheromones at the nest, which attracts
workers and activates them to follow
the trail and collect the food.

Therefore, Dr Robert Vander Meer, of
the USDA Agricultural Research Service,
investigates the biochemical processes
of several insect pests, in order to better
understand how they function and

Dr Vander Meer and his team were the
first to identify the trail pheromone
components of the red imported fire
ant, and determine their roles in the
recruitment process. The ant’s Dufour’s
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gland is the source of recruitment
pheromones, and the team showed that
secretions from this gland have multiple
functions. They also found that different
chemical combinations trigger different
behaviours in worker ants.
By studying red imported fire ants,
Dr Vander Meer’s group divided the
behaviours elicited by trail pheromones
into two categories. ‘Orientation
induction’ involves workers at the nest
becoming ‘activated’ to follow the trail,
while ‘orientation’ behaviours allow
the workers to find their way along
the trail. Each of these two categories
is controlled by a different blend of
chemicals.
The team discovered that the
orientation induction pheromone
changes the physiology of the worker
ant receiving the signal, in such a
way that their sensitivity to stimuli
is heightened. If that stimulus is the
very weak orientation trail laid by
the first foraging ant, they will follow
the trail to the food source. This
pheromone-induced change in the
ant’s physiological state is necessary
for them to respond to the very low
concentration of the orientation
component of the pheromone on the

trail. A worker reaching the food at the end of the trail will be
stimulated to reinforce the trail on its way back, so the trail
becomes stronger and stronger until the food source starts to
diminish. As the food diminishes, fewer workers reinforce the
trail and the trail becomes weaker until there is no food left.
Dr Vander Meer’s 10-year project provided the first example of
elucidation of a complex recruitment system, leading the way
for future research.
Recognising Mates and Intruders
Nestmate recognition is critical for organisation in social
insects. It provides a way to maintain territoriality and ensure
that parasites and predators cannot access the colony. An ant
is able to recognise another ant by touching its antennae to
the cuticle of the other, where species-specific chemicals are
located. Upon contact with an intruder, the ant can compare
the cuticle chemistry of the trespasser with the known scent of
its colony and react accordingly.
Dr Vander Meer and his team provided the first experimental
evidence that chemicals called hydrocarbons are correlated
with nestmate recognition in some species and are causative
in others. They found that hydrocarbons significantly
modified aggressive behaviour in a species of desert ant
called Cataglyphis niger, with an elevation in aggressive
behaviour when exposed to an unfamiliar odour. This was
more pronounced than the reduction in aggressive behaviour
on exposure to nestmate odour, suggesting that ants are more
sensitive to differences than they are to similarities, perhaps to
better recognise threats.
Myrmecophilous beetles live among fire ants and have found
a way around the ants’ ability to recognise intruders: their
cuticles contain hydrocarbons acquired from their hosts. The

research team found that when these beetles are removed
from the ant colony, they lose these hydrocarbons, leaving a
cuticle pattern innate to the beetle. Meanwhile, transferring
them to a colony of another species causes the surviving
beetles (80% mortality) to acquire the specific hydrocarbons
of the new hosts. Dr Vander Meer and his team discovered that
they acquire these chemicals through direct contact, grooming
behaviour, and by ingesting the larvae of the hosts. This
study, which was published in the prestigious journal Science,
catalysed the exponential growth of cuticular hydrocarbon
research in social insects.
In red imported fire ants, a worker’s ability to recognise
intruders of their own species decreases if the colony queen
is removed. The research team suggested that this is because
the queen releases a primer pheromone that upregulates
the concentration of octopamine in workers – a chemical
known to increase an insect’s sensitivity to chemical stimuli,
affecting their ability to recognise nestmates. In one study,
the researchers observed that, while queen-less workers
had reduced brain octopamine levels and their ability to
discriminate was impaired, feeding them octopamine increased
octopamine levels and recognition acuity. While this does not
identify the suspected primer pheromone, it does define the
primer pheromone’s action on recipient workers (elevated
octopamine levels).
Fire Ant Hybrids
While conducting his research on fire ant trail pheromones,
Dr Vander Meer serendipitously discovered hybridisation
between red and black imported fire ants. His group then
applied their knowledge of the species-specificity of fire ant
cuticle hydrocarbons and venom compounds to the hybrid
question. Upon analysing the hybrid ant’s venom and surface
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hydrocarbons using a technique
known as gas chromatography, the
team showed that the hybrid produced
hydrocarbon and venom compounds
unique to red fire ants and others
unique to black fire ants, confirming
hybridisation. This chemical analysis
was necessary to confirm hybridisation,
because the hybrid is physically
indistinguishable from black fire ants.
For both red and black fire ants, the
team found that the response to trail
pheromones is species specific, but
hybrid workers respond to the Dufour’s
gland extracts of both. Similarly, the
two different species respond to
pheromones from the hybrid. The
researchers showed that red fire ants
respond poorly to the extract of black
fire ants and vice versa, showing a
distinct behavioural difference, but the
response of both parental species to
the hybrid’s extract is identical to the
response they had to their own.
Hybridisation throws into question
whether red and black fire ants
are indeed separate species and
emphasises the importance of using
newer methods for modern taxonomy
studies. Dr Vander Meer’s findings
bring us closer to understanding the
distribution of these species and their
hybrid through the southern US. Vander
Meer’s publications on hybrids have
been cited over 450 times and spawned
over 250 additional papers on fire ant
hybrids.

this model was restricted to moths.
However, Dr Vander Meer and his team
were able to demonstrate that PBAN is
also present in red imported fire ants.
The team also demonstrated that
neural extracts from fire ants stimulated
pheromone biosynthesis in moths in the
same way that PBAN does. This means
that the PBAN-like material found in the
central nervous system of ants is very
similar to that observed in moths, and
could be involved in fire ant pheromone
biosynthesis.
Through a series of basic research
experiments, Dr Vander Meer’s group
discovered that the PBAN receptor
(lock) is expressed near the Dufour’s
gland, which produces the fire ant
recruitment pheromone. By suppressing
the expression of the PBAN (key) gene
and the PBAN receptor (lock) gene,
the team demonstrated that PBAN
controls the biosynthesis of the fire ant
recruitment pheromone. For 25 years,
PBAN was thought to only control moth
pheromone synthesis. This groundbreaking research removes the limits to
PBAN/pheromone biosynthesis.
Pest Control Using PBAN

PBAN in Fire Ants

Interestingly, the team found that the
PBAN gene is expressed in all fire ant
life stages – egg through to adults –
suggesting that it has functions other
than pheromone production. Disruption
of the PBAN gene could have negative
impacts during fire ant development,
including increased larval and adult
mortality.

Neuropeptides are a group of hormones
found in most animals and have
important regulatory functions. The
pheromone biosynthesis activating
neuropeptide (PBAN) is one such
hormone, which activates the
production of sex pheromones in
moths. The system works like a lock and
key, where PBAN is the key that opens
a lock (the PBAN receptor). When the
key opens the lock, the synthesis of a
sex pheromone occurs in moths. This
process can be turned on and off as the
pheromone is needed. For decades,

Dr Vander Meer’s group explored these
possibilities and discovered that PBAN
RNAi (RNA interference) can be ingested
by the workers and then transferred
to the larvae in the colony, resulting in
death of the larvae. They further showed
that suppression of the fire ant PBAN
receptor gene also resulted in negative
effects for fire ants. The team’s results
revealed that interfering with PBAN and/
or PBAN receptor gene expression could
be an effective form of pest control, and
they recently patented and published
their technology.
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Sting apparatus:
Dufour’s and
poison gland

Dr Vander Meer’s group extended
their fire ant PBAN RNAi research
technology to ‘switch off’ the PBAN
gene in two economically important
moth pest species: the corn earworm
and the Tobacco budworm. They
found that when moth larvae of these
species ingested their specific RNAi,
this resulted in delayed larval growth,
interference in pupal development,
and mortality. This is one of only a few
examples of the negative impact that
RNAi can have on pest insect species
by ingestion, again supporting its
possible use in pest management. This
technology uses double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA), and is an emerging form of
pest management. Three patents have
been issued covering these areas and
there is commercial interest.
Dr Vander Meer’s work has shown
that PBAN dsRNA can survive gut
enzymes following ingestion and still
produce lethal effects. This makes RNA
interference a promising alternative
to current methods of pest control,
such as insecticides, which can harm
the environment. The use of RNAi is
thought to pose no risk of pest insects
developing resistance.
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ADVANCING GENETIC
CONTROL OF DESTRUCTIVE
FRUIT FLIES
Fruit flies cause significant annual damage to fruit crops globally
by laying their eggs into healthy, living fruit tissue. The difficulty
in predicting the attacks and controlling the flies before it is too
late leads farmers to spray pesticides that can have damaging
consequences for surrounding ecosystems. Dr Nicholas M. Teets
and his team from the University of Kentucky’s Department of
Entomology aim to eliminate the need for pesticides in the battle
against these insect pests, through the development of sterile
insects that are easy to rear and release en masse.

Controlling Destructive Flies
Many of us will be familiar with common
fruit flies, belonging to the genus
Drosophila – those tiny flies that turn
up seemingly the moment you leave
a piece of fruit uneaten for too long.
But some Drosophila species, along
with their distant cousins, the ‘true’
fruit flies – belonging to the insect
family Tephritidae – are far worse than
a simple household nuisance. These
flies’ fondness for laying eggs in living
fruit before it is ready for harvesting
mean they cause significant agricultural
damage. In extreme infestations the
fly larvae can cause millions of dollars’
worth of damage, posing a threat to
food security.
Controlling fruit flies is notoriously
difficult. By the time a fruit fly infestation
is detected, the damage is already done,
so farmers resort to spraying pesticides
in advance. However, pesticides
traditionally used to control destructive
insects also have a harmful effect on
beneficial insects, such as pollinators,
and can disrupt fragile ecosystems on
land and in waterways.
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A solution to this problem is to sterilise
lab-reared male fruit flies using high
doses of radiation before releasing them
– the ‘Sterile Insect Technique’ (SIT). SIT
is also being developed as a method of
controlling insects that carry diseases,
such as mosquitoes. The technique
can effectively reduce pest numbers by
preventing the females mated by sterile
males from producing fertilised eggs.
Unfertilised eggs simply fail to develop.
Because the female fruit flies often only
mate once, the more females the sterile
males can attract, the more effective
the population control will be. As it is
only the fly larvae that cause damage to
fruit, the released male fruit flies do not
cause any damage to crops themselves,
and simply die naturally or become food
sources for other animals.
However, the radiation traditionally
used to sterilise male fruit flies also
causes unintended damage to other
parts of the fly. The males rely on
complex courtship displays, fighting
with other males and physically
demanding movements to attract
female fruit flies and secure mating
opportunities. Males sterilised with
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radiation experience reduced muscle
function, weaker courtship displays,
and shortened lifespans, making
them less effective at competing for
mates than their wild counterparts.
To offset this, scientists previously
mass reared enormous numbers of
males to be sterilised and released,
effectively saturating the population
with sterilised males to compensate for
their decreased fitness. This solution

Dead eggs

Hatched eggs and larvae

is not ideal though, due to the cost of mass rearing, radiation
sterilisation, transport and release of large numbers of insects.
Dr Nicholas Teets, previously at the University of Florida and
now at University of Kentucky, and his collaborators have been
investigating methods of improving the fitness of sterilised
males by increasing the quantities of protective antioxidants
that the flies produce within their cells. They achieved this by
adding extra copies of the genes involved in the production
of these antioxidants. The result is an improved lineage of
fruit flies that resist the damage caused by radiation, and thus
outperform their wild counterparts. As this lineage of fruit flies
still requires males to be sterilised using high doses of radiation,
Dr Teets and his team are continuing their investigations into
how insects respond to physiological stressors, including
radiation and extreme temperatures. Additionally, Dr Teets is
now focusing on a genetically modified lineage of fruit flies that
contain a ‘genetic switch’ for sterility, eliminating the need for
radiation entirely.
Physiological Stressors
The radiation used to sterilise male fruit flies is not unlike
that used to destroy cancer cells in humans; the target cells
are destroyed, but some healthy cells are damaged in the
process. In humans, these non-target cells have time to heal
and regain full function, but fruit flies have relatively short
lives, so the damage persists for the duration of their lives and
affects their ability to find and secure mating opportunities. The
negative effect of the radiation is similar to effects from other
environmental stressors, offering an opportunity to identify and
exploit the natural defences insects have to these damaging
factors.

Dr Teets previously demonstrated that increasing antioxidant
production in fruit flies protected males from the damaging
effects of sterilising radiation. Creating lineages of fruit flies that
produce extra antioxidants involves inserting extra copies of the
genes that produce antioxidants in their cells. These inserted
genes are called transgenes.
When compared with sterilised wild counterparts, the improved
transgenic lineages – those possessing the additional genes
– had reduced radiation damage, better muscle control, and
secured more matings with female fruit flies. ‘The increased
antioxidants protected the flies from oxidative damage to
lipids, which is one of the main ways that radiation harms an
organism,’ explains Dr Teets.
In addition to vastly improving the efficacy of SIT control for
the fruit fly, this research provides new strategies for improving
classic SIT in a number of insect species, and there are other
naturally occurring antioxidants that could be exploited to
further protect flies from radiation damage. ‘While this work
is exciting, new strategies for genetic sterilisation will likely
remove the need for radiation treatment in the future,’ Dr
Teets explains, ‘but the process of mass rearing, sterilising,
shipping, and releasing insects for Sterile Insect Technique is
highly stressful, so we are developing and testing strategies to
improve this process.’
A Genetic Switch
Following the successful creation of these transgenic lineages,
Dr Teets is now shifting his focus to fruit flies with transgenes
that exert control over the fertility of the insects without
the need for radiation. These lineages are sterile by default,
unless exposed to an antibiotic which is not found in natural
environments. This ensures that the eggs produced through
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matings with the released transgenic flies never survive in the
wild, effectively lowering the population.
Within the controlled environment in the laboratory, the
‘genetic switch’ provided by the transgene can be turned off by
exposing the developing flies to the antibiotic. This temporarily
pauses the transgene’s effect of impeding survival, allowing the
transgenic flies to be mass-reared for release. Subsequently,
when these mass-reared transgenic flies mate in the wild, their
offspring will not be exposed to the antibiotic, and the genetic
switch will turn on again, impeding their development and
survival.
Previous large-scale field trials have tested the effectiveness of
transgenic sterilisation using other pest insect species, such as
the mosquito that transmits yellow-fever virus, Zika virus, and
Dengue virus. The results have been exceedingly promising,
with some populations having been reduced by up to 98%.
Additionally, because the insects no longer need to be exposed
to radiation for sterilisation, many of the negative effects on
mating ability and fitness are reduced or completely removed.

being less effective or failing entirely in some offspring. Because
the transgenic sterile flies will be mating with wild fruit flies, the
naturally variable genes of the wild flies may interact with the
transgene in unforeseen ways. Through repeated controlled
mating events between transgenic and wild fruit flies in the
lab, the team has screened thousands of developing fly eggs
to assess survival rates. Their initial results are promising,
demonstrating an offspring survival rate of less than 2% across
all mating events.
The transgenic fruit flies and their offspring will be exposed
to natural variations in environmental conditions in the wild.
Thus, Dr Teets and his team are replicating ecologically relevant
conditions in their experiments, such as temperature, water
availability, and food availability and quality, to test whether
the flies’ physiological responses to these factors affect the
activity of the transgene. This work continues from their
investigations into the production of protective molecules by
fruit flies when exposed to environmental stressors.

However, releasing transgenic insects is not routinely allowed
in the USA, and obtaining the necessary permits requires
extensive testing to demonstrate the safety of the technology
and mitigate the potential risks associated with release. ‘Thus,
we are collecting data to identify potential risks associated with
genetic sterilisation,’ says Dr Teets. ‘Specifically, our two big
questions are: Is genetic sterilisation likely to be effective in the
field, and thus worth the financial investment and regulatory
effort? And if there are conditions that result in failure of genetic
sterilisation, what are the relative risks?’

Finally, the team is researching whether the fruit flies are able
to develop resistance to transgenic male releases. Similar to
insecticide resistance, the continual release of sterile males
creates a strong selection pressure for flies that are able to
survive following sterile releases. This resistance can develop
through several routes, including the ability to avoid mating
with transgenic males and preferentially mating with wild
males, or the ability to withstand the toxic effects of the
transgene. By simulating continual releases in large cages in
the laboratory, Dr Teets and his team are testing the extent
to which natural fly populations can evolve resistance to this
technology.

Predicting and Mitigating Risks

The Future of Transgenic SIT

One of the key risk factors involved in releasing transgenic
insects into the environment is ‘incomplete penetrance’ of the
transgene. In the case of sterile transgenes, this means some
of the offspring survive even in the absence of the reversing
antibiotic. To identify the potential scenarios under which such
an event may occur, Dr Teets and his team have been rigorously
testing transgenic sterile fly lineages within their lab.

Dr Teets and his team have demonstrated the viability of
transgenic lineages in advancing SIT control of fruit fly
populations. Their current research aims to predict and
mitigate the risks associated with releasing transgenic flies
into the environment, and inform policies surrounding the
licensing for these technologies. Their promising research has
the potential to prevent significant destruction to fruit crops
by these insect pests, without causing additional or persisting
environmental damage, and could be extended to other pest
species in the future.

The researchers are currently investigating whether variation
in the genetic make-up of fruit flies could lead to the transgene
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HELP FROM ABOVE: USING
DRONES TO COMBAT PINE
FOREST PESTS
A key limitation of pest control in agriculture and forestry is the
ability to detect pests and diseases early enough for effective
treatment. This is exacerbated in the pine forestry industry, where
plantations cover vast areas and many pests remain hidden
inside the trees. Pine trees killed by beetles are often discarded,
causing significant economic and environmental consequences.
Dr Cedric Ogden at Fort Valley State University is developing a
comprehensive loblolly pine pest-management plan, using drones
to detect infestations early, and salvaging damaged timber for use
as a fuel source.

Early Pest Detection
Imagine looking out across a grassy
lawn. It would be fairly easy to spot
any problem areas that needed your
intervention. But what if you were the
size of an ant? It would become an
exceedingly difficult task. This is the
scale of the challenge faced by foresters
across the globe, with commercial forest
plantations spanning across millions
of acres, and some trees growing up to
50 metres tall. In the state of Georgia
alone, commercial forests cover over
24 million acres of land. With the scale
of the area to be covered, monitoring
and maintaining the health of forest
plantations has traditionally been a
time-consuming and labour-intensive
activity.
Forestry, by necessity, is a long-term
enterprise. With many foresters planting
trees that they will never themselves
see harvested, catching problems early
is imperative to ensuring the continued
economic viability of the plantations.
Some of the most devastating problems
arising in pine tree plantations, such
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as bark beetles and other insect pests,
cause entire patches of trees to die. With
climate change increasing the range and
abundance of some of these damaging
pests, developing more robust and
efficient methods of managing the
health of forest plantations is vital to the
forestry industry.
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), more
commonly referred to as ‘drones’, offer
a promising technique for managing
forests and cropland. By integrating
cameras, drones offer a bird’s-eye view
of the land, so the health of the plants
can be monitored remotely and with
much greater efficiency. Specialist
equipment allows the collection of
important health data, which provide
clues to identify what pests and
diseases are present, and at what scale.
Drones may also be useful in precision
plant health management, by allowing
smaller target areas to be treated with
pesticides, herbicides and water.
Dr Cedric Ogden at Fort Valley State
University, Georgia, is exploring
the use of drones in forestry and
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agriculture with the aim of developing
the technology that can be used
by foresters and farmers across the
globe. By incorporating his experience
in engineering and agricultural
management, Dr Ogden adopts an
interdisciplinary approach to solve
complex problems. ‘Infusing research
with extension and outreach allows
direct impact to the community and the
people that need it most,’ he explains.
‘Understanding the issues faced allows
research investigations to be more
meaningful.’

‘Infusing research with extension and outreach allows direct impact to
the community and the people that need it most. Understanding the
issues faced allows research investigations to be more meaningful.’

His current research focusses on
southern pine beetle infestations in
loblolly pine plantations in Georgia.
Alongside his colleagues, Dr Ogden
is now developing a complete
management plan for this destructive
insect pest, from effective monitoring
using drones, to the use of infected
timber (which would otherwise be
discarded) as an environmentally
friendly fuel source.

Even plantations used predominantly
to provide wood fuel for burning
are at least carbon neutral, with the
carbon released during burning being
recaptured when new trees are planted
in their place. Thus, wood fuel is a
renewable and eco-friendly alternative
to coal or fossil fuels. This means
that well-managed forest plantations
can play key roles in the fight against
climate change.

Benefits and Challenges

However, damage caused by pests and
diseases can alter the delicate balance
of these forest ecosystems, by altering
the water and carbon cycling within the
systems, and even entirely killing off
patches of trees. The decomposition
from dying and dead trees prematurely
releases carbon back into the
atmosphere. This may shift forests from
carbon sinks to carbon sources, and
reduce their overall benefit in slowing
climate change.

The timber industry contributes billions
of dollars to the US economy, creating
hundreds of thousands of jobs. Timber
uses range from housing materials
and furniture to wood-based fuels and
pellets. Additionally, forest plantations
are environmentally beneficial. ‘Forests
prevent erosion, help with filtration of
water, help the soil absorb water slowly,
and in turn, help prevent flooding,’
explains Dr Ogden.
A well-managed plantation is a carbon
sink, capturing and storing more carbon
from the atmosphere than it releases.

Loblolly pine is one of the most
important commercial tree species in
the state of Georgia, but unfortunately,
it is also a favourite host of the southern
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pine beetle. Southern pine beetles
belong to the same family as weevils,
but are specially adapted to bore into
the wood of trees, where they feed and
reproduce inside the inner bark. They
have the propensity to attack healthy
trees, eventually causing the tree to die.
Additional stressors, such as drought,
put trees at greater risk of attack,
meaning infestations may become more
frequent as temperatures rise in the
future. As they are hidden within the tree
for much of their lifecycle, these beetles
pose significant challenges for early
detection.
Dr Ogden has been using drones to
aid the detection of southern pine
beetle outbreaks in loblolly pine
forests. Recently, he successfully used
drone technology to develop a crop
management plan for farmers in Nigeria,
using the aerial imagery to map out
specific areas to target. Using drones in
pine plantations not only allows dying
trees to be precisely located in large
areas of forest, but also allows early
detection by incorporating heat-sensing
technology into the surveillance.
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The development of the beetle within the trees causes a rise
in temperature that can be detected before external signs of
damage are visible, allowing infected trees to be removed
before the infestation has had chance to spread. ‘Remote
sensing in aerial vehicles equipped with infrared and thermal
sensors will be used to scan and identify infected areas by
locking in on vegetation reduction and heat spikes caused by
the disease,’ explains Dr Ogden.

To develop a full management plan – from the detection of
the beetle attacks to the sale of the final product – Dr Ogden
is also assessing the economic viability of processing beetleinfested loblolly pine wood into combustible pellets. This will
be a key factor in encouraging foresters to take up the forest
management plans he is developing.

Infested Wood as a Fuel Source

Demonstrating the viability of Dr Ogden’s management plan
for southern pine beetle in loblolly pine plantations will
be a valuable step towards improving the economic and
environmental practices in other similar pest-host forestry
scenarios. Pest species of beetles, moths and aphids affect a
range of tree species across the globe, with some also making
trees more susceptible to secondary infection by fungal and
bacterial pathogens. Through early detection with drone
technology and a method of salvaging affected wood for
use in a saleable product, the forestry industry could avoid
significant financial losses and have a positive impact on global
greenhouse gas management.

Once beetle-infested trees have been located and removed
from the plantation, the question remains of what to do
with the timber. Traditionally, the infected trees have been
discarded, releasing carbon into the atmosphere as the trees
decompose and causing significant economic losses.
Dr Ogden is researching the suitability of wood sourced from
beetle-infested pine trees for use in combustible pellets
for heating systems. As a carbon neutral energy source,
these wood pellets could provide an economically and
environmentally beneficial use for timber that would otherwise
be unsalvageable. Dr Ogden aims to perform a comparison
between the quality of wood pellets produced with infested
versus non-infested wood, working closely with loblolly pine
foresters from Georgia to source trees to use in the experiments.
He is interested in whether the quality of the wood pellets
is similar enough to make this a viable alternative use for
infested trees. To make a full assessment, Dr Ogden is analysing
the chemical composition of the wood, and the density and
particles within the pellets to assess their durability, and the
cleanliness and efficiency of the wood pellet combustion.
In comparison to other combustible fuel crops such as
switchgrass, burning wood pellets created from beetle-infested
pine trees may still produce less ash greenhouse gases, making
it the environmentally superior choice.
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Implications and Future Developments

Dr Ogden’s work also extends to other agricultural systems. In
particular, his drone technology could be used for identifying
areas within crops affected by pests or diseases, allowing for
targeted, precise treatment in those areas. This may reduce
the overall use of pesticides and herbicides by mitigating the
need to spray entire crop fields. He hopes to extend his drone
surveillance-technology to other farming systems such as
livestock production, by providing precise information about
the health and quality of large areas of pasture land. ‘We want
to be able to implement several things,’ concludes Dr Ogden,
‘sustainable agricultural practices, precision agricultural
practices, and remote sensing.’
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A ROBUST NEW
FRAMEWORK FOR BARK
BEETLE MANAGEMENT
The economically important Norway spruce tree naturally grows
in mountain forest ecosystems, and is the main tree species in vast
plantations across Europe. However, in the recent decades, its
risk of attack by the destructive Eurasian spruce bark beetle has
considerably increased. Although the complex interactions of host,
pest and environmental conditions that allow attacks to occur have
been extensively studied for more than 100 years, predictive tools
for pest management still suffer from knowledge gaps. Dr Sigrid
Netherer and her team at the University of Natural Resources and
Life Sciences (BOKU), Austria, have been investigating the role
of drought stress and other environmental and biotic factors on
infestations, to produce a novel universal framework for monitoring
and predicting bark beetle outbreaks.

Bark Beetles: A Hidden Threat
In its native range of northern and
central Europe, the Norway spruce is of
high ecological significance, providing
shelter and food for countless woodland
species. This tree species is also a vital
source of wood for the timber and paper
industries, making it one of the most
economically important conifers in
Europe.
However, the extensive Norway spruce
forests are an ideal habitat for a small,
but incredibly damaging, beetle called
Ips typographus, or the Eurasian spruce
bark beetle. This insect burrows through
the bark of the tree and reproduces
inside the living, nutrient-carrying
tissues between the rough bark and
the sapwood. The larvae eat their
way through the phloem, pupate, and
continue feeding as young adults,
thereby killing off large trees.
Bark beetles are especially damaging
for patches (or ‘stands’) of Norway
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spruce that are already stressed due
to other factors, such as drought. With
increasing annual spring and summer
temperatures and rising incidence and
severity of droughts due to the changing
climate, the damaging effects of the
spruce bark beetle are predicted to
become exacerbated across Europe.
Controlling the pest population is
incredibly difficult, because beetles
spend much of their lifecycle hidden
within the trees, and because spruce
forests cover large areas and are less
accessible in alpine regions. Identifying
the physiological stressors that make
individual trees and forest stands more
susceptible to bark beetle attack, as well
as understanding the unique pest-host
interactions, is therefore imperative to
developing an effective monitoring and
control regime.
Dr Sigrid Netherer and her team in the
Institute of Forest Entomology at the
University of Natural Resources and
Life Sciences (BOKU), Austria, have
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been investigating the interactions
between the Norway spruce and the
Eurasian bark beetle, with the aim of
developing a risk model for use in the
forestry industry. By identifying areas
and times of high attack risk, due to
the environmental stressors present
in the area and swarming times of the
beetles, forestry managers will be better
equipped to monitor their trees and
take preventative measures to avoid
mass infestations.

‘The hypothetical background of my studies is that drought-stress
limits photosynthesis and trees are thus provided with less energy for
growth and defence of invading organisms.’

Additionally, Dr Netherer and her
team have been working towards
understanding the mechanisms
underlying natural tree defences, and
in what circumstances these fail to be
effective against bark beetle attack.
Harnessing or promoting natural
defences may provide novel strategies
for preventing bark beetle infestations
and associated economic losses.
Drought Hinders Tree Defences
The forestry industry is unusual
because, unlike like other agricultural
crops, trees are grown and harvested
across timescales of decades rather
than months. This also means that
trees are vulnerable to environmental
stressors over much longer periods;
harvesting early due to damage or
death has the potential to cause huge
economic losses across multiple years.

them more vulnerable to attack by
biotic agents such as pathogenic fungi
and insect pests. With extreme weather
events predicted to increase in the
future, attacks by the Eurasian spruce
bark beetle are likely to become a much
more frequent occurrence.
Drought stress, in particular, makes
Norway spruce trees more susceptible
to bark beetle attack, but a full
understanding of the mechanisms
behind this have been elusive. Dr
Netherer and her team have been
investigating the effects of droughtstress on spruce tree susceptibility to
bark beetle attack in a comprehensive,
water-manipulating field experiment.
‘The hypothetical background of my
studies is that drought-stress limits
photosynthesis and trees are thus
provided with less energy for growth
and defence of invading organisms,’
says Dr Netherer.

Norway spruce trees are subject to a
range of environmental stressors, such
as storms and droughts, which make
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By artificially producing drought-stress
in spruce trees by constructing rainexclusion shelters, her team was able
to monitor the physiological changes
in the trees in response to water
shortages. To prevent the loss of water,
drought-stressed spruce trees close the
apertures of their needles, the so-called
stomata. However, this protective
measure prevents the absorption of
carbon dioxide from the air, which
is required for photosynthesis – the
production of sugars from sunlight,
water and carbon dioxide.
Without this energy, trees have fewer
resources available to devote to
natural defence mechanisms, such
as producing sticky resin and strongsmelling, carbon-based defence
compounds that play a role in insect
attraction and repellence. Dr Netherer
demonstrated that drought-stressed
trees were less able to resist attacks
by both bark beetles and a fungus
associated with the beetles that blocks
water transport.
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A Predictive Framework
Some of the difficulty in predicting mass outbreaks of bark
beetle infestations is understanding how the behaviour
and lifecycle of the beetle interacts with the patterns of tree
vulnerability. Dr Netherer and her team identified two distinct
periods of potential attack – spring and summer – during their
rain-exclusion investigations, and suggest that two or even
three bark beetle generations each season may be emerging,
due to the higher spring and summer temperatures. While bark
beetles seem more attracted to healthy trees, the reduced
defence of stressed trees is a key driver behind the destructive
mass outbreaks, as beetles are hindered from boring into welldefended trees by resin exudation.

Additional Factors Affecting Tree Susceptibility
By monitoring individual trees and whole Norway spruce
stands using a soil-water-plant interaction model, Dr Netherer
and her team determined water shortage thresholds at which
trees become more vulnerable to attack by bark beetles.
However, in these natural systems, trees are also affected
by other environmental factors, such as elevation above sea
level, wind speeds and storms, and the age and density of the
surrounding trees.
By including Norway spruce forests from across a large area in
Austria and across multiple years, the researchers were able
to take all these additional factors into consideration. ‘We
found that a combination of ample host availability, favourable
temperature conditions for bark beetle development, and
disposition of trees to attack caused by acute drought stress
can intensify population growth and most likely lead to bark
beetle mass outbreaks,’ explains Dr Netherer.
However, her team found that the relationship between
drought stress and natural defences is not straightforward.
Although even small levels of water shortages made some
trees more vulnerable to attack by bark beetles, forest stands
that were chronically water deficient – those that grew over
longer periods with less water available to them – were less
susceptible to attack.
This conundrum could be solved by considering how the trees
allocate their resources. The researchers presume that in trees
accustomed to growing in water-deficient areas, more energy
is allocated to producing defences, which await on stand-by
for invaders. Meanwhile, in trees that grow in areas that usually
receive an ample supply of water, more energy is likely devoted
to faster growth than to a reserve of defences.
‘Long-term but moderate drought stress has been
hypothesised to increase tree resistance to insects as more
energy resources are invested in the synthesis of defensive,
secondary metabolites,’ explains Dr Netherer. ‘The bark beetle
in fact prefers vigorously growing trees that suﬀer from sudden
drought stress.’
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Additionally, the team points out that infestations in one area
greatly increase the likelihood of mass outbreaks in other
nearby plantations. ‘Favourable environmental conditions
further trigger mass propagation of beetles, promoting fast and
repeated attack of new trees within one season, and thereby
posing a challenge to forest managers in the timely detection
and removal of infested timber,’ says Dr Netherer. Thus, for a
predictive model to be an effective tool for forest managers, it
needs to include the dynamics of the bark beetle life cycle.
Dr Netherer and her team have therefore combined a model of
the bark beetle life cycle, including annual periods of flight and
reproduction, with their model on drought-stress thresholds
and factors increasing tree vulnerability, to produce a novel
universal framework for monitoring and predicting mass
outbreaks of the Eurasian spruce bark beetle.
‘Capable of delivering robust, real-time simulations of potential
bark beetle development and forest drought stress status, the
tool could help forest managers to improve the appraisal of
infestation risk in their Norway spruce stands,’ says Dr Netherer.
‘Such monitoring can strongly support forest managers in the
prioritisation and scheduling of pest control measures with
particular regard to detection of susceptible patches and timely
removal of infested trees.’
With increasing temperatures enhancing the reproduction in
bark beetle populations, and increasing incidence and severity
of droughts reducing natural tree defences, refining pest
management systems for Norway spruce forests is essential.
Additionally, frameworks such as these provide a solid basis
for developing models for other pest-host interactions in forest
systems, which may prove to be vital as new threats arise in
the future. Dr Netherer and her team have identified key areas
for continued research, which include putting their universal
framework to the test against previous and future mass
infestation records.
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TOMOGRAPHY: AN
INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE
FOR ASSESSING FOREST
CARBON STORAGE
Researchers from the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
and the University of Massachusetts have pioneered the use of
tomography for assessing carbon storage in trees. While assessing
this technique’s capabilities, they found that tree damage caused
by wood-decaying fungi means that forests store less carbon than
previously thought. As forests play a vital role in sequestering
atmospheric carbon, the team’s work has important implications
in the fight against climate change. Their results suggest that
tomography could offer greater insight into forest carbon cycles,
allowing decision makers to implement more effective policies to
mitigate climate change.

Wood-Decaying Fungi and Carbon
Human-induced climate change is
arguably the most pressing issue facing
society today. Its main driver is an
increased concentration of atmospheric
carbon dioxide, which traps heat energy
and causes the planet to warm, leading
to an array of negative consequences. In
fact, carbon dioxide levels have risen by
almost 45% over the past two centuries,
primarily caused by humans burning
fossil fuels.
The world’s forests play a vital role
in absorbing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and storing this
carbon as wood, during the process
of photosynthesis. Widespread
deforestation means that this process
is severely reduced, causing levels
of atmospheric carbon dioxide to
rise further. Therefore, today’s most
commonly-used climate models
take forests and future deforestation
into account when predicting future
atmospheric carbon levels and climate
scenarios.
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However, one factor that has not
been accurately accounted for in our
current climate models is internal wood
decay, which is the process whereby
fungi decompose wood inside of living
trees, resulting in the release of carbon
dioxide back into the atmosphere,
partially offsetting the amount of
carbon that trees absorb. As part of
a collaborative project, researchers
from the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station and the University
of Massachusetts have found that the
amount of carbon absorbed by forests
may be significantly overestimated in
climate models, due to their failure
to accurately account for carbon lost
through internal decay in living trees.
In order to obtain a more accurate
picture of the planet’s future climate,
and to identify the most effective
solutions to climate change, this
important factor must be accounted
for. ‘However, wood-decaying fungi
are some of the most difficult plant
pathogens to study because they
are mostly hidden to us,’ notes Dr
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The PiCUS sonic tomograph established
on the lower trunk of a pin oak

Dr Brazee generating a sonic tomogram
on an American elm

collecting sonic and electrical-resistance
tomographic data on nine trees (three of
each species), the team then felled the
trees and cut their trunks into sections
to assess how accurate the results were.

An American beech (Fagus grandifolia) from the Great Mountain Forest study, alongside
the sonic (left) and electrical-resistance (centre) tomograms taken at 50, 100, and 150 cm
above the forest floor, and the corresponding stem-disks (right) excised from the tree
Nicholas Brazee of the University of
Massachusetts. ‘Specifically, many of
these fungi live within trees, making
it challenging to diagnose decay with
simple visual assessments.’
Dr Brazee and Dr Robert Marra of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, who leads the project, set out
to find an accurate and non-destructive
method of testing trees for internal
decay, which could be used to measure
the scale of such decay in the world’s
forests.
Observing Decay
Over the past few decades, researchers
have attempted to measure internal
decay in trees without causing too
much damage. Previous methods have
all involved drilling into trees, which has
the potential to compromise their longterm health. In contrast, more recently
developed methods are minimally
invasive, causing little if any damage to
the health of the tree.
One such method is called sonic
tomography, which measures the speed
of sound waves as they travel through
wood. Because sound waves travel
slower through lower density materials,
this technique is able to identify

decayed wood, which is less dense than
non-decayed wood. Complementing
sonic tomography, electrical-resistance
tomography measures the electrical
conductivity of wood: moisture builds
up in wood as it decays and its electrical
conductivity increases.
Based in Germany, the company Argus
Electronic GMBH recently developed
a piece of equipment called the PiCUS
Tools Box, which employs both sonic
tomography and electrical-resistance
tomography in tandem. ‘Theirs may be
the only equipment that uses both sonic
and electrical-resistance tomography
synergistically to more accurately assess
the internal condition of a tree,’ states
Dr Marra. Although the PiCUS Tools
Box is primarily used by arborists to
identify internal decay and cavities in
trees, and assess the associated risks,
Dr Marra and Dr Brazee wished to test
the feasibility of using the equipment
to identify and measure the volume
of decay and cavities. They then used
these data to develop a method for
estimating the resulting loss of carbon.
In an initial study, Dr Brazee, Dr Marra
and two other colleagues assessed
the equipment’s ability to identify and
measure decay and cavities in three
hardwood species in Connecticut. After
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The team found that the tomographic
results were remarkably well matched
to what they observed inside the trees.
As it employs both sonic and electricalresistance tomography, the PiCUS
Tools Box provided a far more accurate
and detailed assessment of the trees
compared with using either of these
techniques on their own. For five trees
that showed decay, the team was also
able to accurately estimate the amount
of decay. Furthermore, the researchers
were able to estimate the amount of
carbon that had been lost due to the
decay observed in the tomographed
portion of the trees.
After this successful initial study, the
researchers were hopeful that this
combination of sonic and electricalresistance tomography could be used to
dramatically improve our knowledge of
the extent of decay in forests worldwide,
and the resulting loss of carbon.
A Deeper Look at Carbon Loss
Several years later, with funding from
the National Science Foundation, Dr
Marra and Dr Brazee more thoroughly
investigated the carbon loss resulting
from internal decay in trees. Using the
PiCUS Tools Box, they expanded on
their initial study by investigating 72
northern hardwood trees.
First, the researchers further refined
their methodology for identifying and
quantifying decay. Employing the PiCUS
Tools Box, and optimised mathematical
models, they demonstrated that they
could accurately measure the incidence
and severity of internal decay, and also
distinguish actively decaying wood
from hollow cavities. They did this by
comparing their tomographic data
to 105 cross-sectional samples taken
from 47 of the study’s 72 trees. Overall,
the technique was able to effectively
identify varying degrees of decay in 95 of
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the 105 cross-sections; tomography misidentified small cavities
as active decay in the remaining 10 cross-sections.
Then, by measuring the amount of carbon in the non-decayed
and decayed wood samples and comparing these results with
their tomographic data, Dr Marra and Dr Brazee developed a
method for calculating carbon loss. On average, they found
that the carbon density of actively decaying wood was 27%
lower than that of non-decayed wood. Using these data, they
estimated varying degrees of carbon loss, with some of the
study’s trees having lost as much as 34% of the carbon in their
lower boles due to active decay and cavities.
Climate Change and Reforestation
‘Our results show that internal decay has the potential to be
an important countervailing force to sequestration, reducing
overall carbon storage in living trees,’ says Dr Marra. ‘This has
important implications for current carbon storage models,
which currently do not accurately account for internal decay,
and the consequent loss of stored carbon.’
Improving current understanding of these processes is vital, if
we are to make accurate predictions and take the best course
of action against climate change. ‘Forests are increasingly being
recognised for their role in the global carbon cycle, by reducing
greenhouse gases through carbon sequestration,’ explains Dr
Marra. However, if internal decay is not accurately accounted
for in models that quantify carbon storage rates in forests, then
such rates may be overestimated.
The researchers’ work also has important implications for
reforestation efforts. Currently, older forests are believed
to have a greater impact on carbon dioxide levels than
new forests, as older trees absorb and store more carbon.
However, the likelihood of decay also increases with age,
partially offsetting this effect. If internal decay turns out to
be widespread in forests across the globe, the difference in
the amount of carbon captured and stored between older
and younger forests could be less significant. Therefore,
reforestation initiatives may be comparably more effective than
previously thought at tackling climate change.
Public Safety and Tree Conservation
In addition to estimating forest carbon stocks, the team also
wished to apply tomography and adapt their methodology for
the purpose of ensuring the safety of trees in populated areas.
In a study led by Dr Daniel Burcham of the Centre for Urban
Greenery and Ecology in Singapore, the research team used the
data obtained in their study of 72 hardwood trees to develop
effective methodology for assessing the strength – or ‘loadbearing capacity’ – of decaying trees.
Taking tomographic data and cross-sectional photos of trees
containing regions of decay, Dr Burcham used a colour scale
to represent the speed of the sound as it travelled through the
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wood. Using the Picus software, the fastest sound speeds in the
non-decayed wood were depicted as varying shades of brown,
while slower speeds were depicted as green, violet and blue,
in order of increasing wood decay. The team tested out several
mathematical models, incorporating regions of varying degrees
of decay, as depicted by the colours. In doing so, they were able
to find a mathematical model that most accurately predicted
the loss of load-bearing capacity, which could be used to
determine whether a tree poses a risk to public safety.
The above study focused on three hardwood species –
American beech, sugar maple and yellow birch. Another tree
that the researchers were interested in is the American elm, as
it is found in many populated areas in the US. This species is
under severe threat from a fungal infection known as Dutch elm
disease, which has given rise to safety concerns.
Spread by both native and invasive bark beetles, this serious
condition affects the tree’s water transport system, causing the
branches to wilt and die. To prevent the spread of the disease,
many American elms are routinely injected with a fungicide
treatment. However, many believe that colonisation by fungal
pathogens through the site of the injection may lead to a
greater risk of internal decay. As Dr Brazee explains, ‘there are
widespread concerns that the adverse effects of injection may
outweigh the benefits.’
Therefore, Dr Brazee and his colleagues set out to investigate
the effect of these regular injections on the long-term health
of elms. Using the PiCUS Tools Box, and with funding from
the US Department of Agriculture, the team assessed 210
American elms – about half of which had been receiving regular
injections, the rest of which had not. The researchers found
that 31% of the elms that had been receiving regular treatment
were decayed, compared to 29% of those that been receiving
irregular or no treatment. They found that this difference
was statistically insignificant, meaning that the injections do
not damage the structural integrity of trees and should be
continued.
In addition to ensuring the safety of these trees in populated
areas, Dr Brazee explains that the American elm is a culturally
significant tree in the US. Therefore, tomography could
also benefit its conservation. ‘As culturally and historically
significant trees, American elms have a unique place in the
urban forests of the northeast and preservation of these is a
high priority,’ he says.
Summary
The work undertaken by Dr Marra, Dr Brazee and their
colleagues has advanced our understanding of the extent
of decay in many different tree species and locations. The
team hopes that their work will lead to better carbon and
climate predictions, forestry management strategies and tree
conservation worldwide.
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W O R K I NG TO W ARDS E TH I CAL AN D
S USTA I NABL E AN I MAL P RO DU CTI O N

Each year, about 70 billion mammals
and birds are farmed for meat, milk
and eggs worldwide. That’s almost 10
times the current human population.
The majority of these animals are
intensively farmed – meaning that
they are reared indoors in cramped
conditions to keep costs down – with
devastating consequences for animal
welfare. Such intensive animal farming,
or ‘factory farming’, has also grown to
become one of the biggest threats to
the environment through pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions.
Clearly, factory farming is far from
sustainable or ethical – it not only poses
serious animal welfare issues, but is also
a significant driver behind the climate
and biodiversity crises. Making matters
worse, routine prophylactic use of
antibiotics in intensive farming leads to
chemical residues in animal products,
while significantly contributing to the
rise of antibiotic-resistant bacteria,
which pose a great threat to human
health.

Therefore, in keeping with our
sustainable agriculture theme, this
section showcases the work of several
researchers, who are developing
evidence-based solutions to our
currently unsustainable methods of
producing animal products.
One such solution involves the
integration of livestock and crops on
the same land. Intensive agriculture
keeps animal and crop production
separate; however, evidence shows that
integrating crop and animal production
can lead to farms that are more
sustainable, efficient and profitable.
This is the focus of our first article
in this section, where we showcase
the work of Dr Richard Teague in the
Department of Ecosystem Science and
Management at Texas A&M University,
and his collaborators around North
America. This multidisciplinary team
of researchers investigates the costs
and benefits of replacing intensive
farming practices with regenerative
cropping and grazing techniques that
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restore ecosystem function and soil
health, while also improving profits. Dr
Teague’s research demonstrates that
this regenerative cropping and grazing
actually increases carbon sequestration
in the soil, more than offsetting the
greenhouse gases emitted by the
grazing cattle.
Also working to maximise carbon
sequestration through sustainable
grazing practices is Dr Mark Boyce of the
University of Alberta. His team, who we
meet in the next article of this section,
explore how cattle-grazed grassland
ecosystems can be adapted to increase
carbon storage on the Canadian
Prairies. They use the data they collect
to create protocols for supporting the
inclusion of holistic grazing strategies in
climate mitigation plans.
Dr Amber Adams-Progar at the
Washington State University is also
taking a holistic approach to improving
cattle farming. Through research and
outreach activities, Dr Adams-Progar
and her team develop and implement
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cost-effective best management practices to improve various
aspects of dairy farming, from enhancing animal welfare to
improving worker safety.
Continuing on the theme of dairy farming, our next article
showcases the latest research in Puerto Rico, where the dairy
industry’s milk output has remained static for the last 30 years,
despite improvements in cattle genetics. With the quality of
forage significantly limiting milk production on the Island,
Dr Teodoro Ruiz and his team from the University of Puerto
Rico have been investigating the effects of alternative forage
crops on milk yield. They are also evaluating the productivity
of Puerto Rican ‘pelón’ Holstein cows, with the overall aim
of developing strategies to improve milk production under
tropical conditions.
Dr Ruiz’s research has found that making these two key
changes is highly likely to have positive environmental impacts,
with lower stocking densities being required to meet milk
quotas, and land being less intensively grazed. Furthermore,
the alternative forage crops investigated by the team are
environmentally friendly because they require little or no
chemical applications.
After this, we take a closer look at bovine biology. Here, we
highlight the research of Dr Gary Williams and Dr Rodolfo
Cardoso at Texas A&M University, who have unveiled how
nutrition affects the reproductive development of female cattle.
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This pioneering research has profound implications for the
sustainable production of beef.
From here, we move on to explore ways to reduce infectious
diseases in both beef and dairy cattle. A high prevalence
of infectious disease in livestock not only means reduced
animal welfare and food safety, but also necessitates the
administration of larger quantities of antibiotics, greatly
contributing to the rise of antimicrobial resistance.
First in this series is an article about the research of Dr Clint
Loest and his colleagues from New Mexico State University.
Specifically, his team studies liver abscesses, which can
affect as many as nine out of ten cattle in US feedlots, with
detrimental impacts on animal wellbeing, performance, and
the economic value of beef. Through their research, the team
hopes to find viable alternatives to antibiotics for reducing the
prevalence of these abscesses in cattle.
From liver abscesses, we shift our attention to mastitis – a
common infectious disease in dairy cattle. Here, we meet Dr
Ronald Erskine of Michigan State University, who has created
a farm evaluation protocol and an education program that
dairy veterinarians can use to reduce the incidence of mastitis.
Through this work, Dr Erskine aims to ensure dairy food safety,
sustainability and reduce antibiotic use.
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Perhaps worryingly, there is a great shortage of veterinary
professionals within the agricultural community. This lack of
‘food supply veterinarians’ can lead to greater incidence of
disease, a decline in animal welfare and public health concerns.
To address this issue, Dr Melinda Frye and Dr Noa RomanMuniz at Colorado State University have developed a program
that aims to increase the number of practising food supply
veterinarians. Here, we learn about how their program assists
highly-trained professionals to more easily integrate into the
agricultural community, ultimately enhancing animal welfare,
food safety and farm profits.
Next, we feature a series of short articles, each dealing with a
different aspect of an innovative research project called the
Animal Disease Biosecurity Coordinated Agricultural Project
(ADBCAP), funded by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA).
This US-wide project integrates social science, human decision
making, economic and animal health perspectives to prevent
outbreaks of disease in livestock.
After this, we shift our attention to disease prevention in
free-range chickens. Pasture-raised chicken meat is a more
ethical option compared to that reared in overcrowded barns.
However, birds reared outdoors are more likely to come in
contact with bacterial pathogens that can be dangerous
to consumers. Dr Michael Rothrock of the United States
Department of Agriculture, who we meet next, investigates
how environmental factors can lead to the contamination

of pasture-raised chicken with antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
Through his research, Dr Rothrock hopes to find ways of
ensuring the safety of this popular food.
On the topic of antibiotic resistant bacteria, our next article
highlights a new program developed by Dr Amy Schmidt at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, called the iAMResponsibleTM
Project. This program aims to educate consumers, agricultural
producers and others on the risks associated with antibiotic
resistance, as well as strategies to mitigate these risks.
In addition to bacteria, residues of drugs, pesticides and other
chemical substances can also reduce the safety of animal
products. To address this pressing issue, scientists at several
US universities founded the Food Animal Residue Avoidance
Databank (FARAD). This program, which we showcase in
the next article, aims to provide veterinarians and livestock
producers with knowledge and tools that can help in
preventing or reducing the presence of chemical residues in
food.
In our final article of this section, and indeed the entire edition,
we shift our attention from land-reared animal production to
aquaculture, where we meet Dr Todd Sink and Dr Elizabeth
Silvy at Texas A&M University. As overfishing has led to sharp
declines in wild fish populations, the Texas team is attempting
to move away from the use of wild Southern Flounder, by
developing a sustainable captive breeding stock of this
economically important species.
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ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE
FARMING THROUGH
REGENERATIVE CROPPING
& GRAZING
Traditional intensive farming practices have significant
negative consequences for the land and surrounding
ecosystems. By disrupting the natural function of these habitats,
the valuable ecosystem services they provide are compromised.
Dr Richard Teague in the department of Ecosystem Science and
Management at Texas A&M University, and colleagues around
North America, are investigating the costs and benefits of replacing
traditional farming practices with regenerative cropping and
grazing techniques that restore ecosystem function and soil health
as the base for improving profits.

prompting even more intensive farming.
This unsustainable vicious circle may
ultimately lead to land that is damaged
beyond repair and no longer suitable for
farming.

Ecosystem Services
No problem exists in isolation. This
is especially true of the multitude
of environmental issues we face as
a society. Natural systems make up
a complex web of interconnecting
functions, with nothing operating
at full health if parts of the system
are damaged. Thus, it is vital that
we consider these systems as a
whole, examining not only how each
component functions, but how they all
fit together and interact in the bigger
picture.
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This is particularly important in
agricultural systems. A healthy
ecosystem provides valuable
‘ecosystem services’ (benefits humans
gain from nature), which increase the
sustainability of farming, enhance
natural pest control, boost yields,
and reduce costs, thereby increasing
profitability. However, many traditional
agricultural practices damage the very
ecosystems they rely on to function
optimally. Intensive farming methods,
such as extensive soil ploughing,
inorganic fertiliser and pesticide
use, damage fragile ecosystems over
time, reducing yields, and thus often
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This effect is especially pronounced in
the health of our soils. Globally, leading
soil scientists have given a dire warning
that if the current intensive agricultural
practices are continued, there will be no
functional soil left in around 60 years.
In the best-case scenario, this means a
change in the food we have available
to us; in the worst-case scenario, this
would mean insufficient food to go
around. With the human population
increasing prodigiously, reduced food
production would exacerbate the
problem.
However, it is not all doom and gloom.
Globally, increasing numbers of
farmers are now adopting agricultural
practices aimed at improving and
regenerating soil health. Consumers are
also becoming more aware of issues
surrounding agricultural practices, and
choosing food produced sustainably
and with less environmental impact.

‘The problems of many current tillagebased cropping and feedlot-based livestock
production systems can be avoided by
ecologically sensitive management of
livestock in mixed crop and grazing
agroecosystems.’

Dr Richard Teague and his colleagues
at institutions throughout North
America have been investigating how
different grazing and cropping practices
influence soil and environmental health,
and how this impacts farm profitability,
using an approach that synthesises the
latest agricultural research into a robust
set of findings. By taking this approach,
Dr Teague aims to inform agricultural
policy and management to ensure longterm sustainability of food production.
Conventional Versus Regenerative
Farming
Conventional methods for farming
crops and forages include ploughing or
tilling the soil, leaving the ground bare
between harvesting and planting, high
inorganic fertiliser input, and extensive
use of herbicides and pesticides.
Livestock are traditionally kept in large
open pastures to graze throughout
the year, or alternatively, are raised
intensively using grain-based feed in
dedicated feedlots. When fed on grain,
livestock production also inherits the
issues associated with traditional crop
farming.

These practices lead to a damaged
‘agroecosystem’ (agricultural land
and its associated ecosystem) and a
diminished provision of ecosystem
services. Reduced rain infiltration into
the soil and decreased soil nutrients,
result in lower soil moisture and the
need for more fertiliser input. Carbon
storage in the soil – a vital ecosystem
function in the fight against climate
change – is significantly reduced.
Leaving the soil bare encourages the
growth of weeds and exacerbates
the need for herbicides. Additionally,
high tillage and bare fields exhibit
more soil erosion, diminished rainfall
infiltration and water-storage ability.
Using machinery fuelled by fossilfuels to facilitate these intensive
farming practices further amplifies
the agricultural carbon footprint. If
improperly fed and managed, livestock
production increases the carbon
footprint further.
Farming in a way that encourages
a healthy agroecosystem alleviates
many of these issues entirely. ‘The
problems of many current tillage-based
cropping and feedlot-based livestock
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production systems can be avoided
by ecologically sensitive management
of livestock in mixed crop and grazing
agroecosystems,’ says Dr Teague.
Early adopters of these eco-friendly
farming practices improved ecosystems
as well as increased the profitability of
their farms. ‘These farmers were using
the regenerative grazing practice of
adaptive multi-paddock (AMP) grazing
and regenerative farming practices that
include use of cover crops, no-till, crop
diversity, little or no chemical fertilisers
and pesticides, and livestock integration
to promote healthier ecosystems by
rebuilding soil organic matter,’ explains
Dr Teague.
AMP grazing uses short grazing periods
and gives the grass adequate time to
recover between grazing, by controlling
the movement of livestock within
paddocks. The electric fencing used
with AMP grazing is inexpensive to
acquire and easy to move within the
paddock, giving farmers the opportunity
to adopt this practice without great
expense or effort. Regarding AMP
grazing outcomes specifically, ranchers
working with Dr Teague’s team have
shown marked improvements in
ecological function, productivity, and
economic stability.
Improving Carbon Storage
‘Ruminant’ livestock, such as cattle,
which digest plant matter within a
specialised chambered stomach,
have been widely criticised as being a
significant source of greenhouse gases,
thereby contributing to climate change.
However, Dr Teague’s research
demonstrates that by using AMP grazing
in tandem with regenerative cropping
practices, ruminants actually increase
soil carbon sequestration to reduce
overall greenhouse gas emissions,
facilitate provision of essential
ecosystem services, and reduce
environmental damage. ‘Permanent
cover of forage plants is highly effective
in reducing soil erosion, and ruminants
consuming only grazed forages under
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farmers were already seeking increased
bank loans to afford the agricultural
inputs to keep their traditionally
managed farms afloat.

Stream and streambank health under commonly used continuous grazing (left)
compared to that under planned, adaptive multi-paddock grazing (right).
appropriate management result in more
carbon sequestration than emissions,’
states Dr Teague.
As carbon storage within soils is a key
component of offsetting our carbon
footprint, improving this function
within agroecosystems will be vital in
mitigating climate change impacts.
Other benefits of these eco-friendly
farming practices include improved
nutrient levels within the soil, better
watershed function, more nutritious
food, and enhanced biodiversity in the
surrounding habitats.
However, in complex agroecosystems
there is rarely a one-size-fits-all solution
to the problems faced. Farms across
the globe exist across a wide range of
environments, with different levels of
rainfall, soil types, daylight hours and
temperature. This means that AMP
grazing practices need to be altered
to suit the specific agroecosystem
and farmer. For example, some areas
will require longer recovery periods
for grasses after grazing. Dr Teague
has been expanding his research to
include farmers from different regions,
with the aim of quantifying the costs
and benefits of AMP grazing and
regenerative cropping practices across
many landscapes in North America.
Economic Advantages
A key factor in the adoption of a new
farming practice is evidence of its
economic advantages. Farmers are
often reluctant to change their farming
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methods because of the high-risk nature
of their livelihood; every crop and
every group of livestock is essential to
a farmer’s income stability. While much
research has focused on individual
farming practices or small farm plots,
Dr Teague and his research partners
have synthesised information from
many studies across multiple areas to
elucidate the bigger picture for a wholeagroecosystem approach.
By quantifying the costs and benefits
of regenerative cropping and AMP
grazing practices, Dr Teague aims to
provide rigorous, unbiased information
to farmers and policy-makers, allowing
them to make informed agricultural
management decisions based on
real evidence. ‘We need to develop
an understanding of how these
agricultural ecosystems respond to
different management options, so
that the consequences of adopting
different management options can
be determined,’ he says. ‘In-depth
calculations of the full impacts of
different agricultural production chains
are required.’
Dr Teague works closely with
farmers that have already switched
to regenerative cropping and AMP
grazing and have greatly increased the
profitability of their farms. Purchased
inputs, such as fertilisers, pesticides
and fuel for machinery, have become
very expensive. As these inputs do not
necessarily equate to higher yields, the
profit margins are reduced. In some
of the cases Dr Teague investigated,
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Regenerative cropping and AMP grazing
practices require much lower inputs,
so profit margins increase even if yields
remain the same. By switching to
regenerative practices, these farmers
were able to reverse the damage within
their agroecosystems, restore optimum
ecosystem services, and improve the
financial stability of their farms.
Through working with these farmers,
Dr Teague aimed to create a practical
business plan to help other farmers
make the switch. He discovered that
farmers successfully converting to
regenerative practices would start off
small. ‘They wouldn’t go from one year
of using large quantities of fertilisers
and pesticides to using nothing the
next year,’ he says. ‘An example that has
succeeded is cutting the applications
in half the first year, again the next year,
and then applying nothing the third
year.’
The Future of Farming
Dr Teague and his team have
demonstrated that some of the
improvements to agroecosystems
happen fairly rapidly when the switch
is made from conventional farming
practices to regenerative cropping and
AMP grazing. In less than a decade,
the carbon storage in soil increases
substantially, soil nutrients improve,
and water movement into the soil and
water retention is enhanced.
Dr Teague is continuing to expand
his research to include more
agroecosystems, with the objective
of tailoring the suggested practices
for different climates, landscapes,
and water availability. So far, the
environmental and agricultural benefits
have been universal across these
agroecosystems, offering a promising
alternative to current dire predictions
for agriculture.
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ADAPTING GRASSLAND
GRAZING TO BOOST
CARBON SEQUESTRATION
Globally, grassland ecosystems represent a vast, often underappreciated store of carbon. Sustainable grazing practices offer the
potential for maximising the role of these ecosystems as carbon
storehouses and biodiversity safeguards. Dr Mark Boyce and his
team from the University of Alberta have been investigating how
cattle-grazed systems can be adapted to increase carbon storage
on the Canadian Prairies. They use the data collected to create
protocols for supporting the inclusion of grazing strategies in
climate mitigation plans.

Grasslands as a Carbon Store
Grasslands are the most extensive
terrestrial ecosystems on Earth –
naturally covering 30–40% of the Earth’s
land-based habitats. In addition to
providing forage for animal production,
grasslands deliver a variety of other
ecosystem services that are critical to
human welfare. These benefits include
the capture and storage of atmospheric
carbon, making grasslands an
important nature-based solution in the
fight against climate change.
In fact, grasslands have been
surprisingly effective at carbon
sequestration, with estimates
suggesting that worldwide, these
ecosystems hold around 30% of global
terrestrial carbon stocks. ‘There is a
consistent lack of appreciation and
recognition for the value of grassland
ecosystems in terms of the vast global
carbon storehouse they represent,’
says Dr Mark Boyce, a researcher at
the University of Alberta. ‘In southern
Alberta and other parts of the Great
Plains, grasslands are much more
important than forests for carbon
sequestration and storage.’
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More than 19 million hectares across
Canada’s three Prairie Provinces are
used for grazing beef cattle. While overgrazing has broadly been recognised
as being detrimental to ecosystem
services in North America, the condition
of rangelands has actually been steadily
improving in recent years, and fewer
rangelands are now over-grazed.
Despite this, livestock production is
often regarded as being detrimental to
the health of these ecosystems.
However, Dr Boyce points out that many
of Canada’s prairie grasslands actually
evolved with similar disturbances,
such as grazing by wild bison, so the
vegetation is adapted to herbivory. In
addition, cattle production on Canada’s
prairies maintains large amounts of
carbon in soils through the avoided
conversion of grassland into cropland.
Dr Boyce and his team at the University
of Alberta examine how cattle-grazed
systems can be adapted to mimic
the dynamics of natural bison-grazed
prairie grasslands. The researchers also
investigate whether the potential of
these grazed prairies as carbon stores
can be measured and fully utilised.
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‘However, there is currently a lack of
robust greenhouse gas emissions data
and carbon stock data for prairies,’
says Dr Boyce. Indeed, Canada has
identified the need to enhance its
national emissions inventory reporting
methodology for assessing carbon
storage in agricultural landscapes. Dr
Boyce and his team have collected
data to fill these data gaps, towards the
development of grazing and agricultural
protocols that can help Canada reduce
its net carbon emissions, towards a
more sustainable future.
Alternative Grazing Systems
As part of their research, Dr Boyce and
his team are investigating the role of
Adaptive Multi Paddock (AMP) grazing in
improving the carbon storage potential
of Canadian prairie grasslands. AMP is
a modified rotational grazing system

‘There is a consistent lack of appreciation and recognition for the value of grassland
ecosystems in terms of the vast global carbon storehouse they represent. In southern
Alberta and other parts of the Great Plains, grasslands are much more important than trees
for carbon storage.’

in which the management of animals
can positively influence ecosystem
services. Viewed as a holistic form
of grazing, this method attempts to
mimic nature to meet the needs of
plants, animals and people – sustaining
grassland ecosystems and facilitating
nutrient cycling. This form of rotational
management takes advantage of postgrazing plant recovery and promotes
biodiversity by encouraging the growth
of desirable plant species.
The net amount of carbon sequestered
in Canada’s grasslands remains elusive,
particularly under alternative grazing
practices such as AMP. With the need to
improve Canada’s accounting system
on these lands, Dr Boyce and his team
focused their research on designing a
statistically defensible evaluation of
alternative grazing systems. To do this,
they measured soils, vegetation and
biodiversity on 60 ranches across the
grasslands of Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba, collecting data on
carbon stocks and accumulation rates,
nitrogen concentrations, greenhouse
gas emissions, water infiltration,
above- and belowground biomass and
microbial communities. They compared

the AMP approach to more conventional
grazing systems.
The team’s findings showed that
grasslands with higher plant diversity
as a result of adaptive grazing are more
effective at retaining carbon throughout
the year. ‘As a conservative estimate,
AMP management adopted on only
30,000 hectares could lead to the
sequestration of over one million tonnes
of carbon dioxide equivalents over a
ten-year period,’ explains Dr Boyce. ‘If
the adoption rate was 100% over the
entire livestock grasslands in Alberta (3.3
million hectares), then the hypothetical
benefit could be the sequestration of
12 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents over a decade, or 1.2 million
tonnes per annum.’
In addition to the carbon storage
benefits, Dr Boyce and his team also
found that abundance and diversity of
specialist grassland bird species are
higher in grasslands managed under
an AMP grazing system. Grassland
birds and plants are in steep decline
across the planet, due to cultivation,
chemical treatments and agricultural
intensification. If managed well,
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livestock grazing on permanent
grassland can sustain habitats for
wildlife and native plants – with
important implications for conservation.
The team also analysed the surface
albedo, or reflectance, of rangelands,
under different grazing strategies.
This is an important factor influencing
the progression of climate change, as
landscapes with a high albedo reflect
more solar radiation back into space,
helping to keep the planet cooler.
Animal grazing can influence surface
albedo by changing vegetation
composition and altering the soil
moisture and temperature. The team
concluded that surface albedo may
differ based on whether AMP grazing is
used, but that longer-term field studies
covering the whole growing season are
required to determine the exact effects.
Developing Protocols for the Future
The research performed by Dr Boyce
and his team demonstrates that with
appropriate management, cattle on
native grasslands can have positive
impacts on native ecosystems and vital
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ecosystem services, such as carbon sequestration. Through
the maintenance of large areas of native grassland, the cattle
industry can support wildlife habitat and avoid the loss of
carbon that occurs with crop cultivation, particularly when
flexible management practices are used.
Currently, with few exceptions, the primary revenue from
Canada’s grasslands is beef production. Conservation of these
lands through policies that provide incentives for landowners
to continue grazing grassland ecosystems at moderate rates
or using adaptive grazing techniques is key to their long-term
maintenance.
Many ranchers in Canada use AMP grazing but do not realise
the climate change mitigation benefits they provide, or
the expanded benefits that could be achieved if economic
incentives were in place that recognised the value of their
practices. Dr Boyce’s results show that livestock grazing can be
important for climate change adaptation and resilience, yet no
protocols to support grazing methods currently exist in Canada.
Alongside this, oil companies and other large greenhouse gas
emitters in Canada need a large volume of reasonably priced
compliance-grade carbon offsets but such offsets are not
currently available.
Dr Boyce and his team are therefore using the results of their
work to design measurement-based protocols for ranchers to
maximise carbon sequestration while conserving grassland
ecosystems. These protocols are required so that ranchers
can apply for carbon benefits – thereby subsidising grazing
practices while simultaneously maximising climate change and
conservation benefits.
Existing soil carbon measurement protocols under the Verified
Carbon Standard and grassland management protocols under
the American Carbon Registry are designed for measuring
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soil carbon and other greenhouse gas stocks and emissions.
Dr Boyce believes that a new Canadian market protocol that
incentivises sustainably grazed beef would be of comparable
benefit to the Canadian agri-product marketplace.
‘A similar protocol that encourages and monetises when
a rancher changes to grazing management practices that
enhance net carbon reductions, is what we’re looking at
developing for use in Canada,’ he explains. ‘If this is based on
a combination of measurement and modelling with enhanced
certainty and is accepted by a regulated market, this will greatly
improve the net return of carbon value to the rancher.’
Not only could this project have positive implications for beef
producers in terms of monetary incentives, but it could also
provide benefits for the Canadian beef industry as a whole in
terms of improved public perception. ‘If we can demonstrate
the reduced carbon intensity of Canada’s beef production by
deploying AMP grazing practices, this could enhance public
trust in Canada’s beef system,’ says Dr Boyce. ‘Being able to
more comprehensively put the socio-economics and science
story together could further support and encourage a shift
towards climate-friendly beef and restored grassland.’
The result could be a positive feedback loop which leads to
further benefits for grassland ecosystems though increased
investment in sustainable grazing systems, with significant
potential for greenhouse gas reduction.
The work of Dr Boyce and his team has implications for other
countries, where similar carbon offset schemes based on
grazing strategies could be adopted. Indeed, if the potential
of grasslands for carbon storage begins to be recognised on a
global scale, the benefits for climate change and biodiversity
could be huge.
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH
TO IMPROVING DAIRY
FARMING
Dairy farming is a tough business, where farmers experience
countless challenges on a regular basis, from ensuring the
health and welfare of their cattle to protecting the safety of
their employees. Dr Amber Adams-Progar and her team in the
Department of Animal Sciences at Washington State University are
involved in many research projects, which aim to improve various
aspects of the dairy industry, by protecting farm profits, worker
safety and animal welfare.

A Difficult Business
Dairy farming is an extremely
challenging business. The days are long,
the mornings are very early indeed, and
the profits are squeezed between the
needs of the cattle and the demands of
consumers. Therefore, dairy farmers are
always searching for new information
that may help them to alleviate the
difficulties they face every day.
This is where researchers such as
Dr Amber Adams-Progar and her
colleagues at the Department of Animal
Sciences, Washington State University,
enter the picture. Through their research
and outreach activities, Dr AdamsProgar’s team develops and implements
cost-effective best management
practices to improve various aspects of
dairy farming.
Managing Feathered Pests
One of the challenges faced by dairy
farmers are pest birds. Despite the
common image in children’s books, it
is rare to find a farm where cattle graze
in fields full of vibrantly-green grass all
year round. Instead, many farmers need
to supplement their cattle’s nutrition in
the form of grains.
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Unfortunately, cattle are not the only
hungry animals around, and it is
common to see birds stealing grain
from the feed bunk. The idea of tiny
birds stealing food from enormous
cattle seems absurd at first, but pest
birds are actually a major problem for
the US dairy industry. In fact, studies
have shown that more than 4% of the
available feed is plundered by pests,
which will cost Washington State alone
almost $15 million in the next five years.
A particular nuisance is the European
Starling – a fast-breeding bird that has
managed to grow from 16 individuals
imported into the US into a 200-million
strong horde today.
Many approaches have been trialled to
scare away birds, including large gaspowered noisemakers, reflective tape
that flutters in the breeze, and balloons
with large, imposing eyes painted
on them. Through their research, Dr
Adams-Progar and her research team
showed that many of these methods
are ineffective, or are of varying use
in different settings. Interestingly,
they found that balloons with painted
eyes tend to be effective, as are kites
resembling falcons and the introduction
of real falcons.
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Dr Adams-Progar and her colleagues
took their findings to the dairy farming
community, by organising a series of
workshops to teach effective deterrence
methods that keep pest birds away.
The research team estimates that the
approximately 20–40% of attendees
who will go on to implement these ideas
will cut their feed losses in half, saving a
total of $1.7 million in the process.
Caring for Calves
For any dairy farm to sustain itself
into the future, the cows need to
occasionally bear calves. The health of
the pre-weaned calves is very important

‘I enjoy working with producers. Washington dairy producers are
progressive and open to new ideas.’

to farmers, and their survival has been
shown to be one of the top six factors
impacting the income and survival of
dairy farms. However, one study showed
that almost 8% of calves will die before
weaning – with a quarter of these
deaths caused by respiratory problems.
Environmental stress, such as overly
hot or cold environments, plays a major
role.
Dr Adams-Progar and her team set
out to examine the physiological
responses of calves to both hot and cold
environments, as well as the impact that
different housing systems had on the
calves’ levels of environmental stress.
Using their findings from these studies,
the researchers are currently developing
best management practices, which will
include housing recommendations, to
minimise calf deaths. They then aim to
distribute this information to the dairy
farming community.
Previous work performed by the group
had already examined the factors
affecting the best feeding option,
particularly when deciding between
feeding calves from a milk bucket or
bottle. The team had been able to show
that the difficulty of the calf’s birth, its

gender, and even the time of year all
played a part in determining the best
feeding option.
Dr Adams-Progar’s hope is that the
additional best-practice information
established by her team’s new studies
will be enough to further improve
survival in the early weeks after birth.
Although it would be ideal to achieve
a calf mortality of 0%, the team’s longterm goal is to lower calf mortality to
5%, a significant improvement over the
current rate of almost 8%. Achieving
this outcome in Washington State
alone would allow the industry to gain
between $780,000 to $980,000 each
year.

medical creams. Although $65 might
seem to be a fairly small sum, the
disease is common enough that it can
lead to accumulated losses of over $4.4
million each year across the entire state
of Washington.
Dr Adams-Progar and her group
received funding from the dairy industry
to investigate the ways that digital
dermatitis affects cow behaviour
and to identify the most effective
treatment. To do this, they spent two
years following over 200 cows, tracking
the presence and appearance of any
lesions and then determining how the
occurrence of digital dermatitis related
to temperature, rumination and eating
behaviour.

Hoof Health
Diseases do not need to be deadly to
cause problems in the cattle industry.
A simple example is digital dermatitis,
where an infection from several
different bacteria causes ulcers on the
feet of cattle. This is a very common
affliction in dairy farms, with over 25%
of producers reporting cases in their
herds. Each case costs around $65 to
treat, which normally involves cleaning
the affected area and applying various
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The team showed that cows with the
condition spent less time eating, but
tended to become more active as the
lesions cleared up. This means that
farmers using activity monitoring
devices (a fairly common setup these
days) would be able to spot cows
with lesions from their behaviour
alone, before the condition becomes
problematic.
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Their research, which was disseminated in both academic
journals and magazine articles for farmers, identified a series
of best management practices that farmers could use. One
of these approaches is the use of footbaths – the dairy cattle
simply walk through a pool of disinfectant which kills off most
of the dangerous microbes. According to Dr Adams-Progar’s
estimates, implementing these footbaths across Washington
State dairies would reduce digital dermatitis levels by 8%,
saving over $350,000 per year.
Improving Worker Safety
Working with cattle can be a dangerous job. Cows are big –
easily weighing over half a tonne – and can become easily
startled. Furthermore, cow pens and milking sheds are covered
in slippery surfaces and hard concrete, and the working
hours are notoriously long. Workers compensation claims
are common in the Washington State dairy industry, and are
predominantly due to cattle-related injuries or slips, trips and
falls. Farmers need insurance against these accidents, but the
generally risky field of work means that farmers in Washington
State pay around $11 million in insurance premiums each year
– and this number is only rising.
In conjunction with several other groups, Dr Adams-Progar and
her team have partnered with dairy farmers across Washington
State. Their aim is to help farmers and farm workers understand
safer farm practices and cow-handling techniques. By following
these practices, workers are better equipped to avoid slips
and farmers can spot dangerous working environments before
they lead to injury. So far, over 400 people in the industry have
attended the research team’s training workshops.
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The team has carried out this work in conjunction with the
upcoming Washington State Dairy Network, a collaboration
between research and industry partners. Their aim is to develop
a joint learning network that is supported by science. This
network will allow research findings from one area, or problems
identified by dairy workers on a particular farm, to be passed
on to workers in other parts of the state.
Dr Adams-Progar is working on a series of training modules that
cover common animal-related injuries such as crushed fingers
and the best way to avoid this. ‘By taking the training, farmers,
managers and staff will have the tools and skills they need to
keep themselves and their animals safe,’ says Dr Adams-Progar.
‘We’re empowering people to go back to their dairies and
train their own employees. It’s an exciting opportunity to help
Northwest dairies become safer and more productive.’
The long-term goal of the researchers is to reduce these
accidents by a quarter. This is in everyone’s interest, as Dr
Adams-Progar notes: ‘Farmers don’t want employees to get
hurt, and employees don’t want to get hurt either!’
The Farm of the Future
This is hardly a short list of accomplishments, yet Dr AdamsProgar is not content to rest on her laurels. She intends to bring
new scientifically-backed methods and information into the
Washington State dairy industry, with the aim of promoting
sound management practices that save money and improve
conditions for animals and workers. She is confident that
these will be well received. ‘I enjoy working with producers,’
comments Dr Adams-Progar. ‘Washington dairy producers are
progressive and open to new ideas.’
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UNLOCKING THE
POTENTIAL WITHIN
PUERTO RICO’S MILK
INDUSTRY
The milk output of the Puerto Rican dairy industry has remained
static over the last 30 years, despite improvements in the genetics
of cows. With the quality of forage being a key limitation to milk
production on the Island, Dr Teodoro Ruiz and his team from the
University of Puerto Rico have been investigating the effects of
alternative forage crops on milk yield. They are also evaluating the
productivity of Puerto Rican ‘pelón’ Holstein cows, with the overall
aim of developing strategies to improve milk production under
tropical conditions.

An Industry under Pressure
Milk is the most important agricultural
commodity in Puerto Rico, accounting
for at least 23% of total gross annual
income. However, the average daily milk
yield of lactating cows on the Island has
not increased for decades, whereas in
continental US, milk yields have shown
consistent annual increases and are
now estimated to be more than double
those achieved in Puerto Rico.
Traditionally, the dairy industry in
Puerto Rico has depended on grazing
tropical grasses to supply the forage
needs of lactating cows. Over the years,
a drastic reduction in grazing area and
increased stocking rates have caused
pasture availability for grazing milk cows
to decline to about 0.12 hectares per
cow. This has prompted dairy farmers
to use increasingly higher levels of
commercial dairy concentrates, such
as low-quality tropical grass hays, to
supplement the dietary fibre intake of
lactating cows.
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The use of concentrates to feed dairy
cows also has detrimental effects on the
local environment, with studies showing
that dietary phosphorus concentrations
from such feed can exceed nutritional
recommendations by more than 60%.
Intensively managed dairy farms in
Puerto Rico are suspected of being
important contributors of phosphorus
in runoff – leading to contamination of
surface waters.
Over the past decade, the Puerto
Rican dairy industry has been mired
in an economic crisis affecting most
of its producers. This crisis has been
brought about primarily by an increase
in concentrate feed costs, and the
impossibility of further raising the milk
price to compensate for increased
production costs.

milk production regions. Furthermore,
there has been a reduction in the total
number of farms, and an increase in the
proportion of medium and large dairies,
which tend to rely less on grazing and
feed more conserved forages than
smaller dairies.

Despite these problems, the dairy
industry remains the principal
agricultural enterprise on the Island.
However, milk production has remained
largely unchanged – meaning a
reduction in milk production efficiency
due to increased production costs, and
a significant reduction in pasture land in

Motivated by the need to reduce
reliance on concentrate feeds within
dairy farms, Dr Teodoro Ruiz at the
Mayagüez Campus of the University of
Puerto Rico set about investigating a
range of alternative forage crops that
could be successfully grown in tropical
conditions.
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In parallel with this work, his team has
also been evaluating the productivity
of Puerto Rican ‘pelón’ Holstein cattle,
when fed higher quality forages. ‘The
short-hair or “slick” gene found in these
animals provides them with greater
physiological tolerance to heat stress,’
explains Dr Ruiz. ‘We hope to determine
whether these characteristics could
make “pelón” Holsteins a part of the
solution to Puerto Rico’s static milk
production problem.’
Identifying Promising Forage Crops
The milk industry in the drier coastal
regions of Puerto Rico relies mostly on
low-quality bluestem grass for forage,
with fewer and smaller areas dedicated
to buffell, Bermudagrass and pangola
grass. However, despite climatic
limitations there is the potential to
produce high-quality forage in tropical
conditions. At the University of Puerto
Rico’s Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dr Ruiz and his team have been working
to evaluate alternatives to these lowquality forages, focusing on the legumes

Rhizome Perennial Peanut (RPP) and
perennial soybean, and the Pennisetum
‘maralfalfa’.
As part of this work, Dr Ruiz and his
colleagues have evaluated various
cultivars of RPP, finding it to have
excellent adaptability and yield
potential in the semi-arid coastal plains,
under irrigation. The variety ‘Henorico’ is
the tallest and most productive variety
evaluated by the team and the highest
yields for this variety exceed those of
most grasses grown in the area. Its
crude protein content is comparable to
that of imported alfalfa hay and exceeds
all local grass hays when evaluated at
the same maturity.
‘In terms of practicality, the
establishment of RPP is very labour
intensive, due to the fact that it must
be planted using rhizomes,’ says Dr
Ruiz. ‘However, subsequently, the
maintenance costs of established
stands are very low, and at our
Agriculture Experiment Station, the
RPP stands that we’ve planted have
remained productive for more than 15
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years, with very low management inputs
required.’
Unlike other legumes such as alfalfa,
RPP is persistent and productive under
a wide range of soil types. Moreover,
its production is environmentally
friendly because it requires little or no
chemical applications. Being a legume,
it does not require regular fertilisation
for sustained production, and for all
practical purposes, it is disease and pest
free under tropical conditions.
The research team has also identified
perennial soybean as a legume of
potential high-quality for use with dairy
cows in Puerto Rico, as it appears to
have excellent adaptability to the arid
southern coastal plain of the Island.
It can be harvested as hay or grazed,
and grows well in a variety of fertile
and unfertile clays and soils. It is also
a very drought-tolerant species and
recovers once favourable conditions
resume. However, it has a higher
demand for several nutrients, especially
phosphorus, potash and molybdenum,
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Most recently, efforts at the University’s dairy farm have
concentrated on mating through artificial insemination to
increase genetic diversity and study the potential for improved
milk production in these cattle. To increase the number of
these animals, Dr Ruiz and his team have been working with
two local dairymen who own registered ‘pelón’ Holstein bulls
and cows.
‘Genetic analysis has demonstrated that the University’s ‘pelón’
herd now has the best and most varied pool of all the herds
with identified ‘pelón’ Holsteins on the Island, with around 22%
of our herd having been identified as possessing the ‘pelón’
genotype,’ says Dr Ruiz. ‘Our study now aims to evaluate milk
production and the dry matter intake of these ‘pelón’ Holsteins
when managed both in a grazing system, and when subjected
to improved nutrition, to determine the breed’s response to
higher quality forage.’
The Future for Milk Production in Puerto Rico

than other tropical legumes and cannot tolerate very acidic
soils or waterlogged conditions.
In the team’s trials, maralfalfa produced large amounts of
edible dry matter and exhibited excellent digestibility. ‘Local
farmers have been utilising maralfalfa grass to feed their dairy
animals for several years without reliable research information,’
explains Dr Ruiz. ‘Its use and propagation have been motivated
by anecdotal information and testimonials from other dairy
farmers.’ As a result of their studies, Dr Ruiz and his team have
concluded that maralfalfa is a high-yielding grass, well adapted
to the tropical environment, and could serve as an alternative
to sorghum in dairy production systems in the Caribbean.
Developing Well-Adapted Dairy Herds
Alongside studying forage crops with the potential for
increasing milk production in Puerto Rico, Dr Ruiz and his team
have also been working to evaluate the possibilities of utilising
local ‘pelón’ Holstein cows to boost milk production on the
Island. The short-haired (‘slick’) genotype exhibited by ‘pelón’
cows was first identified around 20 years ago in Puerto Ricanbred Holsteins, and it is believed that this dominant gene was
introduced from Creole cattle many generations ago.
Initial data collected by the University of Puerto Rico research
team suggests that ‘pelón’ cows are better adapted than
traditional Holsteins to heat-stress conditions, under which
they show more efficient heat dissipation and lower rectal
and vaginal temperatures. In addition, genomic evaluation
has provided preliminary evidence of the superiority of ‘pelón’
Holsteins in terms of milk production and reproductive
performance over traditional Holsteins in the tropics.
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The work of Dr Ruiz and his team demonstrates that alternative
forage crops could play an important role in the future of dairy
farming in Puerto Rico. Indeed, to prevent future instability
within Puerto Rico’s dairy industry, Dr Ruiz believes that it will
be necessary to maximise the productivity and quality of local
forages, to reduce dependency on concentrates, and maximise
the efficiency of their use for milk production. ‘Establishing
a concentrate supplementation strategy that will allow for
efficient milk production by dairy cows grazing tropical forages
should maximise pasture utilisation, milk production, and
minimise concentrate intake,’ he says.
To develop such a strategy, his team’s next steps include
evaluating the impact of the high-quality forages that they’ve
identified on lactating cows on the Island. Dr Ruiz hypothesises
that the inclusion of high-quality tropical forages such as
Henorico RPP, perennial soybean and maralfalfa grass in
dairy cows’ diets could increase milk production by 5–10%.
He also expects a similar increase in milk production from
‘pelón’ Holstein cows, compared to traditional Holsteins. Such
changes could have positive environmental impacts, with lower
stocking densities being required to meet milk quotas, and land
being less intensively grazed. In addition, a reduced reliance
on concentrates for feed could mean less pollution of surface
waters, particularly in terms of phosphorus.
These combined positive effects on milk production and
the local environment mean that the team’s project has the
potential to generate the first improvements in the Puerto
Rican milk industry for more than 30 years, with further
widespread implications for other countries throughout the
tropics.
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PROBING THE LINK
BETWEEN PERINATAL
NUTRITION AND
PUBERTY IN CATTLE
For almost two decades, Dr Gary Williams and his graduate students
at Texas A&M AgriLife Research/Texas A&M University have worked
to unveil the mysteries of puberty in young female cattle. With this
research, Dr Williams and his former graduate student and current
faculty colleague, Dr Rodolfo Cardoso, have come to the realisation
that puberty is not only affected by events that take place a
few months beforehand, but it is also affected by events during
pregnancy and early development.

Timing of Puberty in Heifers
The age at which young female cattle
(heifers) become reproductively
active has major implications for
beef cattle production. Despite this
importance, a significant percentage of
heifers systematically fail to reach this
milestone in a timely manner and do
not deliver a calf at the required age of
two years. For this reason, researchers
are striving for a better understanding
of the mechanisms that control sexual
maturation of the reproductive axis – a
system involving several organs that
control the production of sex hormones,
eggs and sperm cells.
Puberty in female mammals – including
humans – is a highly complex and
intricate process involving the
maturation of hormonal signalling
pathways in a part of the lower brain
called the hypothalamus. For heifers,
productivity depends upon their ability
to become pregnant during their first
breeding season and to calve by about
two years of age.
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It is well established that puberty is
regulated by many different factors,
among which nutrition is a major
one. However, the exact ways in
which nutrition and metabolism
affect puberty remain unresolved.
For the past 20 years, this has been
the focus of research conducted by
Dr Gary Williams, based at the Texas
A&M AgriLife Research Station in
Beeville. For the last 10 years, his
work has been in collaboration with
former graduate student and current
colleague, Dr Rodolfo Cardoso, of Texas
A&M University-College Station. The
team’s research has been supported
continuously since 2000 by competitive
grants from the Agriculture and Food
Research Initiative of the USDA National
Institute of Food and Agriculture.
In earlier research, the Texas A&M team
and their collaborators showed that
feeding early-weaned heifers a highcalorie diet during the juvenile period
can significantly advance the onset of
puberty. In fact, the scientists found
that between 60 and 80% of heifers fed
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Elevated body weight gain during the
juvenile period inhibits NPY projections to
GnRH neurons in the hypothalamus
this diet between 4 and 8 months of age
reach puberty far too early (precocious
puberty), achieving sexual maturity
by 300 days of age. This is significantly
earlier than heifers fed a typical foragebased diet and occurs as a result of
effects on hypothalamic signalling
pathways that control the secretion of
essential hormones.

‘Much of the work we do has implications not only for livestock production but
also in the human biomedical field. If we can understand the nutritional and
developmental mechanisms that underlie the development of precocious puberty,
methods can be developed to achieve puberty in heifers that is neither too early nor
too late and avoid or minimise the occurrence of precocious puberty in girls.’

Yearling beef heifers at Texas A&M AgriLife Research Station, Beeville, TX

Heifer with cerebroventricle cannula for
measuring central concentrations of
leptin and NPY
The research team also detected
changes in expression of nearly 700
genes in the hypothalamus between
heifers on a low-calorie diet versus
those fed a high-calorie diet. These
include genes associated with appetite
and metabolism. In several genes,
they also found evidence of epigenetic
changes – alterations in gene expression
without any changes to the DNA itself.
‘We believe that these changes are longlasting because they are associated with
consistent physiological events that
occur only later in life and appear to be
imprinted in the genome,’ explains Dr
Williams.

Feeding heifers a high-calorie diet
continuously following typical weaning
at 8 to 9 months of age has been the
traditional approach used to speed up
the onset of puberty in heifers. However,
based on recent research from the
Texas A&M University duo, there may
be a better way to do it. To identify the
window in which such diets can most
effectively accelerate puberty onset,
the researchers compared nutritional
regimens involving alternating periods
of high- and low-calorie diets over four
10-week periods beginning at 4 months
of age. They called this regimen the
‘Stair-Step’ nutritional model.

remaining group was given the ‘StairStep 2’ (SS-2) nutritional regimen, which
followed the opposite sequence to SS-1.
The team’s results showed that
while heifers were more sensitive to
nutritional programming during early
calfhood (4–6.5 months of age; SS-1),
the frequency of precocious puberty,
an unwanted event, was quite high.
However, if the first period of highcalorie feeding was adjusted to the
period between 6.5 and 9 months of
age (SS-2), puberty was consistently
achieved by 13–14 months of age and
incidence of precocious puberty was
markedly reduced.

In their study, heifers were assigned
to groups of 10. One group was fed a
low-calorie diet, which promoted a
daily body weight gain of 0.5 kg, from
4 to 14 months of age. Another was
fed a high-calorie diet, promoting 1 kg
daily body weight gain, from 4 to 14
months of age. A third group followed
the ‘Stair-Step 1’ (SS-1) nutritional
regimen, which consisted of alternating
10-week periods of unlimited access
to high-calorie food, followed by a
forage-based diet with restricted access
(0.35 kg daily body weight gain) until the
heifers reached 14 months of age. The

According to Dr Cardoso, this means
that ‘functional alterations in the
hypothalamus during the early juvenile
period can program the timing of
puberty that occurs months later.’
There’s no reason to believe that a
similar feeding pattern wouldn’t work
in large-scale operations, giving cattle
producers a more cost-effective and
targeted approach.
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The Adipose-Derived Hormone, Leptin
Unsurprisingly, heifers with greater adipose tissue reserves
reach puberty earlier than those with less. It turns out that
the link between chunkier heifers and earlier puberty onset
is also not surprising, as a critical amount of fat is necessary
for adequate fertility. This idea had been around since 1950s,
but when the leptin gene was discovered in 1994, researchers
started getting a better understanding about how puberty
onset is regulated.
Leptin, a hormone produced in adipose tissue, seems to be the
link between nutrition and reproduction, as it plays a major role
in regulating energy metabolism and reproduction. In women,
for example, a drastic reduction in fat reserves can result in
adverse effects on reproduction that last until normal levels are
restored.
With respect to heifers, Drs Cardoso and Williams observed
a reciprocal relationship between leptin concentrations and
levels of a peptide hormone called neuropeptide Y (NPY for
short) in the brains of heifers. They also noticed a significant
increase in blood levels of leptin about 6 to 8 weeks after heifers
start consuming high-calorie diets, and this is accompanied
by a decrease of NPY in the brain. Since the effects of leptin
on the central nervous system are mediated largely by NPY,
greater levels of leptin and lower levels of NPY in the brain can
accelerate the onset of puberty.

To study this effect, the team developed a model to investigate
prenatal and early postnatal nutritional levels. They fed
pregnant cows bearing female foetuses various diets to achieve
thin, moderate or obese body conditions from 6 months of
gestation until calving. Heifer offspring were then assigned
randomly into two groups, to achieve either a low or high rate
of weight gain until they were 8 months old.
The team found that the most relevant effects involve calorie
restriction during gestation and the postnatal period. In both of
these scenarios, the researchers noticed significantly lowered
expression of genes for leptin receptors and transporter
molecules that transfer leptin across the blood-brain barrier
in heifers aged 8 months. ‘Our studies indicate that nutritional
imbalances during perinatal development lead to structural
and functional changes in the leptin-sensing neurons of heifers,’
says Dr Cardoso.
The Same Applies to Humans
All of the team’s work involves cattle and has a strong
agricultural focus, but the researchers are also aware that the
same principles apply to other species, including humans. For
young girls, the timing of puberty can be accelerated or delayed
by excessive or restricted food intake either while the mother is
pregnant or during early childhood.

‘Our findings in the bovine female support the notion that
nutritional regimens that promote accelerated rates of body
weight gain during juvenile development reduce overall NPY
levels in the hypothalamus by decreasing the number of NPY
neurons interacting with gonadotropin-releasing hormone
neurons in the hypothalamus, thus facilitating pubertal
maturation,’ explains Dr Williams.

‘Much of the work we do has implications not only for livestock
production but also in the human biomedical field,’ says Dr
Williams. ‘Precocious puberty in girls in developed countries
has become a major global problem. If we can understand
the nutritional and developmental mechanisms that underlie
the development of precocious puberty, methods can be
developed to achieve puberty in heifers that is neither too
early nor too late and avoid or minimise the occurrence of
precocious puberty in girls.’

Nutrition During Gestation

Challenges to Come

Although Dr Williams and Dr Cardoso had identified a ‘sweet
spot’ during the juvenile period for advancing the age of
puberty, they noticed that the actual onset of puberty was
still sometimes inconsistent, meaning that other factors
were at play. One of the factors that had not been examined
is the nutritional and metabolic status of the mother during
gestation.

When it comes to future challenges, Dr Williams and Dr Cardoso
want to continue exploring the impact of prenatal and postnatal nutrition in developing heifers. One of their team’s aims
is to detect changes in the expression of certain genes and
understand how those changes affect metabolism, both in the
short and long term.

This idea of a later event being affected by something that
happened during gestation is not new. For example, there is
mounting evidence in humans that a mother who experiences
starvation during pregnancy can lead to the child experiencing
cardiovascular problems later in life. These results show that
the perinatal period – late gestation and immediately after birth
– is susceptible to changes that are observed during adulthood.
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The researchers are also keen to determine whether these
nutritional effects can still be seen in future generations. This
may seem a little farfetched, but studies in numerous species
have shown that the impact of nutritional changes can be
spotted in subsequent generations. Some of these studies
will be challenging to replicate in cattle, but the results could
potentially have massive repercussions for animal health and
productivity.
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SOIL ANALYSIS PROVIDES
CLUES TO LIVER ABSCESS
CONUNDRUM
Liver abscesses can affect as many as nine out of ten cattle in
feedlots in the US, with detrimental impacts on animal wellbeing, performance, and consequently the economic value
of beef. Dr Clint Loest and his team from New Mexico State
University have been studying the reasons behind varying levels
of liver abscess in herds across the US, in an effort to find viable
alternatives to antibiotics for controlling these abscesses in
feedlot cattle.

As a result, one strategy that has been
used to control the incidence of liver
abscesses is to feed cattle less grain or
less processed grain, and to feed more
roughage – such as hay. However, this
has not always eliminated the liver
abscess problem, and around 77% of
commercial feedlot operations also
include the addition of an antibiotic in
cattle feed to reduce the prevalence of
bacteria that are known to cause liver
abscesses.

An Increasing Problem
Diseases in US feedlot cattle are of
major economic and animal welfare
concern, and each year cost the US beef
industry an estimated $600 million. Liver
abscesses in cattle are no exception,
with the most severe abscesses having
the potential to reduce the value of
beef carcasses by around $38 per
animal. In processing facilities, liver
abscesses introduce operational and
food safety concerns, including a
reduction in processing efficiency, lost
time as a result of offline stoppages,
and offal condemnation – as well as
the consumer risk associated with liver
abscess contamination of edible meat.
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Liver abscesses affect an average of
two in every ten cattle in US feeding
operations, with this number rising to
up to nine out of ten cattle in some
feedlots. Research has previously shown
that cattle fed diets high in processed
grain, such as steam-flaked corn, are
more likely to have liver abscesses.
The theory is that rapid fermentation
of high amounts of processed grains
in the rumen of cattle creates acidic
conditions, a situation termed acidosis,
which damages the lining of the rumen.
This results in ulcers, which allow
bacteria to pass into the bloodstream
leading to the liver, where they cause
abscesses to develop.
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Despite the use of antibiotics, a
recent ten-year report has indicated
an increase in the occurrence of liver
abscesses in specific regions of the US.
With growing pressure from consumers
and regulatory agencies to reduce the
use of antibiotic feed additives in food
producing animals, Dr Clint Loest and
his colleagues at New Mexico State
University have been investigating
viable alternatives to controlling the
development of liver abscesses in
feedlot cattle.
‘A promising alternative to antibiotics
is a vaccine that provides immunity
against the primary bacteria that causes
liver abscesses,’ explains Dr Loest.
‘Researchers have also studied the use
of essential oils, such as limonene,
direct fed microbials and yeasts to

‘Over the last ten years, there has been an increase in both the total and
severity of liver abscesses in feedlot cattle in the High Plains region of the US
including the Texas Panhandle, western Nebraska and western Kansas.’

control liver abscesses, but the results
have been variable.’ His team therefore
decided to focus their efforts on
understanding the factors affecting the
range and prevalence of liver abscesses,
and the dynamics at play during their
formation.
Differences in Distribution
The incidence of liver abscesses in cattle
feedlots is not uniform. ‘Over the last
ten years, there has been an increase
in both the total and severity of liver
abscesses in feedlot cattle in the High
Plains region of the US including the
Texas Panhandle, western Nebraska
and western Kansas,’ says Zeno Bester,
Dr Loest’s PhD student. ‘This increased
prevalence is sporadic and has not
been documented in other parts of the
country.’
However, liver abscess occurrence not
only varies by geographic area; research
also shows differences between cattle
breeds and within herds. ‘The incidence
of liver abscesses is greater in male
cattle than in heifers,’ says Dr Loest. ‘In
addition, Holstein cattle fed for beef
have more liver abscesses than beef
breeds.’

Indeed, the ten-year report shows
that while there was roughly a 30%
increase in liver abscess prevalence in
beef breeds between 2003 to 2013, in
Holstein cattle, the increase was much
more marked – rising from 12% to 55%
over the same period.
‘It’s previously been thought that the
greater amount of feed consumed
by male cattle versus heifers and by
Holstein cattle versus beef breeds can
cause digestive upsets and greater
acidity in the rumen, resulting in a
greater occurrence of liver abscesses,’
says Dr Loest. ‘However, other theories
could also explain these breed
differences – for example, Holstein
cattle exhibit different behaviours,
such as frequent grooming and
sorting of feed, which could result in
greater exposure to organisms in their
environment. They also drink more
water and consequentially have wetter
pens. And there’s anecdotal evidence
that an organism involved with liver
abscesses is a potential food-borne
pathogen, possibly of soil origin.’

weather and animal housing conditions,
could play a role in the development of
abscesses.
In fact, research carried out by the
team in 2016 challenges traditional
thinking around the connection
between acidosis in the rumen and liver
abscesses. The team’s data showed
that there was no association between
liver abscess incidence and the level
of rumen damage occurring as a result
of acidosis, suggesting an alternative
route of entry for liver abscess-causing
pathogens. The breed of cattle (Holstein
or beef breed) and the number of
days on feed (DOF) were shown to be
two key factors affecting liver abscess
occurrence.
Significantly, the results also showed
variation in liver abscess occurrence
and severity within feed yards – giving
credence to the theory that something
within the feed yard environment could
be having a significant impact on the
development of liver abscesses within
herds.

It was this latter theory, combined with
observations that the occurrence of liver
abscesses in cattle is seasonal, that led
Dr Loest and his team to hypothesise
that environmental factors, such as
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Soil Pathogens: The Missing Link
Previous research has found that indicator bacterial organisms
vary across the same feedlot, within pens and across different
feed yards, but soil pathogen load in feedlot pens as a
predisposing factor for liver abscesses had not previously
been investigated. Dr Loest and his team therefore decided to
explore a possible link between the microbial load and diversity
of feedlot pens and the bacterial species isolated from liver
abscesses and other sections of the gastrointestinal tract.
They collected more than 6,000 rumen epithelium and
abscessed liver samples from three commercial packing plants
in three different regions of the US, as well as soil and manure
samples from 83 different feedlot pens across 14 commercial
feedlots with different cattle breeds. In addition, they
recorded weather data from the closest weather stations and
information about the feeding areas.
‘Our findings from this study have been significant,’ explains
Dr Loest. ‘We have discovered that multiple bacterial species
found in the abscesses of livers are also prevalent in the
soil organic matter of animal pens. The prevalence of these
bacterial species in the pens not only differs among different
regions of the US, but also differs among pens of Holstein cattle
and beef breeds.’
Interestingly, the data from this study demonstrate that the
variation in bacterial populations in the pen soil organic matter
does not necessarily affect the bacterial diversity of the liver
abscesses, as the bacterial populations in the livers do not
appear to differ much between regions or breeds. However, the
data do show that the differences in bacteria found in the soil
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organic matter have an impact on whether the animals actually
develop liver abscesses, as well as how serious the abscesses
are.
The team’s discovery of a link between the bacteria found
in cattle liver abscesses and feedlot soil samples, and the
connection with the likelihood of disease occurrence, has
sector-wide implications for the beef industry. ‘These findings
could lead to the creation of management practices that
allow prevention or at least a reduction in the prevalence of
liver abscesses in cattle,’ says Dr Loest. ‘It means that industry
stakeholders and feedlot managers can start to develop
appropriate strategies to manage environmental and animal
housing conditions.’
If successfully implemented, any such strategies could negate
the need for the use of antibiotics or vaccines – providing
a much more sustainable long-term solution for the
management of liver abscesses, while concurrently assuaging
regulator and consumer concerns. It also provides feedlots with
a tool for managing risk in the event that an active component
such as tylosin phosphate (the main antibiotic used to protect
against liver abscesses) is prohibited from use in feedlot diets.
Dr Loest and his team’s research into investigating alternatives
to antibiotics for controlling cattle liver abscesses is among
a range of studies that will be at the forefront of work carried
out at a new Centre of Excellence in Sustainable Food and
Agricultural Systems, which is being developed at New Mexico
State University. Results such as those from this study support
the new Centre’s overall aim of building a sustainable, vibrant
food and agricultural economy in New Mexico through valueadded research and education.
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IMPROVING MILK QUALITY
FROM THE FARM TO THE TABLE
The US dairy industry has undergone major restructuring over
the past couple of decades, with growing herd sizes and an
increased reliance on labour from outside the family. These
changes have brought about new challenges to prevent infectious
diseases among cattle. To address these challenges, a team led
by Professor Ronald Erskine of Michigan State University created
a ‘hands on’ farm evaluation and an education program for dairy
veterinarians. Through this work, the team aims to improve dairy
food quality, sustainability and reduce antibiotic use.

Recent Changes in the US Dairy
Industry
The US dairy industry has undergone
a rapid change over the last quarter
of a century, with herd sizes and milk
production increasing. For example, the
average herd size on farms increased
from 72 cows in 1996 to 226 cows in
2014.
As a result of these changes, dairy
farms are relying more on workers
from outside of the family and
are increasingly diversifying their
employment practices by hiring
immigrants. Recent estimates suggest
that more than 50% of dairy farms
employ immigrant labourers, most of
whom are Spanish-speaking.
Barriers Between Farm Labour and
Management
The hiring of immigrant labour has
created a gap between the human
resource needs of dairy farms and
the capacity of farm managers to
address them. Often employer–
employee relationships become
strained because of cultural and
communication barriers between
native English-speaking management
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and non-native employees. Many dairy
managers also have limited human
resource knowledge and management
experience, leading to frustration with
protocol drift and a perceived lack of
engagement among employees.
Immigrant labour is heavily
concentrated in entry-level positions
on dairy farms, carrying out key
roles, such as milking, cleaning and
maintaining housing, and administering
therapies. The disconnect between
dairy producers and farm labourers can
negatively affect the daily routine of the
cows. For example, improper milking
decreases farm productivity, cow health,
and the amount of harvested milk.
Educating Dairy Workers
One major concern is that unskilled
labourers often carry out mastitis
control protocols. Mastitis is an
infectious disease in dairy cows and it is
usually caused by bacteria that inflame
the udders, reducing the quantity and
quality of the milk produced. Depending
on the severity of infection, some cows
with mastitis may require antibiotics
to recover, but milk from cows
treated with antibiotics is unusable.
Furthermore, the use of antibiotics in
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livestock is a contributing factor to the
rise of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
For these reasons, mastitis is not only
an important animal welfare and farm
productivity issue, but it is also a human
health and food safety priority.
Many dairy employees lack previous
farm experience, and employee
turnover rates are high on many farms,
as workers often find the manual work
difficult, especially if training is lacking.
Thus, there is growing recognition
in the dairy industry of the need for
training and education programs to
support dairy employees. Effective and

‘The cows know best about milking protocols, but how do we translate what
they’re telling us? How do we best use their insight? We should listen because the
conversation leads to better milk quality, safety and sustainability.’

consistent communication and training
are critical for the prevention and
control of mastitis, as well as sustaining
high milk quality standards.
The Quality Milk Alliance
The current situation in dairy
production in the US, and other parts
of the world, demands renewed efforts
to adapt to the changes in labour. In
recognition of this, Professor Ronald
Erskine of Michigan State University,
alongside collaborators from Michigan
State, Florida A&M, Pennsylvania
State, Mississippi State and Syracuse
Universities, established the Quality
Milk Alliance. The Quality Milk Alliance
is an integrated initiative that combines
education, research and extension, in
cooperation with and funding by the
USDA-National Institute of Food and
Agriculture.
Professor Erskine and his collaborators
developed the program in three phases.
In the first phase, the researchers
gathered information from dairy
farms. During phase two, they used
the information to design and test
the Quality Milk Alliance (QMA)
evaluation, a tool that can pinpoint key
opportunities to improve milk quality

on the farm. In the last phase, the team
created the Quality Milk Specialist
Certificate (QMSC) program. This is an
interactive education program to train
veterinarians how to implement the
QMA evaluation on dairy farms.
A Three-Tiered Approach
In phase one, the team sent a survey out
to 1,700 dairy farms across Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Florida during
the winter of 2012–2013. The survey
included questions relating to milking
systems, the environment in which cows
live and attitudes towards mastitis and
antibiotic use. To effectively evaluate
these farms, Professor Erskine and his
team wanted to look at every aspect of
the cows’ daily life.
After the survey, the team conducted
focus groups with farm employees
and managers. One goal of the focus
groups was to further flush out potential
issues in management–employee
communication and employee training.
‘Many surveys have asked dairy farmers
about what they believe about mastitis
and how to prevent this disease. But
little is known from the employee’s
perspective,’ explains Professor Erskine.
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The information collected from the
survey and focus groups was used to
create the QMA evaluation, which can
be used on farms to identify key areas in
management and protocols that could
be changed to reduce mastitis and
antibiotic use. The evaluation offers a
framework by which dairy farmers can
assess their current control practices,
such as how the cows are milked,
the equipment used for milking, and
the environment the cows live in. ‘We
wanted to develop an evaluation that
listens to the cows,’ states Professor
Erskine. ‘The cows know best about
milking protocols, but how do we
translate what they’re telling us?
How do we best use their insight? We
should listen because the conversation
leads to better milk quality, safety and
sustainability.’
Crucially, the QMA differs from other
on-farm evaluations because it includes
employee input and work conditions.
For example, what are opportunities to
improve training, feedback, ergonomic
conditions, and workload?
Once they had designed the QMA
evaluation, Professor Erskine and
his colleagues then gained feedback
from dairy producers, employees, and
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incentives and training. Professor Erskine explains that ‘as
dairy herd size increases, employees are under more duress to
effectively perform milking tasks and use more complex farm
technologies. Thus, they are in need of more in-depth training.’
Additionally, Professor Erskine contends that to effectively
manage mastitis, or any animal health issue on the farm,
farm owners need to implement the ‘human dimensions of
management’, such as incentives to motivate employees,
establishing effective communication and training workers,
and better ergonomic environments. This is necessary if dairy
producers are to recruit and retain good employees, which 99%
of herd owners said was ‘of critical importance’ in the survey.
veterinarians about the logistics and feasibility of applying it
on the farm. A panel of internationally renowned experts later
aided the team to improve and finalise the evaluation.
With the ‘finished evaluation’ in hand, Professor Erskine and
his team conducted a field trial to see if routine use of the
QMA evaluation and better educated farm workers reduced
rates of mastitis and antibiotic use among dairy cows. To do
this, the team enrolled 124 herds across Florida, Michigan,
and Pennsylvania for a 12–15-month period. Professor Erskine
explains that one of the primary goals of the project is to
understand the connection between the QMA evaluation and
employee engagement. ‘This will be a fundamental platform
from which to enhance better compliance with protocols on the
farm by improving employee willingness to be part of the farm
team,’ he states.
Finally, the QMSC education program was designed to
educate and train veterinary ‘amplifiers’ who would use the
QMA evaluation for on-farm analysis. The QMSC program
certifies veterinarians as ‘quality milk specialists’, so that they
can become proficient in applying the QMA evaluation and
make necessary reforms, such as training workers how to milk
properly. Also, veterinarians are encouraged to become the
‘on-farm science teachers’ for employees; not only training
HOW to do the protocols, but also teaching WHY the protocols
are important. Alongside the lack of scheduled time for
communication and feedback, employees in the focus groups
most often cited not knowing why the tasks they perform are
important as a leading cause of frustration. The QMSC program
consists of both online and hands-on modules.
Overview of Findings
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the team found that herds that
struggled with worker compliance over milking protocols
were more likely to have higher Bulk Tank Somatic Cell
Counts (BTSCCs). Somatic cell counts are a measure of the
number of white blood cells in milk – with higher numbers
indicating more cows with mastitis in a herd – and are thus
an important indicator of milk quality. The team found that
higher BTSCCs were also correlated with a lack of employee
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This is also a wish of employees, who expressed a strong desire
for more structured training and communication opportunities
between them and farm managers. Effective training and
feedback not only reduces the pressures they face when
preforming their tasks, but gives them a sense of respect for
the work they do. Professor Erskine suggests that employees’
knowledge of mastitis prevention lags behind that of managers,
despite the fact that they play a greater role in the critical work
of milking and maintaining cow health. For example, half of
the employees stated that they receive no education regarding
herd goals relative to mastitis and nearly three-quarters said
that they learned how to milk cows from fellow employees, or
‘on their own’. Ironically, nearly 90% of the managers believed
that they were the ones who provided their employees with
training. Professor Erskine and his colleagues assert that upskilling farm labourers will lead to better quality milk.
An important finding from the team’s study is that dairy
cows that are not milked properly not only have higher rates
of mastitis, but also decreased milk production. ‘This is a
novel finding from this project, suggesting that inadequate
pre-milking protocols may reduce milk yield by as much as 3
kilograms of milk during each milking,’ says Professor Erskine.
This decreases the sustainability and efficiency of dairy
production.
Impact of the Quality Milk Alliance
At the beginning of the project in 2013, the team launched
the Quality Milk Alliance website (qualitymilkalliance.com).
Since the website was launched, it has attracted an impressive
24,654 views, and the team has posted 64 articles and videos.
The Quality Milk Alliance team has also published 15 scientific
outputs in journals and proceedings.
Throughout the life of the project, the team has worked hard at
translating their scientific findings into practice. They are keen
to increase awareness of employee engagement by offering
workshops and seminars. As Professor Erskine states: ‘Our goal
is to provide information and advice to veterinarians, dairy
producers, dairy farm managers, dairy farm employees and
consumers.’
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
ADVANCING THE RURAL
VETERINARY POPULATION
Within the agricultural community, there is a great shortage of
veterinary professionals. This lack of ‘Food Supply Veterinarians’
(FSVs) creates risk for economic loss, public health concerns, and a
decline in animal welfare. Dr Melinda Frye, Dr Noa Roman-Muniz
and their colleagues at Colorado State University have developed a
program that aims to increase the number of practising FSVs. As part
of the program, these highly-trained professionals can more easily
integrate into the agricultural community, ultimately enhancing
animal welfare, food safety and farm profits.

Why are Numbers Declining?
Animal agriculture has been around
for over ten thousand years, resulting
in methods that are both efficient and
safe. As the global human population
continues to rise, the demand for meat,
dairy and eggs also increases. For this
reason, there is also a growing need
for qualified Food Supply Veterinarians
(FSVs), who are essential for the
production of animal products that are
safe, nutritious and ethically derived.
Despite the demand, becoming an FSV
appears to be losing its appeal. Though
many recognise the beneficial effects
of rural living on health and wellbeing,
fewer individuals are choosing to serve
rural communities due to financial,
personal and professional factors.
Though colleges of veterinary medicine
continue to recruit and admit livestockoriented students, once enrolled in the
program, individuals often gravitate
towards more lucrative and less
demanding professional roles. Even
for the small number of veterinary
students who choose to specialise
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in livestock, the challenges involved
in being an FSV can soon overwhelm
recent graduates. The rural lifestyle can
lead to professional isolation, and when
combined with financial worries, stress
and compassion fatigue, can result in
burnout and career change.
To address these issues, Dr Melinda Frye
at Colorado State University submitted
a proposal to the USDA National
Institute of Food and Agriculture
Veterinary Services Grant Program
(VSGP). The project, entitled ‘A holistic
approach to expanding rural veterinary
services and improving retention of
rural practitioners’, was funded at
$240,000 over four years. The work is
overseen by Dr Noa Roman-Muniz,
VSGP Coordinator, in collaboration
with partners within and external to
the university. The team takes a holistic
approach, combining education,
development schemes, and wellbeing
tactics. The VSGP not only increases
student interest in and preparation for
becoming an FSV, but also offers longterm support for veterinary graduates
once they have become practitioners of
the trade.
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Easing Financial Strain
Veterinarians, including those that work
with agricultural animals, have a lot of
expenses. After spending at least four
years pursuing a degree in veterinary
medicine in the US, most students
graduate with loans averaging $140,000.
Practicing veterinary medicine in a rural
setting is inherently less efficient, with
often long distances between clients
and more time devoted to animal
movement and restraint. Profitability
requires a proactive, strategic and
knowledgeable approach.
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To tackle this, Dr Frye recruited a
financial education specialist and an
expert in practice management to
mentor students on tactics specific
to rural veterinarians. In this aspect
of the team’s multifaceted program,
budding FSVs develop skills in personal
and business financial management,
practice management and business
planning. A particularly valuable
experience is a two-week externship
that allows students to receive intensive,
broad training in practice management
to include finance, cultural awareness,
communication and client recruitment
and retention. This is followed by an
on-site practice assessment using the
knowledge gained, and development of
recommendations based on findings.
Improving Communication Though
Language Training
Another serious problem within the
agricultural community in the US is that
English-speaking veterinarians often
cannot communicate effectively with
Spanish-speaking farm workers, putting
animal health and welfare at risk. Such
poor communication can also increase

the risk of injury for farm workers, and
the transmission of diseases between
humans and animals (called zoonoses).
Therefore, in partnership with the
Department of Languages, Literatures
and Cultures at Colorado State
University, the VSGP includes online and
in-person Spanish language training
focused on livestock practice. ‘To our
knowledge, CSU is the first of its kind to
partner with a department of languages
to realise a task-based Spanish
language program specifically for
students pursuing degrees in veterinary
medicine,’ says Dr Frye.
Within this scheme, veterinary students
and graduates may complete modules
in which they are taught Spanish
vocabulary and phrases that they are
likely to use when communicating with
Spanish-speaking farm workers. Topics
include worker safety, preventative
veterinary care and herd health, which
seek to enhance the FSV’s effectiveness,
reduce miscommunication and
strengthen partnerships.
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Although veterinary students have
a high course load, 92% stated that
it would be feasible to engage with
online courses during the semester.
Languages must be practised in order
to be retained, and the researchers
are hopeful that the students will
continue to apply and develop their
new language skills during their clinical
training, externships and working career.
Hands-on Learning
For students, learning through handson experiences within an authentic
work environment can greatly improve
engagement and knowledge retention.
Therefore, the VSGP implements a
large animal training scheme that may
be completed as part of a veterinary
degree, allowing students to develop
their livestock medicine, herd health
and data analytic skills while also
becoming integrated into a rural
community.
Dr Roman-Muniz has been forming
partnerships with numerous practising
FSVs and producers, who act as
mentors to students during experiential
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healthcare providers are few and a single problem in the
production environment can cause disease in both animals
and humans.’
Dr Frye and her colleagues within the UCSOM have developed
interdisciplinary seminars in which veterinary students and
medical students share different perspectives on common
challenges, enhancing understanding of broad issues in rural
health and promoting present and future partnerships.
Making Education Accessible
As mentioned earlier, isolation is a common challenge for rural
veterinarians and medical workers alike. Improved access to
educational opportunities has been identified as an effective
strategy in helping rural FSVs to gain relevant continuing
education.
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placements for 1st, 2nd and 3rd year students, and externships
for 4th year students. Dr Roman-Muniz and Dr Frye aim to
secure 20 trusted sites, allowing a greater number of students
to benefit from the valuable training experiences and form
professional and community relationships.
Travel to remote sites can require a significant financial outlay.
To make off-site training more feasible for future FSVs, a fund
is now in place to assist with travel, lodging and food expenses
associated with these valuable opportunities.
Building Interdisciplinary Bonds
In order to more effectively address the public health
responsibilities of the FSV profession, Dr Frye formed a
collaboration with the University of Colorado School of
Medicine (UCSOM). With a strong rural track program for
future physicians and additional programs in allied health,
the UCSOM is a natural partner in promoting interdisciplinary
collaboration within rural communities. A unique program
hosted by the UCSOM is the annual ‘Interdisciplinary Rural
Immersion Week’ for medical and other health profession
students. This experience allows students to spend a week
at a rural location, where they learn about various aspects of
personal, professional and community life.
As part of the collaboration, two veterinary students per year
now participate in the Interdisciplinary Rural Immersion Week.
In addition to gaining invaluable experience in public health
within a rural setting, the veterinary students’ involvement in
the experience also allows them to foster a sense of community
and build professional networks.
‘The partnership with the UCSOM is unique in helping
veterinary students to identify commonalities with their allied
healthcare professionals, and to appreciate the tremendous
benefit of interprofessional collegiality and collaboration,’ says
Dr Frye. ‘This is particularly relevant in rural settings, where
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In recognition of this, an aim of the VSGP is to provide
practising FSVs with opportunities for further education
through online learning activities. These educational modules
will focus on topics particularly relevant to rural veterinarians,
and allow long-distance acquisition of knowledge and skills
to enhance professional expertise, leading to a more highlytrained workforce. Topics include practice management,
nutrition, disaster planning and dairy calf management.
Wellbeing Services
Serving as a sole practitioner within a broad region is likely to
bring unpredictable working hours and continuous or frequent
on-call responsibilities. Compared to veterinarians in larger
communities, FSVs may experience isolation from colleagues
and mentors. Added to financial worries and the inherent
responsibilities of being a healthcare professional, these factors
can negatively impact wellbeing. In some cases, this may lead
to career changes that take individuals out of the rural setting.
For these reasons, Dr Frye recruited the Colorado State
University veterinary student counsellor onto the VSGP team to
develop wellbeing programs. These programs educate students
about resilience, compassion fatigue, self-care and risk factors
for mental health conditions, among other topics. Additionally,
future FSVs are introduced to resources that may be accessed
once established in a rural community.
Summary
Dr Frye and Dr Roman-Muniz have successfully integrated
innovative perspectives and resources in realising the aims of
the VSGP – a broad and multifaceted solution to a potentially
devastating dilemma. With continued program development,
the project team aspires to equip FSVs for personal and
professional success as they seek rewarding careers in service
to rural communities.
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ADBCAP: A HUMAN
APPROACH TO IMPROVING
BIOSECURITY
Foreign animal disease outbreaks in livestock systems have
far-reaching economic, trade and food security implications.
Biosecurity strategies can enhance the resilience of livestock
production; however, understanding the behaviors of people
involved in agriculture is critical – and more challenging. In a new
approach, an innovative US-wide project is integrating social
science, human decision making, economic and animal health
perspectives to target disease prevention.

The Scale of the Problem
Agricultural receipts for US beef, pork
and dairy products totaled at over 120
billion in 2018, and support around
one million domestic jobs in the US.
Given that over 25% of pork products
and 12% of beef produced in the US
are consumed abroad, any incident
that triggers trade barriers to US animal
products could have a rapid economic
impact.
Recent disease outbreaks in the US
illustrate how rapidly problems can
escalate, and just how far-reaching
the effects can be. One prominent
example is Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea
virus (PEDv), which was first detected in
May of 2013. Just one year later, more
than 6800 premises and 30 states had
reported cases of PEDv. Prior to that, in
2003, one case of Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE) in a cow in
Washington State triggered the closure
of export markets, which took seven
years to recover to pre-BSE volumes.
In the future, the livestock industry is
also likely to experience the impacts
of diseases that are not currently a

problem, as the changing climate
causes shifts in the movement of insect
and arachnid species that carry or serve
as vectors of disease.
With these impacts and future
challenges in mind, the imperative to
minimize losses from livestock disease
has widespread implications for
economic vitality, environmental health,
and food security in local communities
as well as around the world. The
accidental or intentional introduction of
a fast-moving disease such as PEDv, or
vector-borne disease such as Rift Valley
fever, requires a pre-planned national
industry-wide response.
A New Approach to Disease
Prevention
Besides the movement of animals
themselves, the movement of people
and equipment among livestock farms
is a primary route of transmission for
many highly contagious diseases.
Mitigation strategies to tackle disease
outbreaks go beyond ordinary
preventative measures, commonly
termed ‘biosecurity’. Strategies such as
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animal traceability, disease syndrome
reporting and analysis, and riskbased herd health management are
all promising ways to enhance the
resilience of livestock production.
However, the adoption of biosecurity
and additional disease mitigation
strategies that benefit the greater good
can prove challenging to implement at
the level of the individual production
unit. For biosecurity measures to be
effective, managers and owners of
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livestock businesses must be willing to
invest in biosecurity, and their workers
must be willing to comply. The human
aspects underlying the limited adoption
and implementation of effective
initiatives to reduce the impact of
animal disease or pest incursions have
not previously been well understood.
The need for a greater understanding
of the reasons behind this lack of
willingness to adopt or engage
in biosecurity strategies was a
key motivation underpinning the
initiation of the Animal Disease
Biosecurity Coordinated Agricultural
Project (ADBCAP), funded by the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
Led by Professor Julie Smith from the
University of Vermont, the ADBCAP
is a collaborative project involving
researchers from numerous universities
throughout the US, as well as a wide
range of stakeholders from within the
livestock industry.
Integrating specialists from a number of
different disciplines including veterinary,
animal and social sciences, the
ADBCAP team takes a multi-disciplinary
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approach to biosecurity. By taking a
human behavioral approach rather than
a disease-specific one, the team is able
to assess the human aspect of disease
prevention in livestock. Their goal is to
understand the barriers and incentives
to implementing biosecurity practices,
in order to facilitate the development
and adoption of practices and policies
that reduce the impact of new, emerging
or foreign animal diseases.
The team’s three key areas of focus are:
evaluating decision making and attitude
to risk using simulation and modelling
techniques; identifying the economic
factors at play in adoption of biosecurity
measures; and devising effective
methods of communication to enhance
biosecurity compliance. Many of the
techniques used by the researchers
are novel, such as the use of games
to assess the dynamics of decision
making, enabling them to determine
how farmers and producers would react
to disease or pest outbreaks, without
exposing animals to new infectious
threats.
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This holistic approach has provided
the team with an understanding of
the vulnerabilities within the current
system, enabling them to identify
practices with the greatest likelihood of
effectiveness. This means that focused
attention can be given to effect change
at these points through appropriate
communication strategies. As part
of their communication efforts, the
ADBCAP team has created a suite of
educational and outreach materials,
which draw on the research results and
lessons learned.
The project outcomes are intended
to foster attitudes and behaviors
that better protect animal health.
They provide policy makers and key
stakeholders with the resources and
knowledge required to motivate
increased adoption of biosecurity
practices. This, in turn, will protect US
livestock production and contribute
towards tackling the food security
challenge – both within the US and on a
global scale.

THE VIRTUAL FARM:
SIMULATING RISK
TO UNDERSTAND
DECISION MAKING
The widespread adoption of biosecurity strategies on farms can
prevent the spread of devastating livestock diseases, ultimately
saving the US billions of dollars in economic damage. However, the
factors influencing farm managers’ decisions to invest in biosecurity
have previously been poorly understood. To explore how farm
workers might change their attitudes regarding investment and
compliance with biosecurity measures, the ADBCAP team developed
an innovative range of modelling and simulation techniques as part
of an integrated decision support system.

A ‘Serious Game’ Approach
At an early stage in the ADBCAP,
research team members met with
industry stakeholders to better
understand how farm workers make
tactical and operational decisions
around biosecurity. A key outcome
of these meetings was an increased
awareness that compliance with
biosecurity protocols was a serious
problem.
To study how biosecurity decisions
are made in everyday on-farm
scenarios and how workers could be
encouraged to comply with protocols,
the team decided to use simulated
farm environments. Focusing on PEDv,
they developed ‘serious games’ to help
capture the operational compliance
dimensions of livestock biosecurity
systems and the tactical willingness
to invest in biosecurity, and integrated
the data within a wider digital decision
support system model.

The first set of games, the ‘Protocol
Games’, were designed to simulate
the tactical decision of whether or
when to invest in biosecurity practices
on a farm. The second set of games,
the ‘Compliance Games’, focused
on how individual workers comply
with expectations around biosecurity
measures.

During the Compliance Games, the
ADBCAP team gave participants a series
of tasks to complete within and outside
of a barn. A ‘dirty door’ and ‘clean door’
were options for entering or leaving the
barn, with points in the form of dollars
being awarded for both completing
the tasks and preventing infection
incursions.

During the Protocol Games, participants
were placed in charge of a swine
production facility under the threat of a
disease incursion. Similar to real world
dynamics, participants were asked to
make biosecurity investment decisions
based on different disease or biosecurity
communication strategies.

The Compliance Games attempted
to simulate the types of decisions
farm workers have to make on a daily
basis. Scenarios varied by the way
information about the threat of disease
was communicated, either through the
use of numbers, phrases or graphical
displays. Additionally, the team varied
how certain or confident they were with
the threat of disease information.

The Protocol Games sought to simulate
biosecurity investment decisions made
by owners or managers of production
units. The scenarios that participants
were exposed to were varied by
changing the information provided
about disease incidence and biosecurity
strategy responses to the threat of
disease.
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Not All Forms of Communication are
Equal
As might be expected, the results
from the Protocol Games showed that
willingness to invest in heightened
biosecurity increased with increased
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more risk-averse approach, what could
this actually mean for real-world disease
incidence?
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awareness of disease incidence in
the system. However, investment
in biosecurity measures actually
decreased with increased awareness of
biosecurity practices in place at nearby
facilities.
This suggests that policy makers aiming
to enhance industry biosecurity need
to think carefully about the messages
being communicated; based on
these results, the dissemination of
information about biosecurity practices
should not be encouraged. Conversely,
policies and practices that encourage
greater sharing of disease incidence
information should have greatest
benefit for protecting herd health.
The Compliance Games showed that
increased situational uncertainty
and increased risk were correlated
with increases in compliance
behavior. Increased uncertainty led to
greater compliance. This may seem
counterintuitive; however, when a
probability is less certain, the potential
for even higher rates of probability
are there – leading to increased risk
aversion.
The way in which messages were
communicated also had a big impact on
the level of compliance, with numeric,
linguistic and graphical messages
showing increasing efficacy respectively.
The research team also found evidence
for the concept of psychological
distance – the impact of the passage of
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time and the influence of experience.
Participants whose animals had recently
become infected because of their
choice to avoid using biosecurity were
approximately twice as likely to use the
shower facility compared to those who
were nearing the end of the experiment
and had not experienced an infection.
This evidence for psychological
distancing has profound educational
implications for the industry because
it reinforces the need for frequent
reminders.
The team also found that graphical
messages noting the inherent
uncertainties rather than numeric
best estimates of infection risk led to
the most reliable compliance across
the full range of game scenarios.
These results provide an insight into
the type of messages that should be
most effective in nudging behavior
towards more disease resilient systems.
Messages delivered using graphical
means to convey infection risk,
including risk uncertainty, delivered with
relatively high frequency to reduce the
psychological distancing effect, have
the potential to dramatically improve
biosecurity compliance on livestock
farms.
An Integrated Decision Support
System
If using the lessons learned in the
simulated farm environment can evoke
a shift towards farm workers taking a
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The ADBCAP team also used an AgentBased Model (ABM) to determine the
impact of increasing or decreasing
risk-aversion on PEDv disease incidence.
In this case, the team developed an ABM
that was capable of incorporating the
nuanced and sometimes non-rational
behavior of humans into a realistic
swine production environment at the
scale of states such as North Carolina
and Iowa. The team’s ABM used both
disease dynamics and algorithms
to incorporate human decisions –
integrating the results from the serious
games – to see what patterns of disease
transmission and impact may result
from interventions that could impact
the human decision-making process.
The researchers investigated the effects
of shifting fractions of hog producers
between risk tolerant and risk-averse
positions. The results showed that
if just 10% of producers change to
a risk-averse position, a significant
decrease in total disease incidence can
be achieved. For steeper decreases in
disease incidence, 37.5% of the model’s
hog producer population needed to be
risk-averse.
The integration of ABMs and serious
gaming into one common suite of
decision support tools is a multi-level,
multi-method approach to modeling
the swine industry – providing
industry leaders with increased
situational awareness. The combined
results from the serious games and
modeling techniques provide insights
into the links between risk attitude,
decisions related to biosecurity and
consequent spread of disease within
a livestock production system. If the
team’s recommendations pertaining
to the messages and methods of
communication are adopted, they could
have significant implications for the
levels of biosecurity compliance within
farming systems.

INCENTIVIZING
THE ADOPTION OF
BIOSECURITY
Industry-wide biosecurity is only as good as its weakest point, so
participation is key in providing continuity of business throughout
the supply chain. With this in mind, ADBCAP researchers carried
out surveys to better understand the economics of biosecurity
implementation, and how stakeholders at all stages of production
can be incentivized to invest in biosecurity.

Surveying the Swine Industry
Biosecurity is a key component of
the US swine industry’s Secure Pork
Supply (SPS) Plan, designed to provide
business continuity and protect
operations in the event of disease
outbreaks. No benchmarking of SPS
Plan biosecurity implementation had
previously been done. Therefore, in
collaboration with state pork producer
associations, ADBCAP researchers
conducted a comprehensive multistate survey of swine producers in
2017. Their objective was to determine
how individuals in the industry make
biosecurity investment decisions.
The results showed that the adoption
of SPS Plan biosecurity varies and is
affected by how feasible producers
believe implementation of each
biosecurity practice is on their
operation. The surveys also revealed
that producer demographics and
producer risk attitudes affect biosecurity
adoption – backing up the findings
from the experimental games and
modelling element of the wider ADBCAP.
Results also revealed that adoption of
biosecurity practices is overwhelmingly
complementary – suggesting that one
biosecurity practice likely increases the
efficacy of another biosecurity practice.

The survey also asked questions about
indemnity payments to find out what
role expectations over compensation
for losses as a result of disease
outbreaks had on decisions surrounding
biosecurity adoption. When the team
analyzed the data from the 2017 swine
producers survey, they found that
producers had widely different views on
what the likely government approach
might be to indemnity payments,
which in turn impacted their attitude to
implementing biosecurity policies.
Producers expecting conditional
indemnity payments, such as those
distributed during the US highly
pathogenic avian influenza outbreak
of 2014–2015, where payments were
made to those following recommended
biosecurity strategies, tended to exert a
more proactive biosecurity effort. The
survey showed that if indemnity policy
remains unconditional or unlikely to
be mobilized and well-funded, then
private, inner-industry factors such as
livestock prices would become the main
drivers of producer behavior. If market
prices are independent of biosecurity,
and a producer believes no indemnity
funds will be mobilized, then investment
will occur only if the difference in the
private disease-reducing benefits from
adoption is greater than the cost of
adoption.
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These findings highlight that
biosecurity-conditional indemnity
policies hold social value in aligning
disease effort, and that clear
communication of such policies could
have a positive impact on the adoption
of biosecurity measures – removing
uncertainty as to what the government
approach to indemnity payments might
be in the event of disease outbreak.
An Expert Opinion
ADBCAP researchers also analyzed
primary data collected from three
surveys distributed to pork, beef cattle
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and dairy industry experts in the US.
The results showed that the experts
surveyed believe that industry-wide
biosecurity investment aimed at
reducing major disease outbreaks
would likely bring benefits primarily
to downstream sectors in the supply
chain (e.g., retailers or packers), whereas
producers higher up the chain would
bear most of the costs. Thus, the reason
for insufficient biosecurity adoption
may reflect the fact that producers
lack economic incentives to further
adopt biosecurity measures. One
possible solution could be the creation
of additional economic incentives to
producers (e.g., cost-share programs);
thereby, increasing national adoption
that could benefit the whole supply
chain.
Another important result from the
expert surveys is that firms care about
their own risk reduction as well as their
neighbor’s risk reduction. In addition
to having altruistic motives, a producer
might also recognize that what helps
their neighbor’s operation also helps
their own operation.
In terms of communicating the risks
of not complying with biosecurity
measures, the survey results showed
that producing more educational
materials to explain disease risks
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and the benefits of risk-mitigating
biosecurity measures was the least
important factor for adopting new,
additional biosecurity measures. A
producer or neighbor having personally
experienced a major livestock disease
outbreak on their operation, a
producer’s view on their own likelihood
of experiencing disease based on their
current situation, and the producer’s
view on effectiveness in reducing major
disease risks were found to be the most
important factors.
Incentivization Is Not Straightforward
The ADBCAP researchers also looked at
the role of packers and processors in the
livestock biosecurity effort. They carried
out a simple survey of North America’s
packers and processors to identify
base perceptions, examine reactions to
hypothetical major disease outbreak
events and estimate willingness to pay
producers for livestock biosecurity.
Results showed that there was a
willingness to pay a premium for
livestock sourced from suppliers with
third party verified biosecurity practices
and therefore that there is likely a
role for more direct packer-producer
biosecurity incentives.
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The results of the ADBCAP team’s work
also demonstrates that private and
public considerations in managing
biosecurity practices are different. The
rationale behind the public decision
is to take action so that social benefits
outweigh social costs. However, what
is socially optimal is not necessarily
optimal for every individual within
the supply chain. Producers deciding
whether to invest will do so where
their benefits outweigh their costs, and
the decisions that they make will also
be reflective of changes in livestock
markets. Therefore, any incentivization
policy must take into account both
public and private considerations, and
the fact that the driving factors behind
decision making in both arenas will, by
their nature, be different.
Overall, the various surveys and primary
data collected by the researchers
demonstrate that the application of
biosecurity measures is a complicated
matter that differs among operations
due to a myriad of factors, and a onesize-fits-all educational and message
targeting effort will likely not increase
industry-wide biosecurity adoption. The
insights this research provides regarding
the complexities of biosecurity adoption
are vitally important to both educators
and policy makers.

CRISIS COMMUNICATION:
LEARNING FROM THE
PEDV EXPERIENCE
The PEDv outbreak of 2013/2014 devastated the US swine
population; however, without effective crisis communication,
its impact could have been much greater. The ADBCAP team
has studied how consistent messaging was achieved and how
the lessons learned could help to reduce the impact of future
disease outbreaks.

A Deadly Outbreak
At the height of the US Porcine Epidemic
Diarrhoea Virus (PEDv) outbreak, the
disease was killing as many as 100,000
piglets each week. This staggering loss
of animals caused historically high
prices for pork, with net annual losses in
the region of $900–$1.8 billion to the US
economy.
Creating an effective response to
crises such as this PEDv outbreak
requires a combination of research and
communication. Research is essential
for comprehending the nature of the
disease, how it spreads, how it is best
diagnosed and treated, and the best
means for eradicating it and preventing
its spread. The crisis communication
challenge is to translate this highly
complex research into instructional
messages that are understandable,
practical and compelling, so that
producers are motivated to take
appropriate action.
The rapid spread of PEDv during the
first months of the outbreak, its lethal
impact on farms and the novel and
initially puzzling nature of the disease,
made crisis communication very
difficult. The challenge was addressed
through the combined efforts of the

National Pork Board, the National
Pork Producer’s Council, the American
Association of Swine Veterinarians, local
veterinarians and other swine experts.
Combined, this group of specialists
responded to the unprecedented threat
of PEDv with an equally unprecedented
research and communication outreach
effort, helping to control the disease by
the end of 2014.
A Dominant Narrative
To understand exactly how those
involved in the crisis communication
effort achieved such effective messaging
around the PEDv outbreak, the ADBCAP
team conducted interviews with
13 professionals who were directly
responsible for responding to the
crisis and sharing the narrative with
stakeholders in pork-producing states.
The research team found that
ultimately, the swine industry gained
the upper hand on PEDv by making
communication a central feature
throughout the crisis. For this to
occur, the diverse group of scientists,
veterinarians and communication
specialists involved had to collaborate
rapidly to conduct research, translate
the research into practice and develop
consistent messages to compel the
swine industry to use a series of intricate
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biosecurity practices. Their response
was certainly speedy; initial essential
research was completed, translated and
communicated within 30 days.
Achieving consistency of
communication is more difficult when
multiple organisations are involved
in designing and distributing the
message, as was the case with the
PEDv outbreak. The research team’s
interviews showed that the PEDv
stakeholders recognised the need to
work together strategically to develop
convergent messaging and to determine
where and how pre-established
convergent beliefs needed to be altered.
They then worked collaboratively to
develop and distribute messages that
effectively countered those pre-existing
assumptions. The new convergent
messages were delivered to all parties
that could possibly contribute to the
spread of PEDv – including producers,
veterinarians, sale barns, truck drivers,
agencies and farm workers.
In terms of communication methods,
the interviewees explained that those
involved were able to capitalise on
a pre-established communications
network that existed in the industry, to
share their consistent and coordinated
dominant narrative. This included
weekly conference calls involving 30
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key members of the research and
communication networks, the National
Pork Board website, and producer and
veterinarian magazines and journals.
The crisis communicators’ efforts were
helped by the fact that these networks
had already established themselves
as credible information resources.
Because they were already perceived as
trustworthy by their target audiences,
the new convergent messages were
believed.
Planning for the Future
The analysis carried out by the
University of Central Florida team shows
that ultimately the success of future
disease outbreak communication relies
on the ability of a collaborative team
of stakeholders to generate effective
instructional messages for producers.
The PEDv case also suggests that the
swine industry team’s willingness to
let go of previously held assumptions,
expedited their movement towards
developing and then distributing an
accurate dominant narrative.
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The team also concluded that the
cohesiveness of the industry and
effective pre-crisis planning contributed
to their success. In addition, participants
emphasised how the adaptation of
crisis plans that were already in place
for other diseases were helpful in
addressing PEDv. Crisis communicators
were also undoubtedly helped by
having abundant resources at their
disposal, but the project team suggests
that even where resources are lacking,
collaborative alliances could be
discussed as part of pre-crisis planning.
Work done to foster inter-organisational
collaboration and create a reliability
culture in advance of a full-blown crisis
provides opportunities to develop
successful convergent messaging and
the networks required to communicate
effectively during a crisis.
Although all participants in the team’s
study praised the way research was
completed rapidly and then proficiently
translated into recommended actions,
the respondents involved did note some
weaknesses that could be addressed
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in future disease outbreaks. The team
noted that recommendations for action
merely told workers what to do, without
providing other important educational
details needed to encourage
compliance. Several interviewees
recommended that further attention be
devoted to improving the instructional
impact of message sharing to prevent
unnecessary biosecurity breaches.
With growing global concerns about
diseases in animal and human
populations, this study provides
the wider livestock industry with an
important resource to help further
develop and hone proactive crisis
communication best practice strategies.
Indeed, the research team concludes
that any time spent now considering the
challenges of maintaining biosecurity
during a future crisis can be considered
time well spent.

Meet the researchers

Dr Julia M. Smith
ADBCAP Director, University of
Vermont
Dr Julie Smith has a DVM and PhD from
Cornell University, and is now a research
associate professor in animal and
veterinary sciences at the University of
Vermont. Her key areas of focus include
biosecurity and agricultural emergency
management – making her well placed
to direct the ADBCAP. Dr Smith has
also conducted training for livestock
producers and community members
on the risks posed by a wide range of
animal diseases.
E: Julie.M.Smith@uvm.edu
W: https://agbiosecurityproject.org

Dr Scott C. Merrill
University of Vermont
Dr Scott Merrill is a research assistant
professor at the University of Vermont,
focusing on the dynamics of change
within pest-crop agroecosystems.
As part of the ADBCAP, Dr Merrill has
used experimental gaming as a novel
technique for collecting data to examine
human decision making in agricultural
systems. An important part of his
research work involves the creation of
applicable and predictive models to
inform suggested best management
practices.
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Dr Timothy L. Sellnow
University of Central Florida
Dr Timothy Sellnow is a professor
of strategic communication at the
University of Central Florida. A key area
of Dr Sellnow’s research is pre-crisis
planning and strategic communication
for risk management and mitigation. His
work as part of the ADBCAP has involved
evaluating crisis communication
strategies in the US livestock sector. Dr
Sellnow has also conducted funded
research for a range of US government
agencies and served in an advisory role
for the World Health Organisation.

Dr Deanna Sellnow
University of Central Florida
Dr Deanna Sellnow is a professor of
strategic communication and assistant
director of the Communication
Department in the Nicholson School
of Communication and Media at
the University of Central Florida.
Dr Sellnow’s key areas of research
for the ADBCAP focus on crisis and
instructional risk communication. She
has also carried out funded research for
a number of key governmental agencies
including the Department of Homeland
Security and the US Department of
Agriculture.
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Dr Gabriela Bucini
University of Vermont
Dr Gabriela Bucini has a PhD in
ecosystem ecology and is now a
post-doctoral researcher in the Plant
and Soil Science Department at the
University of Vermont. Her research for
the ADBCAP has focused on developing
agent-based models depicting the hog
industry, including the integration of
experimental gaming data into these
models. Through this project, she
seeks to reduce the impact of potential
emergent diseases on herd health.

Dr Glynn Tonsor
Kansas State University
Dr Glynn Tonsor is a professor in the
Department of Agricultural Economics
at Kansas State University. Dr
Tonsor comes from a swine farming
background in Missouri and has broad
research interests spanning issues
throughout the meat supply chain.
Through active research, outreach with
industry and first-hand knowledge of
livestock production, Dr Tonsor has
gained economic expertise in an array
of meat-livestock industry topics of
global importance. His work for the
ADBCAP focuses on the economics of
risk perception and biosecurity.

Dr Lee L. Schulz
Iowa State University
Dr Lee Schulz holds a PhD in agricultural
economics from Kansas State
University, and is currently an associate
professor in the Department of
Economics at Iowa State University. Dr
Schulz grew up on a diversified crop and
livestock farm in central Wisconsin, and
his integrated extension, research, and
teaching program provides leadership
in the study of critical problems facing
the livestock industry. His work for the
ADBCAP looks at the economics behind
compliance with and implementation of
biosecurity policies.
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Dr Christopher Koliba
University of Vermont
Dr Christopher Koliba is a professor
in the Community Development and
Applied Economics Department at the
University of Vermont. He is also the codirector of the Social Ecological Gaming
and Simulation (SEGS) lab, which has
played a key role in the modelling
and simulation aspect of the ADBCAP.
Dr Koliba’s research interests include
environmental governance, community
resilience and network performance
and accountability, with applications
including water quality, food systems
and emergency disaster response.

Dr Asim Zia
University of Vermont
Dr Asim Zia has a PhD in public policy
and is a professor of Public Policy and
Computer Science at the University of
Vermont. He is co-director of the Social
Ecological Gaming and Simulation
(SEGS) lab, a fellow of the Gund Institute
of Ecological Economics and a senior
research fellow with the Earth System
Governance Project. His research
interests include complex systems
modelling, computational policy
analysis, coupled natural and human
systems and social ecological systems.

Dr Eric Clark
University of Vermont
Dr Eric Clark received the first PhD in
Complex Systems and Data Science
from the University of Vermont. He is
now a postdoctoral researcher in the
Department of Plant and Soil Science
and supports the Social Ecological
Gaming and Simulation (SEGS) lab.
Dr Clark plays a key role as a data
scientist with the ADBCAP. His research
interests include network theory, social
contagion, computational linguistics,
machine learning, evolutionary
algorithms and complex systems.

ENSURING FOOD SAFETY
OF PASTURE-RAISED
CHICKEN
Pasture-raised chicken is viewed as a more ethical option compared
to that reared in overcrowded barns. However, pasture-raised
birds are more likely to come in contact with bacterial pathogens
that can be dangerous to consumers. Dr Michael Rothrock and
his colleagues, at the Egg Safety and Quality Research Unit of the
United States Department of Agriculture – Agricultural Research
Service, investigate how environmental factors can lead to the
contamination of pasture-raised chicken with harmful bacteria.
Through their research, the team hopes to find ways of ensuring the
safety of this popular food.

Potential Effects on Public Health
Pasture-raised chicken meat is
becoming increasingly popular,
primarily due to a greater concern
for animal welfare. Rather than being
confined to overcrowded barns,
pasture-raised chickens are allowed to
roam on pastureland, where they are
free to express their natural behaviours,
such as scratching, foraging and
dustbathing.
However, due to the fewer management
controls of pasture-raised chickens –
including exposure to wild birds and
weather – there is a higher risk of birds
contracting bacterial pathogens when
compared to conventional farming
systems. Pathogens such as Salmonella,
Campylobacter, Listeria and E. coli are
of great concern in the poultry farming
industry, as they can remain in the
meat and cause consumers to become
extremely ill with food poisoning.
Symptoms of food poisoning vary
widely, depending on the bacteria
present, but can range from mild

stomach problems, such as vomiting
and cramps, to serious infections
that lead to permanent neurological
issues. The World Health Organisation
estimates that 600 million people –
about 1 in 10 people – suffer from food
poisoning every year, with around
420,000 fatalities. Foodborne illnesses
are particularly dangerous for children
and elderly people.
Despite the enormity of this public
heath issue, Dr Michael Rothrock of the
United States Department of Agriculture
noticed that studies investigating
the impact of environmental factors
on infection rates in pasture-raised
poultry were scarce. Therefore, over
a series of studies, his team explored
how several factors, including weather,
diet and management practices, can
influence the susceptibility of pastureraised chickens to become infected
with a foodborne pathogen, such as
Salmonella, Campylobacter, Listeria or
E. coli.
Dr Rothrock explains that a thorough
understanding of the factors leading to
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poultry meat contamination is essential
to ensure the safety of these products
when sold on the market. ‘Therefore,
we have been focusing on the pastured
poultry model of chicken farming, with
a specific focus on changes throughout
the farm to fork continuum and how it
impacts food safety,’ he says.
Antibiotic Resistance
Dr Rothrock and his colleagues began
by analysing antibiotic resistance in
foodborne pathogens. To do this, they
isolated Salmonella, Campylobacter,
Listeria and E. coli from live animals
and carcasses, from 15 flocks in six
antibiotic-free, pasture-raised chicken
farms.
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Although no antibiotics were used on
the farms, the researchers found that
numerous animals carried bacteria
that were resistant to three or more
antibiotics, meeting the definition
of multidrug resistant bacteria. The
team found an extremely complex and
dynamic antibiotic resistance pattern.
Even within the same animal, bacterial
profiles from different locations were
very different.
Dr Rothrock explains that the main
lesson from this study is the need
to take this bacterial variation into
account in future studies. ‘Although this
is a limited study related to a specific
alternative animal production system,
the results demonstrate the necessity
of including background resistance
assessments in future studies,’ he states.
Microbiome and Immunity
A second factor affecting foodborne
pathogen prevalence on farms is
the birds’ gut microbiomes – the
communities of bacteria living within
the intestines of the chickens. Just
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like in humans, the gut microbiome
is known to affect many different
functions in chickens, including nutrient
utilisation, as well as resistance to
infection.
To test the importance of this factor, Dr
Rothrock and his team analysed fecal
and soil samples collected from two
farms raising the same breed of chicken
with the same diet. Unsurprisingly,
the same main groups of bacteria
were found in all animals from both
farms: Firmicutes, Proteobacteria,
Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes,
which are all known to dominate the
microbiomes of chickens.
Within these groups, however, the team
found significant differences in certain
bacteria between the farms, suggesting
that even small differences in the birds’
environment were enough to create
different microbiomes. ‘Although both
farms in this study raised the same
chicken breed fed the same diet, each
pastured poultry farm possessed their
own ecology that shapes the structure
and composition of the poultry-related
microbiomes,’ says Dr Rothrock.
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When it came to foodborne pathogens,
his team isolated Listeria in only a few
animals, and Salmonella from a single
sample. However, they discovered
Campylobacter and E. coli in all samples,
demonstrating the resilience of these
bacterial pathogens in different
environments.
Curiously, while there were signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in the microbiomes between
the farms from live birds and those that
were recently slaughtered, the ﬁnal
microbiomes (measured after storage)
were more uniform between farms.
This was rather unexpected, not only
because the birds’ microbiomes had
been different up to this point, but also
because each farm used a different
method of storing the carcasses: one
of the farms stored carcasses at 4°C for
one day; while the other stored them
at −20°C for two weeks. Dr Rothrock
expected that the difference in storage
temperature (refrigeration versus
freezing) would affect the bacteria that
were present, but it did not.
This resilience to change at this stage
led the research team to speculate

about a core microbiome that cannot be changed regardless
of the procedures used. However, further research is needed to
explore this idea.
The Impact of Diet
A third factor that the team investigated is diet. In both
conventional and pasture-raised farming systems, most poultry
feeds use soybean as a main source of protein. There are
certain compounds in soy that are believed to be beneficial for
human health, but in recent years, soy-based products have
become slightly controversial with many consumers. One of
the reasons is an increase in allergy cases, while another is the
unsustainable farming practices that are often used to grow
soybean crops.

‘Our data suggest that replacing soy with peas in the
production of pasture-raised chickens is a viable strategy for
producers,’ says Dr Rothrock. ‘Not only does such a dietary
switch appeal to a niche of potential consumers, but it also can
reduce the presence of important foodborne pathogens in the
ﬁnal product presented to consumers.’
Rain or Shine
Finally, the team investigated the influence of weather on the
prevalence of dangerous foodborne pathogens. Although
pasture-raised chickens are exposed to the elements on a daily
basis, there have been very few studies exploring how variables
such as temperature and wind affect levels of pathogens in
these birds.

Therefore, many consumers are now demanding soy-free
products, and this extends to chickens fed a soy-free diet. To
test the merits of this approach, Dr Rothrock and his team
designed an experiment to compare two different formulations:
a traditional soy-based diet and a pea-based diet. Again,
the researchers collected samples at several stages of the
production chain, starting with the live birds all the way
through to the processing and storage stages.

To address this shortfall, Dr Rothrock and his team decided
to compare how certain meteorological conditions related
to levels of Listeria in soil and fecal samples in pasture-raised
chicken farms. Out of a long list of variables, the team found
that humidity, temperature and wind were most strongly
related to levels of Listeria. The team found that even at
temperatures as low as 1–2°C, it was still possible to find this
pathogen.

The team found that diet appeared to have a great influence
on the microbiomes of the birds. Compared to chickens fed
a soy-based diet, the researchers noticed reduced levels of
the pathogen Campylobacter in birds fed the pea-based diet.
Given that the use of antibiotics in human food production
is increasingly frowned upon, controlling this dangerous
pathogen through simple diet modification could represent an
excellent strategy for ensuring food safety.

‘The generated models present meteorological factors that are
predicted to increase the likelihood of Listeria contamination
in the environment of pastured poultry farms,’ says Dr
Rothrock. ‘The findings can assist farmers and risk managers in
important variables to account for to reduce the risk of Listeria
contamination in the environment of their farms.’

A possible explanation for this effect relates to the production
of mucin in the intestinal tract of the birds. It turns out that peabased diets do not promote the secretion of mucin as much
as a soy-based diet, which is essential for the survival of this
pathogen in the poultry gut.

As pasture-raised chicken meat continues to increase in
popularity, there is a need to develop new management
approaches to reduce serious illness and mortality associated
with foodborne pathogens. Understanding the factors that
affect levels of these pathogens – such as diet and weather – is
the first step on this journey.
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iAMResponsibleTM:
EDUCATING FOOD
PRODUCERS & CONSUMERS
ABOUT ANTIMICROBIAL
RESISTANCE
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR), the acquired ability of
microorganisms to withstand the effects of medications used to
treat them, is a serious and growing threat to public health. In
collaboration with experts from various US institutions, Dr Amy
Schmidt at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln has developed a
program called the iAMResponsibleTM Project, aimed at educating
consumers, agricultural producers and others on the risks
associated with AMR, as well as strategies to mitigate these risks.

Antimicrobial Resistance
After the introduction of antibiotics in
the early 20th century, most infections
caused by bacteria became easily
treatable. However, the effectiveness
of antimicrobial medications can no
longer be taken for granted, due to
the rise of a phenomenon known as
antimicrobial resistance (AMR).
AMR occurs when microorganisms, such
as bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites,
become immune to the effects of
antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals,
and other medications used to cure
infections. Microorganisms that have
become resistant to antimicrobial
medications, often referred to as
‘superbugs’, can be very dangerous.
This is because when a pathogen
causing an infection becomes resistant
to common treatment strategies, the
infection becomes very difficult, if not
impossible, to cure. Infections that are
typically curable can then become life
threatening and even spread across

entire populations, causing widespread
morbidity and mortality.
Over the past decade or so, AMR
infections have been rising at an
alarming rate. In the US alone, these
infections are now the cause of
approximately 23,000 deaths every year;
worldwide, at least 700,000 die each
year of drug resistance in illnesses, and
this number is expected to rise to over
10 million by the middle of the century.
Researchers have identified ways in
which AMR infections are commonly
transferred among humans, as well as
specific activities that can contribute
to their proliferation. Humans can
also contract AMR infections from
contaminated foods.

at increasing people’s understanding of
AMR, while also encouraging them to
take action in order to mitigate its risks.
The project is led by Dr Amy Schmidt,
an associate professor at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln who has been
researching AMR for several years.

Educating people about AMR, its risks,
and how to mitigate its impact, is a
crucial first step in trying to prevent the
proliferation of these infections. With
this in mind, experts from multiple US
institutions have been collaborating on
a project called iAMResponsibleTM, aimed

iAMResponsibleTM
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The iAMResponsibleTM Project is a
nationwide outreach initiative aimed
at conducting research into AMR and
disseminating reliable information
about its underlying mechanisms,
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its risks, and how to diminish its impact. Dr Schmidt started
working on the project in 2017, with the goal of establishing a
mechanism to continuously share information with consumers
and producers that would improve their understanding of AMR.
‘Efforts like ours are intended to affect knowledge about AMR,
what it is, how it occurs, what actions have an impact on
it, motivating individuals to adopt practices that ultimately
help reduce the incidences of AMR infections and preserve
the efficacy of antibiotics and other antimicrobials for
continued use,’ says Dr Schmidt. Dr Schmidt’s hope is that
the iAMResponsibleTMplatform will become a reference
for individuals and organisations seeking research-based
information about AMR.
The project’s key goals are summarised in the tagline
‘Understand. Adapt. Preserve.’, which entails that in order
to tackle AMR, one has to understand what it is and why it is
concerning, change behaviour to minimise risks and preserve
the efficacy of antibiotics for treating infections in the future.
The project involves a large network of collaborators from
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, the US Department of
Agriculture, the University of Maryland, and other institutions.
Dr Schmidt has been focusing on the outreach and extension
aspect of the project, which is aimed at delivering reliable
information about AMR to food producers, policymakers,
medical professionals, and general members of the public.
‘We have branded our outreach effort as the iAMResponsible
Project to encompass the idea that everyone has some
responsibility in reducing the growing health crisis caused by
resistant organisms,’ says Dr Schmidt.

TM

Outreach and Extension

crop production, food safety, and other areas affected by AMR.
The findings gathered by these researchers are then shared on
the project’s Twitter and Facebook accounts.
‘Our goal is to link any piece of information we share through
social media or our website, which is currently under
construction, to published, peer-reviewed research supporting
it,’ Dr Schmidt explains. ‘This is extremely important to us,
because so much information people share and receive these
days is taken as fact without considering the evidence that may
or may not exist to support it.’
Dr Schmidt and her colleagues believe that disseminating
research-based information about AMR could increase people’s
awareness and strengthen their knowledge, allowing them to
make informed choices. For instance, a recent study released
a few weeks ago shows that antibiotic resistance genes are not
only transmitted from livestock or pets to humans, but also vice
versa.
Study findings suggest that a poor quality control of medicines
can be a further factor contributing to the rise of AMR infections.
If a specific dose of medication prescribed to cure an infection
is of sub-par quality, for instance, the treated bacteria could
survive and potentially develop resistance to the drug.
Taking Action
A key part of the iAMResponsibleTM Project’s mission is to inform
people about simple actions that can help mitigate the risks of
AMR. For instance, research suggests that washing our hands
frequently can reduce the risk of spreading AMR infections. ‘One
of the simplest ways to reduce risk is to practice good hygiene,’
says Dr Schmidt. ‘Washing hands, covering sneezes and
coughs, covering wounds while they are healing, can all reduce
transmission of infectious germs.’

One of the key achievements of the iAMResponsibleTM Project to
date has been establishing a network of professionals across
the US with expertise in various aspects of livestock production,
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Further recommendations include washing fruits and
vegetables well, keeping raw meats separate from cooked
foods, and avoiding food that is at higher risk of carrying
bacteria, such as raw meat, raw fish, and unwashed vegetables.
Another action that can help to mitigate the risks of AMR is
learning when antibiotics are needed and when they are
not. Interestingly, the World Health Organization reports that
approximately 30% of antibiotic prescriptions written every
year are unnecessary. This is concerning, as any interaction
between bacteria and antibiotics generates conditions for the
bacteria to become resistant to the medication used.
‘One example of taking an antibiotic incorrectly is when it is
taken for a viral infection,’ Dr Schmidt explains. ‘Antibiotics do
not work against viruses, so the antibiotic being introduced to
the body is not treating the virus causing the infection, but is
still interacting with bacteria in the body.’
When someone is prescribed antibiotics, it is also important for
them to take the entire prescription as directed by the doctor.
In fact, interrupting treatment before the bacteria have been
eliminated can actually strengthen these bacteria and make
them more resistant to that specific medication.
Another phenomenon contributing to AMR is the growing
trend of self-medication with antibiotics. While many countries
have laws that restrict antibiotic sales without a prescription,
self-administration of antibiotics occurs in all countries. It is
particularly concerning in those countries where the practice
remains legal or poorly enforced. Internet vendors selling
antibiotics without a prescription are numerous and many
appear willing to sell their medications to clients in countries
where this practice is forbidden. ‘Unnecessary dispensing of
antimicrobials for both human and animal treatments needs
to stop and new diagnostic tools that can help determine the
most effective treatment for an infection are needed, as well as
quality assurance of medications and regulations for antibiotic
distribution, quality and use,’ she adds.
Using vaccinations to prevent infections that would otherwise
be treated with antibiotics, such as tetanus and whooping
cough, can also diminish interactions between bacteria and
medications, thus reducing the chances of bacteria becoming
resistant.
A final action that can mitigate the risks of AMR is practicing
safe sex. Several sexually transmitted diseases (chlamydia,
gonorrhoea and syphilis) are treated using antibiotics, and
some of these bacteria have developed resistance to multiple
drugs typically used to eliminate them. Having protected sex
can reduce the risk of spreading superbugs associated with
sexually transmitted diseases across entire populations, which
can have serious consequences if left untreated.

Reducing AMR Infections
Reducing the proliferation of superbugs will most likely be
a challenging endeavour, requiring action from all parts of
society. However, projects such as the iAMResponsibleTM Project
are a valuable first step in helping to strengthen awareness
about this phenomenon and encourage the change necessary
to address it.
Dr Schmidt explains that a further necessary action to tackle
AMR will be the development of new antimicrobial medications
or alternatives to antimicrobials. Methods to identify sources of
new antibiotic compounds may need to improve as the process
becomes more scientifically complex. Further, regulatory
barriers to antibiotic development and testing through
clinical trials appears to be a hinderance to scientific research.
Perhaps most important are the economic barriers to new
antibiotic development. With extensive research and clinical
trial requirements, and the relatively low price of antibiotics
compared to other life-saving drugs, it is sometimes financially
infeasible for pharmaceutical companies to invest in antibiotic
development. Again, this demonstrates the broad spectrum of
contributors who share in the responsibility for addressing AMR.
Dr Schmidt and her colleagues are continuing to conduct
research about AMR, while also disseminating their findings
and trying to establish their platform as a recognised source of
research-based information.
‘Whether research results are generated by the current teams
with which I am working or by other researchers around the
world, we are eager to share them through our project,’ says Dr
Schmidt. ‘Often, scientific information circulated online is not
based on peer-reviewed and published research, hence we are
very focused on ensuring that we only share information that
comes directly from scientific research.’
Dr Schmidt and her colleagues are also creating a university
course that can be delivered at multiple institutions, which is
designed to educate new generations about AMR. The course
will be delivered for the first time in the spring of 2020, with
students attending weekly web-based lectures delivered by
experts from universities, government agencies and healthcare.
After completing the course, participants should be able to
define AMR, its potential sources, and its risks. They should also
know how to easily locate and critically review research-based
resources about AMR, identify commonly used antimicrobials,
and describe behavioural changes that can mitigate the rise of
AMR infections.
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since 2012. She holds a BS and MS in Agricultural Engineering
from Iowa State University, as well as a PhD in Biological
Engineering from Mississippi State University. Before she started
working at UNL, Dr Schmidt was first an extension faculty
member at the University of Missouri-Columbia and then at
Mississippi State University. Over the course of her career,
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outreach in the fields of agricultural and biological engineering,
specifically focused on livestock manure management. Her
key areas of expertise include nutrient and contaminant fate
and transport, soil health, and water quality. Dr Schmidt has
served her profession on a variety of committees, including
the National Pork Board Environmental and Swine Educators
Committees, as a member and leader of National Institute for
Food and Agriculture (NIFA) multi-state engineering research
committees and American Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineers (ASABE) technical committees, and as an associate
editor for the journal Transactions of the ASABE. She has
presented her work at numerous conferences and has also
received a number of honours and awards, including the
Nebraska Engineer of the Year Award in 2017 and the Epsilon
Sigma Phi Early Career Service State Award in 2011.
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FARAD: REDUCING
CHEMICAL RESIDUES IN
ANIMAL PRODUCTS
Residues of drugs, pesticides and other chemical substances can
reduce the safety of animal-derived foods, adversely affecting
the health and confidence of consumers. To address this pressing
issue, scientists at several US universities founded the Food Animal
Residue Avoidance Databank (FARAD), a program aimed at providing
veterinarians and livestock producers with knowledge and tools
that can help in preventing or reducing the presence of chemical
residues in food.

A Health Hazard
Today, most foods are mass-produced
and distributed to people through
supermarkets. To ensure that animalderived products, such as milk, eggs and
meat, continuously reach consumers
at a mass level, livestock farmers may
use FDA approved drugs and registered
pesticides to ensure the health and
welfare of the animals from which these
foods are derived.

found in animal-derived food products,
producers can lose their permit and
certifications. It is important to strike
the right balance between providing
quality veterinary care to animals and
preventing these substances from
occurring in the food derived from them,
whether its milk, eggs, honey or meat.
The FARAD Program

Once these substances are administered
to livestock, however, it takes a
certain amount of time for them to be
eliminated from the animals’ bodies,
and the products derived from them.
If producers do not follow specific
guidelines and wait for these substances
to dissipate, violative and sometimes
harmful substances can still be present
in foods when consumers purchase
them.

The Food Animal Residue Avoidance
Databank (FARAD) was created as
a portal that disseminates useful
knowledge related to this issue,
ultimately fostering safer agriculture
and food production. In addition to
conducting in-depth scientific studies
and disseminating information, FARAD
is also committed to developing tools
that correctly estimate the timeframes
necessary for foods to have safe
concentrations of chemicals, after their
use has ceased.

The problem of chemical residues
in food is of crucial importance for
producers and consumers worldwide,
as these products could have adverse
consequences on the health and safety
of those purchasing and eating them.
Moreover, if illegal drug residues are

The FARAD program was founded in
1981 by Drs Jim Riviere, Arthur Craigmill
and Steve Sundlof, three professors
of pharmacology and toxicology
at North Carolina State University,
the University of California, and the
University of Florida, respectively.
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‘Our number one goal is to help prevent drug or
contaminant residues from appearing in meat, milk,
honey, and eggs following livestock exposure to
these substances’

Despite being funded by the USDA, FARAD is a largely faculty
driven endeavour; thus, its scientific work and assessments are
not influenced by the pharmaceutical industry or by regulatory
bodies.
The program currently involves scientists from five prestigious
US universities: Kansas State University (K-State), North
Carolina State University (NCSU), the University of California,
Davis (UC Davis), the University of Florida (UFL), and Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech). The
current directors of the program are Dr Ronald Baynes (NCSU),
Dr Jennifer Davis (Virginia Tech), Dr Zhoumeng Lin (K-State), Dr
Lisa Tell (UC Davis), and Dr Tom Vickroy (UFL).
FARAD’s key objective is to provide the most up-to-date
information about how to produce safe animal-derived foods
that contain no substances above established safe levels. To
accomplish this, scientists involved in the project carry out
extensive research aimed at identifying, extracting, evaluating
and subsequently distributing knowledge about how to
mitigate the presence of these substances in food.

all relevant findings in a database that can be accessed by
professionals worldwide.
The national FARAD team specifically focuses on realtime cases of chemical residues in livestock presented by
veterinarians and specialists who work in the area of food
production. These professionals can get in touch with FARAD
to discuss specific instances and ask for guidance or advice on
how to reduce the presence of chemical residues in food.
‘We adopt a proactive approach by providing easy access –
phone, email, internet – to veterinarians especially, who are on
the front lines when animals are exposed to these substances
and a decision has to be made as to when best to send the
animal to slaughter or allow the milk, eggs or honey to enter
the human food chain,’ explains Dr Baynes. ‘We get as many as
10–15 inquiries per day and we strive to respond within 24 to
48 hours with information that will help the veterinarian, and
ultimately the farmer, to mitigate the risk of chemical residues
from appearing in the livestock product.’
A Valuable Pool of Information

‘Our number one goal is to help prevent drug or contaminant
residues from appearing in meat, milk, honey, and eggs
following livestock exposure to these substances and at the
very least ensure that the residues are below the established
and allowed tolerance levels that are regulated by the federal
government,’ says Dr Baynes.
Knowledge Dissemination
Experienced veterinary professors at all five FARAD sites work
together to ensure that updated information about how to
mitigate the problem of chemical residues in food reaches
veterinarians, livestock producers, extension agents, and
regulatory scientists throughout the US. These scientists carry
out in-depth research and review existing studies, storing
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Since its early years of existence, FARAD has been committed
to disseminating valuable information and research-based
guidance to professionals operating in the food production
industry.
The first digest produced by the program was published in
1997, shortly after the final regulations for the implementation
of the Animal Medicinal Drug Use Clarification Act (AMDUCA)
were put in place by the FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine.
This article provided an initial overview of FARAD’s mission and
offered valuable information about how to access its services,
as well as the knowledge compiled by scientists involved in the
project.
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Now, many peer-reviewed scientific publications are based
on the research carried out at FARAD centres. The researchers
involved in the program publish 3–4 articles on average
every year, while also identifying, reviewing and compiling
information from other relevant studies. The research carried
out by FARAD focuses on a variety of topics that could lead to
safer food production, including the estimation of withdrawal
intervals for veterinary drugs and the time necessary for these
drugs to dissipate.
New Scientific Tools
In addition to compiling a database of information and
responding to specific queries, Dr Baynes and his colleagues
have developed tools that can be used by veterinarians to
estimate the time it takes for a given substance to disappear
from an animal’s body or reach safe levels for consumption.
These techniques are based on pharmacokinetics, a branch of
pharmacology that explores the movement of drugs within a
body.
Pharmacokinetics is a useful scientific tool that is also used in
the pharmaceutical industry for drug evaluations, as well as
by regulatory agencies worldwide to estimate how quickly the
drug clears from the body.
In a study carried out last year, the FARAD team developed a
web-based user-friendly framework based on physiologicallybased pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling, a technique that
can help to predict tissue residues and drug withdrawal
intervals. The researchers developed a new PBPK model that
can be used on both cattle and pigs after administrating an
anti-inflammatory drug called flunixin meglumine. This model
was then converted into a web-based interactive framework
that can be used by the FARAD team in real time to estimate
the time necessary for drug residues to reach safe levels for
consumption in animal-derived foods.

‘This study is our recent pride and joy, as we were able
to develop an interface that helps us in real time use
our pharmacokinetic models to answer questions from
veterinarians which are really: how much longer after I give drug
X, will I need to not slaughter or not add milk, eggs, or honey to
the food chain?’ Dr Baynes explains.
Continued Efforts
Over the past 38 years, the FARAD collaboration has carried
out invaluable work and has played a key role in improving
the safety of animal-derived foods marketed in the US. The
ultimate mission of the program is to ensure that all edible
products derived from animals do not contain chemical
residues that could have long-term health consequences for
consumers. Where this is not possible, the information and
tools offered by FARAD could at least help professionals to keep
the concentration of these chemicals below that specified by
regulatory jurisdictions.
The FARAD project is now working towards its goal in several
different ways: by compiling a database of up-to-date
information, answering specific queries of veterinarians,
livestock producers or extension specialists, publishing new
research findings, handbooks, and other resources, furnishing
producer quality-assurance programs, and engaging in other
activities aimed at promoting greater food safety.
Its diverse range of services and the dedication of its scientists
to providing valuable guidance and disseminating reliable
information have made it an important reference for countless
livestock producers and veterinarians across the US. In the
future, Dr Baynes and his colleagues hope to leverage new
technologies to enhance their efficiency in answering queries,
as well as to develop increasingly precise tools that are easy to
use, effective, and readily accessible.
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FARMING AN ALL-FEMALE
FLOUNDER POPULATION
Southern flounder is an economically important edible fish, but
farming of this species has not yet been perfected. In fact, fish farms
are heavily reliant on capturing new fish from the wild each year
for breeding purposes. However, wild populations are in decline
due to changing environmental conditions and over-exploitation,
which presents a real challenge to the sustainable production of this
species. Dr Todd Sink and Dr Elizabeth Silvy at Texas A&M University
are developing new methods to move away from the use of wild fish,
by creating a sustainable captive breeding stock.

Farming Southern Flounder
Commonly served in restaurants and
sold at fish markets, the Southern
flounder is a quirky looking flatfish, with
both eyes on one side of its head. This
species is able to tolerate a wide range
of environmental conditions, including
varying water temperatures and
salinities, making it a strong candidate
for fish farming. However, there is
currently a desire to develop new and
improved farming techniques, as today’s
methods involve collecting semen from
wild-caught fish to successfully spawn
captive larvae, in order to sustain the
population.
The process of collecting semen from
males, called strip spawning, frequently
results in losses from stress, injury, and
infections. Males are also quite small
compared to female flounder, and
females will often attack or even eat the
males, which have no means of escape
in culture tanks. As a result, new males
need to be captured for breeding each
year while the same females can be
used for several years. This reliance on
wild breeding stock and the smaller
size of the males, which may never

reach a marketable-weight, significantly
limits Southern flounder farming
(or ‘aquaculture’), and large-scale
operations are not yet a reality.
Increasing demand for these fish and
rising ocean temperatures that favour
the development of males also put
pressure on wild populations, resulting
in declines in Southern flounder
numbers, further increasing the need
for aquaculture. To address this growing
problem, Dr Todd Sink and Dr Elizabeth
Silvy at Texas A&M AgriLife Extension
Service at Texas A&M University are
currently working to produce an allfemale flounder population. Within such
a population, the sex of some of these
females can be altered, allowing them
to breed with other females, removing
the need for wild-caught males and
eliminating culture issues associated
small males that may not reach a
marketable-size.
The research team has a strong track
record of improving techniques
and protocols for the production of
various species on a commercial scale,
and is taking a leading role in stock
enhancement of Southern flounder.
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Creating an All-Female Population
When fish are farmed under unnatural
conditions, the population’s gender
ratio can become skewed due to a
single factor. In Southern flounder,
gender is influenced by genetics,
temperatures during development,
and levels of stress and hormones, with
water temperature being the strongest
influencer. During development, higher
or lower temperatures will result in
a higher number of the smaller, less
valuable males, while an optimal
temperature of 23°C results in more
females. However, maintaining this
optimum temperature is difficult in a
large-scale hatchery.
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Cold shock treatment, by contrast, produced a lower number
of fertilised eggs and a lower number of larvae, making it much
less suitable for this purpose.
From these findings, Dr Sink recommends using pressure shock
treatment to produce female clones. Although this process
is somewhat costly and time consuming, an aquaculture
producer would only need to do it once, producing 30 to 40
juveniles for the next step.
Making Males out of Females

Creating genetic clones of female fish could resolve this.
To create such clones, Dr Sink and Dr Silvy applied both
cold shock treatments and pressure shock treatments to
fish eggs. The team used semen that had been treated with
ultraviolet radiation to activate the fertilisation process without
contributing any male DNA to the embryo, resulting in a clone
of the mother. For the cold shock treatment, they put some
of these ‘fertilised’ eggs in a water bath at 0°C for 45 minutes,
and, for the pressure shock treatment, they placed eggs into a
chamber and applied high pressure for 6 minutes.
Pressure shock treatment was the most biologically viable
method of producing clones, with an embryo survival rate of
5.75%, even 58 days after hatching. This might seem like a low
number; however, flounder invest very little in individual eggs,
producing up to 5 million eggs per female during a spawning
season, with only a small percentage surviving metamorphosis
to become juveniles. Given this strategy, even 5.75% survival
can result in more than a quarter of a million juveniles.
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As male flounder rarely reach a marketable size, it is beneficial
to have an all-female culture population, which also serves to
resolve the gender bias caused by unfavourable temperatures.
However, continuously cloning the same population does not
allow aquaculture producers to genetically improve their stock.
To address this, Dr Sink and Dr Silvy propose changing the
sex of a number of cloned female fish, so that they can
reproduce with other females. In this way, desirable traits,
such as marketable size, fast growth, or disease resistance,
can be picked out of the population, and specific females
bred together. Similarly, those with less desirable traits,
such as genetic defects, can be discarded from the breeding
population, allowing for the overall improvement of Southern
flounder stock.
Changing the sex – or ‘sex reversal’ – involves exposing the
newly hatched larvae to a male hormone, such as testosterone,
so that instead of developing ovaries and eventually eggs,
the female develops testes and produces semen. This is an
effective method and has already been refined in a number of
species used in aquaculture.
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more females to the wild. Stocking
female flounder makes the largest
impact on the population, because
each female can produce millions
of eggs and larvae over her lifetime,
adding significantly to the population,
but stocking with a male only increases
the population by one. It only takes
a single wild male to reproduce with
multiple females, so stocking all female
populations has the potential to make a
significant increase in wild populations
and could even double the current
impact of stock enhancement.
Beyond Southern Flounder Farming

The resulting fish are still genetically
female, but are functionally male
and can reproduce with the natural
females to create all-female offspring.
This allows for the mixing of genetics
from different individuals to obtain the
best genetic traits, but yet still produce
all-female populations that improve
production efficiency.
The research team is working to
improve Southern flounder culture
using this method of sex reversal,
towards the creation of an all-female
population that can be sustained.
This project shows great potential for
supporting the seafood and fishing
industries. Development of Southern
flounder aquaculture using cloning and
sex reversal will promote jobs within
hatcheries as well as commercial and
recreational fishing, both of which are
very large, economically important
industries in the US. Furthermore, since
males have a high production cost
but low marketability, this project has
the potential to economically improve
flounder aquaculture and lower expense
for the consumer.
Replenishing Threatened Wild Stocks
Aquaculture provides a sustainable
source of fresh seafood, removing

pressure from wild stocks. To increase
wild stock further, many state and
federal natural resource agencies also
conduct stock enhancement programs,
where larvae are grown in culture and
then released into the wild to combat
population declines that occur due to
over-fishing or habitat loss.
The Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department’s stock enhancement
program has released more than 115
million red drum fingerlings in bays and
estuaries all around Texas to prevent
further population declines. Their work
alone proves that this is a viable way
of restoring fish stocks to their formerly
sustainable levels.
Southern flounder stocks are currently
in decline, with a 30% decrease
observed in Texas over the last 15 years,
and they are listed as ‘Near Threatened’
on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species. Despite the management
strategies already in place, there is a
need to find new methods of restoring
flounder fisheries and enhancing wild
populations.
Using the techniques proposed by
Drs Sink and Silvy, mass quantities
of female flounder can be produced,
which could greatly benefit stock
enhancement programs by introducing
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As advancements such as these
continue to develop in the aquaculture
industry, it will become possible to farm
greater quantities of fish in a sustainable
manner, allowing us to move away from
fishing threatened wild populations. Dr
Sink and Dr Silvy’s work confirms both
the economic and the environmental
sustainability of Southern flounder as a
species for fish farming.
The team’s results will be made
available to both private and
governmental farms, allowing for the
development of better techniques
and protocols. This will encourage
more efficient production of Southern
flounder in the future, without the
reliance on wild-caught males. The
findings will also be applied to the
development of techniques for other
species, including cobia – another
commercially important edible fish.
The findings could prove very profitable
on a large scale. Currently in the US,
approximately 11% of livelihoods are
dependent on the fishery and fish
farming industries. If techniques such as
those proposed by Dr Sink and Dr Silvy
continue to be explored, there is the
real potential for the expansion of these
industries. New jobs at all skill levels
will be generated, producing economic
benefits for the country as a whole.
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University in Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, with a focus on
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receive her PhD in Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences at Texas A&M
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marine finfish reproduction and larviculture. She studied
the process and techniques of gynogenetic manipulation to
remedy skewed gender bias in southern flounder. While at
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